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FOREWORD 

The process of neighborhood change is a complex and multifaceted 
subject which has engaged the attention of scholars from a number of 
diverse disciplines. Much has been written and a variety of approaches 
to the subject have been tried. One approach has taken the form of 
large-scale computer-based mathematical models which attempt to explain 
the behavior of the various actors who make up urban neighborhoods. The 
Community Analysis Model is the latest effort in a history of urban spatial 
model building that covers two decades. 

This report is a detailed description of the Community Analysis Model. 
This model is the product of an ambitious research effort that has been 
carried out by a group of scholars at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology under the direction of David L. Birch. Professor Birch and his 
research team have done an excellent job in preparing the report, as well 
as in developing the model. 

This report provides all readers with an interesting and thought
provoking analysis of neighborhood change, and it serves to introduce an 
important stepping-stone for future urban model builders. 

b-.~~47:~ 
Donna E. Sha1ala 
Assistant Secretary 
for Policy Development 
and Research 



PREFACE 

The Community Analysis Model is a description of a behavioral model 
of the processes by which neighborhoods change. This model is the product 
of an ambitious and wide-ranging research effort that has been carried out 
by a research team at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. This 
report and a companion report, also published by the Office of Policy 
Development and Research, provide a detailed presentation of the structure 
and uses of the Community Analysis Model. The companion volume, entitled 
The Behavioral Foundations of Neighborhood Change, summarizes the results 
of the detailed field work and empirical analyses upon which the theory 
contained in The Community Analysis Model is based. The latter volume 
presents an overview of the model, a detailed presentation of the 
theoretical foundations of the model, and a discussion of the model's 
accuracy. An independent technical evaluation and summary of the model 
is provided in another HUD publication entitled A Critical Evaluation of 
the Community Analysis Model. 

The Community Analysis Model is a very large and ambitious model. It 
simulates the behavior of individuals, households, employers, builders, 
homeowners, landlords, and zoning board officials as they make decisions 
regarding where to live, where ·to work, how many people to hire, what to 
build, ~ow to maintain a housing unit, whether to alter a zoning ordinance, 
and so forth. The results of ·these decisions are accumulated to predict 
aggregate changes in neighborhoods over time. 

The model utilizes a variety of important pUblished data sources, as 
well as a large amount of data from field surveys in the six metropolitan 
areas studied. An impressively large data collection and storage effort 
has gone into the estimation of the model, and the computer method for 
sol~ing the model is modern and efficient. 

The model is primarily the work of non-economists and is multi-discipli
nary in approach, as theory and previous research from a variety of academic 
fields are utilized. This differentiates the Community Analysis Model 
from most other large scale urban spatial models which rely more exclusively 
on economic theory. 
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Section 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Neighborhood change is a complex process. Much has been written in 

a general way about what happens. Very little has been written about why. 

This report represents the findings of a project whose charter was to 

expldin neighborhood evolution and decline i~ terms of the behavior of 

~ 
the actors causing it. We wanted to understand why people do what they do, 

dividuals, landlords, homeowners, builders, employers, school superintendents, 

and how their actions cause change over time. 

OUr explanation takes the form of a computer model. Different parts 

of the model simulate the behavior of different actors households, in

'. 

zoning board members. Each year the model predicts what these people will 

do and accumulates the results of their individual actions, thereby simu

lating aggregate change in neighborhoods. 

The project was funded by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 

Development. Its goal is to develop and test this model (called the Community 

Analysis Model) in six areas across the United States: New Haven, Worcester, 

Dayton, Rochester, Houston, and Charlotte. Unlike many modeling efforts, 

this one makes no effort to test policies. Our purpose is not to recommend 

programs to anyone. We simply wish to understand neighborhood change and 

to construct a model that captures that understanding in a realistic way. 

In pursuing this purpose we have sought and received the participation 

of planning agencies in each of the six regions for which models were devel

oped. These agencies have been actively involved in the gathering of 
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data, the testing of propositions on which the model is based, and the

validation of the model. Through their participation, these groups have

kept the model close to the world it is intended to replicate. The groups

are now becoming consumers of the product they helped to create.

The report begins with an overview of the model, describing its

structure and raising some of the fundamental issues we faced and resolved

in designing it. The bulk of the report presents our theory of actor

behavior, the heart of the model. A series of sections sets forth the

rules that we think different kinds of people follow in going about their

urban business. These rules are the underlying explanation of neighbor-

hood change. We conclude with a discussion of the results of our extensive

efforts at validation in all six cities.

A companion volume, The Behavioral Foundations of Neighborhood Change,

summarizes much of the detailed empirical work and findings that lie

behind the formulation of the Community Analysis Model.
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Section 2

OVERvIEW OF THE MODEL

In its short life, urban mbdeling has already developed. traditions

and streams of development. The best way to begin a description of our

approach is to relate it to oth&r efforts, pointing out similarities and

points of departure.

Trends in Model Development

SUrely the main line of formal model development has been the gravity

model. Its fundamental prem1seis that people are highly sensitive to

travel time and cost and will incur such costs only wnen a suitao~e resi~

dential location cannot be found near their places of work. The "gravity

label oriqinated as a result of the resemblance of the equation used to

express cost-distance relationsnips to the gravity formula in physics.

The basic gravity model has undergone .everal mutations, each one

attempting to enrich the theory by increasing the number of considerations

entering into a household'. choice of residence. Steven Putman [16) has

documented these developments. Part. of hi. review can be .~rized as

follows:



Model
Name

Lowry

TOMM

TOMM-III

PLUM

IPLUM

BASS

NBER

Herbert-Stevens

4

Contribution

Pure gravity the grandfather
of the clan.

Incrt'mental instead of "instant_ city"
allocation

Disaggregated people types
Introduces measure of amenities

Introduces ten independent variables
in the demand function in addition
to distance from work place

Never calibrated

Introduces a new distance-related
function to the Lowry model pro
portional to an exponential func
tion of ,the negative reciprocal
of distance as well as inversely
proportional to distance squared

An incremental version of PLUM

For the first time, explicitly,
incorporates the supply side
of the housing market

Develops the supply side further and
introduces a linear programming
algorithm to clear the market

Introduces the bid-rent concept of
household budget allocation and
a linear programming algorithm
to maximize bid-rent paying ability

Most models in this stream acknowledge antecedents other than their

immediate predecessors on the list. The NBER model [10), for example,

finds close ancestral ties to the models of Alonso [1 ), Muth [15), and

Mills (14), each of whom has shared NBER's strong concern with the relation-

ship between housing and transportation costs.
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Related to and building on the transportation and land use focus of

the gravity models have been several large-scale efforts centered around

particular regions the Penn-Jersey Model [ 5] and the Susquehanna River

Basin Model [8] being good examples.

Taking another tack, Jay Forrester nnd his systems dynamics group [7]

have modeled urban evolution in terms of the balances between rates and

flows in a system of differential equations. The model has little or no

spatial dimension; it portrays a somewhat abstract city without subzones.

As such, it pays no attention to access or land use, but focuses instead

on the aggregate relationships among jobs, housing, and people.

Most social scientists who have conceptualized models of urban change

have not formulated them mathematically. Their contributions have been

important, however, and their starting points have been quite different. The

sociologists, for example, usually conceptualize neighborhood change in

terms of social status and changes in neighborhood reputation over time.

Writers such as Firey [6], Suttles [17], and Wolfe and LeBeaux [18] attri

bute much of the change taking place in neighborhoods to shifts in attitudes

toward dwelling unit style, race, privacy, social prestige, and so forth.

Sociologists have added concreteness to their theories not by writing

equations for the most part, but by interviewing people to determine how

they actually behave. Researchers like Lansing et al. [12], Butler et al.

[4], and Coleman [2] have used a variety of survey instruments ranging from

large-scale structured probability samples, to panels, to in-depth interviews,

to construct behavioral models of residential choice. Their emerging models

differ significantly from the one postulated by the gravity modelers. For

one thing, they find that journey-to-work costs are important only if the
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journey is particularly long -- forty minutes according to Butler et al. (4).

Also, they find that people choose neighborhoods first paying great att~n-

tion to the qualities the neighborhood has to offer -- and then find d unit

in a satisfactory neighborhood. This is in direct contrast with the econo-

mists' focus on the housing unit as the primary basis for selection, which

in many cases ignores neighborhood surroundings altogether. Eric Moore [13)

sums up the difference regarding access quite nicely:

Much has been written, especially by economists, regarding the
importance of the journey to work in selection of residence.
In particular, it is argued that cost of the journey to work
relative to other household expenditures generates a residential
pattern of increasing socio-economic status with increasing dis
tance from major workplace locations. One would expect, on the
basis of this literature, to find that accessibility to work and
also amenities such as shopping centers, playgrounds, schools,
and medical services strongly influence movement decisions.
However, in almost every study which has made observations on
individual decisions to move, the impact of accessibility is
apparently negligible.

As a geographer, Moore represents still another school of thought.

As one might expect, geographers tend to emphasize spatial patterns and

the spatial organization of activities. They are concerned with rings and

sectors and central places. Recently, they have begun to relate space to

human perception, noting that people are not indifferent to different sectors

or quadrants of the same region, and that they are sensitive to the proximity

of other neighborhoods and to topography and terrain generally and that they

act on these perceptions. Moore [13] and Johnston [11] have developed an

interesting concept of mental maps and the relationship of behavior to these

maps.
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Relationship of Our Model to Historical Antecedents

Our model embraces several of the traditions mentioned above. :-it nl\~-

turally, it most strongly resembles the NBER model; many of its ~~models

contain the same labels and perform most of the same functions. A compari-

son of block diagrams for the two models (Figure 2-1) shows the resemblance.

Both models deal with the location of employment within the region. Both

treat explicitly a stream of events that begins with movers leaving units,

continues through a system of vacancy accounting, a set of demand preferences

for available units, a supply response (ours is lagged) both for the existing

stock (filtering) and for new construction, and includes a market clearing

algorithm. The major differences apparent at this level are the sequence of

the submodels (in a few cases) and the fact that we deal explicitly with

natural increase and decrease (births, deaths, aging), land control, and

changes in schools.

At a more general level, both modeling groups reject the simplicity of

Alonso's and Muth's static cross-sections and their featureless-plain cities

with all employment concentrated at the center. Moreover, we both reject

the concept of long-term equilibriunas an achievable state. The rates of

change in transportation, communication, food costs, energy costs, life styles,

and housing preferences are at least as rapid as the ability of the region

to respond, yielding cross currents and an endless process of adapation.

The NBER group puts it as follows.

Our view is tha~ long-run equilibrium may never be attained in
a metropolitan housing market. Over time, as the characteristics
of population change, as employment locations change, as the trans
port system is modified, as new building technology is developed,
as real incomes rise, the equilibrium position keeps shifting in
response to these forces and many others. Thus the housing market
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Comparison of Our Model with the NBER Urban Simulation Model

Flow Chart of Our Model

Land Control
Submodel

+ -
Natural Increase

and Migration
Submodel

+
Employment Location

Submodel

+
School Change

Submodel

+
Movers, Vacancy

and Demand
SUbmodel

t
Region-wide

Market Clearing
Submodel

+
Neighborhood-level

Market Clearing
SUbmodel,

Supply and Filtering
Submodels

1
Flow Chart of NBER Model

Employment Location
Submodel

Movers Submodel

Vacancy Submodel

Demand Allocation
Submodel

Filtering Submodel

Market Clearing
Submodel

1. G.K. Ingram, J.F. Kain, and J.R. Ginn, The Detroit Prototype of the
NBER Urban Simulation Model (New York: National Bureau of Economic
Research, 1972).
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is perpetually chasing the moving target and is constantly in dis
equilibrium. In the NBER mOdel we view the adjustment process as
being carried out at the margin during each market period. l

We would only substitute "will" for "may" in the first sentence, and 'lL'lwral-

ize the statement beyond the housing market to employment location, land

control, school changes, social mobility, and so forth.

The mechanics by which both models clear the housing market are quite

different, but it is not a fundamental conceptual difference. In fact, we

suspect that with a significant amount of work, we could employ the NBER

strategy, and vice versa. We feel that ours is more realistic and, at pre-

sent, it is considerably less expensive to operate.

\v.here we part company with NBER and most other models is over the

contents of the boxes. The NBER model is built on the premise that economics

holds the key to unraveling the urban puzzle. This orientation is made quite

explicit:

Even though large models of urban areas may not be very novel,
the NBER model is nearly unique among them because of its economic
content. It is deeply rooted in economic theory; the utility-maxi
mizing households and the profit maximizing firms that pervade
microeconomics are the basic building blocks of the model. 2

We reject the notion that any single discipline holds the key. We do

not feel, nor does the evidence available to us suggest, that people are

predominantly economic people, or sociological people, or geographic people.

Their thought processes are not organized the way university departments are.

1. Ibid.

2. Ibid.
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They are "real" people. When choosing a neighborhood to live, real Pl"'OFl(~

consider costs. They consider prestige. They consider tlw view. Tlwy ~('ln

sider their own image of themselves and their life styles. They cUllsidl't·

places they "know" a good deal more carefully than places they do not know,

and so forth.

To make matters more complicated, real people do not act like the near

perfect information processers and maximizers that much existing theory

implies they are. Real people appear to be dominated by inertia not action.

They do not respond instantly and automatically to changes in prices or to

class changes or to vacancies. Household members we have interviewed, partic

ularly older ones, put off moving as long as they can. Landlords sometimes

do not raise prices in the face of rising demand, either because they wish

to control who their tenants are or because they have an unusual concept of

return; they only wish to cover costs and live free. Builders do not lay

off workers and cut back their levels of construction as soon as vacancies

and inventories rise. They believe, at least for a while, that things will

get better.

In many cases, these theoretically imperfect people are not able to

maximize their returns because they lack the information to do so. Many

households, for example, know one sector of a city better than others and

limit their search for housing to that sector regardless of opportunities

elsewhere.

Whether the reason for imperfect response is indifference, a complex

utility function (dominated by noneconomic considerations), or lack of

adequate information, the net result can be described better as "ine:r:tial

adaptation" rather than optimization or maximization. This is a nontrivial
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distinction if, as we are coming to believe, th~ lags in response to changing 

conditions in many cases are of the same magnitudl~ as r.atps of chan,1£' in 

circumstances. In a world of this sort, it: is tlw imperfectioll~, lo,lthl'lo 

than maximizing behavior, that dominate the dynamics of change. Wide swings 

in construction rates, discontinuities in housing prices, and sudden changes 

in neighborhood composition are not the natural result of maximizers operat

ing with perfect information. 

Our model is constructed of these real people engaged in adaptive 

behavior. They are not real, of course, in the sense that we purport to 

describe everything that goes on in their heads. No model can begin to 

approach such complete description, nor is it useful to try. Rather, we 

label our people "real" because we view them as being influenced by a rich 

variety of information and stimuli, and as responding in a complex, not a 

simple, way to these influences. We do not take the position that the 

economists or sociologists or geographers are wrong, but that they are 

partial and tend to emphasize those aspects of behavior that fit nicely 

into their own theoretical rubrics. We have tried instead to draw on 

various viewpoints, to confront this set of diverse views with the evidence 

available to us, and to piece together descriptions of behavior that are 

consistent with that evidence. We consider the behavior of the people in 

our model to be neither irrational, imperfect, nor suboptimal. We consider 

it to be the natural response of normal, complex individuals to changes in 

the world around them. 

As part of our quest for a description of normal, real behavior, we 

reviewed some 200 different models (conceptual as well as mathematical) 
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purporting to describe the functioning of various kinds of urban actors.

The abundance of partial, often conflicting, theories was striking.

Under these circumstances one would expect that urban modt~lE'rs wnul.l

have placed great emphasis on testing. That has not been the case. For a

variety of reasons, most urban modeling groups have stopped short of testing.

The Forrester group [7] was never particularly interested in real cities.

More typical, however, is the following comment by the Susquehanna group:

In the course of the research program, we stressed the use of
sensitivity experiments as a means of identifying those parts of the
model that are most sensitive and therefore most promising candidates
for further research. The results of these sensitivity experiments
depend, however, on the structure of the model, and the conclusions
drawn from these experiments are therefore based on the assumption
that the model structure is a valid representation of the real world.
The model's validity can be tested only be comparing its output to
real world data. This may be done, for example, by seeing how well
the model can reproduce past regional performance. Unfortunately,
in attempting to conduct validation runs of this kind, our exper-
ience has been that obtaining reliable and comparable data for past
Y8ars takes a great deal of effort and is extremely difficult. Al
though several runs of this type were made, because of these diffi
culties with the data, our original plans for conducting more extensive
validation tests were abandoned. 2

This remark is echoed by the NBER team:

... if the only problem had been estimation of the gross price
coefficients, we probably could have eventually achieved an ade
quate calibration of the model for Detroit. Unfortunately, the
unavailability of prices for individual housing units also meant
we could not estimate accurate housing price surfaces by housing
submarket. If the submarket demand functions had been "correct,"
this problem could have been circumvented by running the model
over several time periods to produce a consistent set of housing

1. See David Birch, et al., Models of Neighborhood Evolution (Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT-Harvard Joint Center for Urban Studies, 1974).

2. H.R. Hamilton et al.,Systems Simulation for Regional Analysis: An Appli
cation to River-Basin Planning. (Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press,1969).
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prices. Conversely, if submarkets housing prices had been available,
we believe we eventually could have calibrated the submarket demand
functions by trial and error. But since we had neither a good set of
gross price coefficients nor reasonable estimates of the housing price
surfaces, the task of achieving satisfactory c~libration of th~ mod~l

for Detroit appeared nearly impossible. l

In most cases, the thrust is the same: "Testing is important, but difficult,

and we will 'get to it as soon as we can." The result is that we have little

idea which competing models and theories are valid. Few have demonstrated

that they are capable of replicating the real world.

We feel strongly that before a model can be used with confidence for

any purpose, the builder must demonstrate that it behaves the way the world

behaves. It is not good enough that the model responds "reasonably" in

sensitivity tests or that it looks "reasonable" to some set of observers.

We have placed great emphasis on testing and on the collection of the

~ata n(~cessary to conduct tests. Earlier versions of the model have been

tc,st(~d l.n New Haven and Houston. The present version has been tested exten-

sively on a neighborhood-by-neighborhood basis for the period between 1960

and 1970 in Dayton, Worcester, Rochester, and Charlotte, and has been tested

once again in New Haven and Houston.

For tests beyond 1970, the conventional census sources are unavailable

and we rely on acre-by-acre satellite data for land use measures in

1972 and 1975, Dun and Bradstreet data on employment in 1970, 1973, and 1975,

R.L. Polk data on the housing stock and its occupants by neighborhood where

they exist, and local data series (special censuses, surveys, electrical

connections, and so forth) to ensure that each version of the model is

1. Ingram et al., NBER Urban Simulation Model.
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behaving correctly. Some of these data can be obtained annually- and the[r

use is built into the testing procedure.

A natural consequence of our interest in real people and the lags and

inertia that dominate their behavior is our concern with time. Most early

models ignor0d time altogether. They created entirely new cities from scratch

in each run. More recent models deal with increments of time and incremental

change, as they should. Nonetheless, they tend to be somewhat cavalier about

it, being indifferent among one-year, five-year, and fifty-year increments.

Our closest cousin structurally -- the NBER model -- is the most careful about

its use of time, but still is somewhat fuzzy on the issue:

The number of years covered in the simulation and the period of
time represented by each iteration depend on the objectives of the
simulation. For both technical and budgetary reasons, the period of
time represented by each iteration will usually be greater for longer
simulated periods. In order to simulate the effects of particular
I~licies within a ten-year period, each iteration of the model would
I,robably represent a year. However, for replicating the effects of
a [Jolicy ()f major public investment over a period of twe~ty or thirty
years, each iteration might represent two years or more.

From our perspective, theory should be time-specific. If people put

off making decisions and are adapting slowly rather than rapidly to change,

then the "time constant" of their response relative to the time interval in

the model is important. The one-year interval is an important aspect of our

structure. Our model would not work as well if the increment were changed

from one year to two years or five years. We have thought a great deal about

how shorter intervals might better capture market dynamics but think we can

get by with whole years if we are careful to compensate for multiple events

within the years.

1. Ibid.
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TYING THE PIECES TOGETHER

As we moved away from hypot.hetical, texbook maximizl'l'"s into till' WlHld

of complex people responding to a rich variety of stimuli, we facl'd two

major structural issues: which actors do we include in the model, and how

do we relate their behaviors to each other. We addressed these two issues

by asking a broader question: How can we best characterize the phenomena

governing neighborhood change? The most appropriate conceptualization to

us is one of stimulus and response. Our real people are constantly bombarded

with information, most of which they ignore and some of which they respond to,

causing change. In this regard, we were much taken, by Britton Harris's

notion of a decade ago:

The organs of the body communicate information leading to action
by nerve impluses and those maintaining homeostasis by chemical messen
gers; what are the messengers in a large city or region? .• It is quite
apparent that the generic name for these messengers will be information
and it s~~ms quite likely that some gains in theoretical clarity will
b0 achi~ved if a systematic application of communications theory can
be made to the diffusion of information through and about the systems
under study .... Considered in the communications context, there is
some merit in combining the study of decision with a priori consider
ations from different disciplines as to what information is likely to
be important and available. At one extreme this type of merger leads
to a consideration of the individual's reaction to the visual environ
ment as developed in studies by Lynch and others. At a different ex
treme, economics suggests that prices are the messengers by which
important economic information regarding, say, the housing market is
transmitted. Between these extremes lie many combinations of phenomena
which are observable, influential in behavior, and to some extent pre
dictable as consequences of other developments. l

1. Britton Harris, "The Uses of Theory in the Simulation of Urban Phenomena."
Journal of the American Institute of Planners. September, 1966.
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havior generated most of the changes in the region and deciding which of the

changes were worth recording and passing on as "information." Over time we

have evolved a set of actors and a set of decisions made by those actors,

the consequences of which are important to others, and the sum of which con-

stitutf"s mo~;t of thf'! important information flow in the regional syst.em.

In choosing actors, we encountered a secondary issue: stratification.

How are we to categorize households or business people or builders? Theories

of intra-group behavior are worthless if the groupings are improper. A

theory of behavior is simultaneously a statement of stratification and of

intra-group behavior. Of the two, stratification is the more important in

the sense that if it is improperly done, everything thereafter is nonesense.

If we really understood what goes on inside people's heads as they

choose neighborhoods, we would find such distinctions as age, race, income,

or education superficial. However, we do not have such an understanding.

As a consequence, we tend to rely on observed variations from group to group,

and choose subgroups in such a way that variations within groups are minimal.

The NBER has struggled with this same issue and sums up the state of the art:

The households which appear in the simulation model are defined by
household class much in the way that dwelling units are defined by
type. A household may fall within any of seventy-two household
classes depending on the age and educational level of the house
hold head, the household's income, and its family size •... The
development of these seventy-two household classes was basically
arbitrary, although the classes generally reflect differences
in housing consumption patterns that were sustained in empirical
work. l

1. Ingram et al. NBER Urban Simulation Model.
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After deliberating about the stratification problem for some time, we 

have decided, as have others, that many actors must be stratified jointly 

along at l(~a.st two, and sometimes three' or mon' dim('rlsions. For inst.anct', 

.:tIl '1f)ung how.,eholds do not behav(-~ in the same way; households that arE' 

young and well educated behave differently from those with less education. 

Furthermore, young, educated, black household follow different patterns 

than their white counterparts. To describe household behavior accurately 

we must know age, education, and ethnic/racial background. 

In Exhibit 2-1 we have summarized the actors whose behavior we are 

simulating, our stratification of them, their decisions which we are simu

lating and recording, and the information upon which we assume those 

decisions to be based. Our notation indicates a joint stratification 

descriptor; for example, a household would be described on the basis of 

age by education by race. 

We simulate information flow by recording what each actor does so that 

other actors can "learn" about it if our theory of behavior suggests that 

they consider the change important. The structure of the memory in which 

events are recorded is thus an important aspect of the design of our model. 

In fact, another way to conceptualize the model is in terms of the infor

mation it records and passes on to actors. When the model is used as a 

forecasting device, the contents of Memory are its output. Memory contains 

the net results of everything all the actors have done to the region's neigh

borhoods up to and including the end of the past period simulated. If, for 

instance, that period is the year 1980, Memory is a forecast of what neighbor

hoods will look like in 1980. In Figure 2-2, we summarize the contents of 

Memory. The model maintains a considerable amount of information about 
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Figure 2-2 

Main Items in Memory 

For Each Neighborhood 

1. Number of households, by type of household by type of housing unit 

2. Number of people, by type 

3. Number of households, by type 

4. Average household income 

5. Number of jobs, by type 

6. Unemployment rate 

7. Number of occupied housing units, by type 

8. Number of vacancies, by type 

~. Annual construction, by type of unit 

F).	 Av(~r agE: c:ondi tion of the housing stock 

11.	 Annual maintenance of the housing stock 

12.	 Abandonment of housing units, by type 

13.	 Number of households dissolved (primarily through death) per 
year, by type of household head, by type of housing unit 

14.	 Number of new households per year created through natural increase, 
by type 

15.	 Number of households in-migrating per year, by type 

16.	 Number of households out-migrating per year, by type 

17.	 Number of local movers arriving, by type of household 

18.	 Number of local movers leaving by type of household 

19.	 Excess demand for housing units per year, by type of household, 
by type of unit 
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20.	 Acres of land, by use 

21.	 Quality of schools, by characteristic, by school 

22.	 Maximum density at which builders are permitted (thr0uqh Z("'lninq) 

to build 

23.	 Access time to every other neighborhood 

For the Region as a Whole 

1. Unemployment rate 

2. Interest rates 

3. Unemployment rate, by occupation 

4. Unemployment rate, by industry 

5. Unemployment rate, by type of person 

fl. Anything known at the neighborhood level 
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each neighborhood for use by the actors. Our theory postulates that this

information is the set necessary to stimulate and predict actor behavior,

and that the actors and decisions we have chosen are sufficient to generate

it. With some exceptions, the model is thus a self-contained system. The

central information flows and their relationship to the updating of memory

are summarized in Figure 2-3.

The sequence of events within a given period is important to the design

of a model that depends on information flow. If one event precedes another

in the real world, that event should take place first in the model. Figure

2-1 shows the sequence now in use. We placed the employment location decision

early on the assumption that business location decisions affect subsequent

household behavior. However, our research indicates that, to an increasing

extent, people are selecting business locations to suit their residential

c:onvenien(;l"~'s. Thus, we may alter the sequence in the future to reflt"ct

this shift.

Natural increase and migration corne next to introduce new households

into the region and to identify vacancies caused by death and outmigration.

schools change, and then local movers move, further defining the number and

type of available vacancies and the number of buyers in the marketplace.

The behavioral work we have reviewed and our own interviews suggest

that people first choose a neighborhood and then a unit. We thus clear the

housing market across neighborhoods within the region before working out the

local details. Supply responses take place near the end of the period and

affect the market in the subsequent period.

In a nutshell, it is a demand-driven system, and households are the

key demanders.



Figure 2-4

Summary of Flows Between Submodels and Resulting Changes in Memory
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Remaining Structural Issues

With a well-developed theory of information flow and a defin~d s~t 0f

actor-response submodels, three major structural decisions remain: (1)

whether to model individual or household behavior, (2) how to clear the

housing market, and (3) how general to make the model's structure in attempt-

ing to model six quite different cities. We will take them up in that order.

Households vs. Individuals

Certain events in a metropolitan area can best be described in terms

of the behavior of individuals: bearing children, aging, dying, joining

the labor force, gaining an education, and so forth. Other events, partic-

ularly the occupation of housing units, can best be described in terms of

household behavior because households move as units.

We have tried both methods of description and have concluded that neither

is satisfactory by itself. As a result, we maintain both and have developed

an accounting mechanism for mapping back and forth between the two. Whenever

something happens to individuals, we assess the consequences for household

formation and dissolution. Conversely, whenever households move, we map the

changes back into population terms.

Clearing the Housing Market

More fundamental than our system of household accounting is our proce-

dure for clearing the housing market. For any given period, the mover sub-

model estimates the number of movers, the vacancy submodel determines how many

vacancies are available, and the demand submodel estimates where movers would

most like to locate given their preferences for units, neighborhoods, and

access to jobs and amenities. In general, there is a mismatch between the
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supply of units (by type and neighborhoods) and the demand for these units.

in a realistic manner.

Different modeling groups have experimented with several different ways

to handle the clearing problem. At one extreme, mismatched households are

put up in tents or hotels until the next period, i.e., the problem is

ignored. Some groups have tried iteration -- solving and resolving the

demand equations until demand matches supply within some arbitrary limit.

Others, including NBER and the Herbert-Stevens model, have adopted a formal

11 t · 1· . d h . 1a oca lon system -- lnear programrnlng -- to 0 t e Job.

We have employed still another method which we feel is realistic and,

fortunately, quite a bit less e}~ensive to simulate than many others. It

is a bidding system. Each year we conduct an "auction" in each neighborhood.

Bidders' success in the auction is a function of their preferences, the

nature of the available vacancies, and the relative bidding strength of others

seeking the same units. If our estimates of bidding strength are correct,

each subgroup of households will acquire the right number of units. If not,

some will have too many and some too few. Under these circumstances, we

adjust the bidding strengths in a way that should come much closer to clearing

the market, and try again.

The procedure is efficient and, we think, realistic. People do, in fact,

bid for units, either directly or through a broker, and some are able to

1. In addition to being expensive (the NBER algorithm accounts for 90 per
cent of the running cost of the entire model), the linear programming approach
poses special problems when the dual variables are interpreted as prices.
Any time a housing supply constraint is changed (through significant con
struction, conversions, or demolitions) or when demand falls off sharply,
the dual variables can oscillate beyond what might be expected in reasonable
price behavior. It is an inherent limitation of the method and is usually
overcome by smoothing prices over several periods to dampen the effect of
eratic behavior.
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outbid others in the process.

The procedure becomes unrealistic only if the initial estimates of

d~mand arc highly inaccurate. In that case people end up in units or neiqh

borhoods they might not normally choose. Thus far, however, our initial

demand estimates have been close enough, and the algorithm has introduced

minimal distortion.

Conunonality

We are building models for six different metropolitan areas and must

face the issue of conunonality. Can we build one model that will suffice for

all six, or do we need six different models?

It is more than merely a question of mechanics. Ideally,. a model should

not require recalibration when applied to different areas. If we understood

human behavior well, all we would need to know for a new city is a description

of its history, its topography, and its location relative to other areas in

order to simulate behavior within it. Surely no one would argue that Texans

are fundamentally different from residents of Connecticut. Each survives,

even flourishes, when m~ved from one place to the other.

The fact is, of course, that we do not come even close to the kind of

fundamental understanding necessary to avoid recalibration. Since that under

standing is what we are striving for, however, we have created only one model

(literally, in the code sense) and have forced all variations from area to

area to take the form of parameters in data sets. In this manner, we can make

.explicit comparisons across regions to gauge the nature of the variations and

to begin to home in on the underlying causality.
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Transferability and Use

This same model is now running with considerable accuracy in all six

cities. We have demonstrated to our own satisfaction that its structure is

g~n~ral and could be adopted elsewhere without significant internal changes.
!

Transf(:r is thus primarily an issue of time, cost, and the mechanics of

transferring the code.

Time

Based on our experience to date, it will take about one year to build

and test the model in a new area. About half of that time is devoted to

data gathering, and the rest to debugging the data and code and testing and

validating the model. The finished products includ~: (1) detailed population,
'-

employment, housing, school, and land use data for each neighborhood, (2)

routines for reducing these data to useful form, (3) a model for projecting

th~m into the future, and (4) a retrieval system for displaying past data

or model results.

Costs

The total cost of a model is the sum of the costs of three sets of

tasks: (1) that which the model builders do to create it, (2) that which

the user organization does to create it, and (3) manintenance by the user

organization.

We have not yet built enough models outside of a research environment

to determine the long-term cost curves. They are a function of the size of

the region, the initial availability of data, the skill, experience, and

interest of the user organization, and our own learning curve over time.

Roughly speaking, however, to develop a complete data set and an operating,

tested model for an interested, medium-sized city would cost the builders
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about $70 ,000 to $100 ,000 over the one-year ~developmenF-period-ancrwouId-

cost the user organization the equivalent of about 1.5 years of one person's

time. Once the model is developed, the annual operating and maintenance

costs should average $40,000 to $50,000, including computer time, staff

time; and overhead.

Technical Transfer

At present, models are built in Cambridgr , Massachusetts, and transferred

to users' facilities at the end of the development phase. All the software

is programmed in standard FORTRAN IV, which makes transfer a relatively simple

matter. The transfer time is on the order of two to three weeks, requiring

one skilled programmer during that period.

Application

Once transferred, the model and its attendant software packages have

generally been used for four different purposes:

1. Data retrieval:

2. Projection:

3. Translators:

The ability to retrieve detailed data

over time, for a consistent geographical

area, over a wide range of subject areas

is viewed as an asset by many planners.

Projections of households and housing

units, jobs, and land use are essential

to the planning process of some users, and

the model's output is directly useful as

it stands.

For others, the models output must be

translated into terms that relate directly

to an organization's functions: health

care, school enrollments, tax rates, budget
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line items, millions of ("ubic fCl,t of 

natural gas, likely sites of fires, and 

so forth. Auxiliary software ("trans

lators") to estimate such specific items 

must be developed by the user organization. 

Once developed, this software can be 

transferred from one city to the next 

because the model's output is standard. 

Several translators have been developed 

already. 

4.	 Program testing: Many federal, state, and local programs 

are directly related to the model's structure 

(building houses, demolishing houses, build

ing roads, subsidizing income, insuring 

or not insuring properties, etc.) and 

can be tested before implementation by 

altering the model and observing the re

sults. 

User groups in all six cities are now in the process of transferring the 

software to their cities. In the meantime, using telephone lines, they 

are working with the packages in Cambridge. Retrieval has been possible 

for several months. Users have reviewed projections carefully during late 

1976, and are now putting them to use in some areas. The second round of 

translator development is just getting underway. Each of the six partici 

pating cities will develop one or more translators and will share its final 

products with the others. Program testing is also in its infancy, and will 

become a major activity over the next six to eight months. 
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Exhibit 2-1

Actors, Decisions, and Major Determinants

l\ctor

Household

Individual

Oed sion

To Move
Within
Region

Choice of
Neighborhood

Choice of
Unit

Migrate in
and out of
Region

Have
Children

Obtain
Education

Join Work
force

Stratification

Age 1
by E/R
by Education

Age
by E/R
by Education

Major Detprminants

Life Cycle
Race
Education
Racial Change in Neighborhood
Forced Moves

Life Cycle
Race
Education
Available Units
Social Class of Neigh.
Job Access. of Neigh.
Location of Neigh.
Racial Transition of Neigh.

Housinq preferences
Financial status
Availabili ty of mortqagl'

credit

Employment opport.
Unemployment
Income Levels in Reg.
Educational Mix in Reg.
City Size
Proximity to other Areas

Life Cycle
Race
Education

Ethnic/Racial Background

Age
Ethnic/Racial Background
Education
Growth rate of Local economy

1. E/R Ethnic/Racial
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Actor 

Landlord 

Builder 

(con't) 

Decision 

Sr::tting sell 

ing price

of home


Investing in

home main

tenance


Setting rent

levels on

apartments


Investing or dis
investing in 
maintenance 
for apartments 
(including aban
doning apartments) 

Constructing 
single-family 
homes under 
contract 

Constructing

apartments

under

contract
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St.rati fication 

l\qc 

by E/R 
by Education 
by Price of 

Yome 

Rent level 
of apart 
ments 

Contract vs. 
Speculative 

Type of unit 
(tenure and 
price) 

Major Determin.'lnt s 

Potential demand r0ldtiv0 
to available units 

Characteristics of home
owner (e.g., housing 
preferences) 

Characteristics of hous
ing unit (e.g., age of 
unit) 

Characteristics of neigh
borhood (e.g., average 
housing condition) 

Potential demand relative 
to available units 

Characteristics of tenants 
(e.g., age, education, 
ethnicity) 

Characteristics of apart 
ment (e.g., age of unit 

Characteristics of neighbor
hood (e.g., ethnic com
position) 

Vacancy rate in submarket 
and region 

Availability of suitable 
vacant land 

Availability of credit 

Absorption rate in submarket 
Excess demand in submarket 
Vacancy rate in submarket 

and region 
Zoning restrictions 
Availability of suitable 

vacant land 
Availability of credit 
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Exhibit 2-1 (con't) 

I\ctor lJeclsinr\ Stcr.ttifi.cation Major ~eterminant$ 

Builder 

Lender 

Insurer 

Constructing 
single-
family homes 
and apartments 
speculatively 

Lending for new 
construction 
and home mort
gages 

Refusing to

grant loans

in certain

neighborhoods


Insuring homes 
and apartments 

None 

None 

Assessment of prospects for 
future demand in the 
neighborhood according 
to demand and rate of 
growth in nearby areas. 

Availability of suitable 
land 

Availability of credit 

Security of loans: depends 
on characteristics of 
loan applicant (e.g. age, 
ethnicity, education), 
characteristics of housing 
unit (e.g., condition), 
and characteristics of 
neighborhood (e.g., ethnic 
composition, average housin,:, 
condition) 

Availability of funds 

Risk attached to loans: 
depends on characteris
tics of neighborhood 
(e.g., ethnic composi
tion, average housing 
condition) 

Expected profit (excess 
of premium revenue over 
insurance payments) : 
depends on characteris
tics of insurance applicant 
(e.g., age, ethnicity, 
education), characteris
tics of housing unit 
(e.g., condition), and 
characteristics of neigh
borhood (e.g., ethnic 
composition, average 
housing condition) 
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Actor

Insurer

Zoning
board
member

Employer

School
Superinten

dent

Resident

Decision

Refusing to
write in
surance
in certain
neiqhbor
hoods

Determining per
missible land
uses, granting
variances

Location of a
new firm

Expansion of
employment

Relocation
Contraction

of employment
Closing a firm's

operations

Modify School
Characteris

tics

Support (or
not) existing
school poli
ci.es

Stratification

None

Major SIC
code divi
sions

/

None

Age
E/R
Education

Major Determinants

Expected loss (excess of
insurance payments over
premium revenue): depends
on characteristic of neigh
hood (e.g., ethnic compo
sition, average housing
condition)

Density preferences of
residents of neighbor
hood

Extent of commercial acti
vity in a neighborhood

vacant Land in a neighbor
hood

Characteristics of the
population of a neigh
borhood

Population density
Job concentration:

(Proportion of jobs in a
given industry located
in a given area)
Job specialization:

(Proportion of jobs in a
given area which are in
a given industry)

The tenure and value of
occupied housing units

Residents' reactions to
school characteristics

Court decisions

Percentage minority in school
Teachers' qualifications in

school
Public Image of school
Curriculum in School
Class Size in School
Resident's Attitude

toward educa.
Social Class of Resident
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Section 3

NEIGHBORHOOD DEFINITION

A first step in any effort to model neighborhood change is to define

"neighborhood." To this end, we have developed a general typology for de

scribing neighborhoods and used that typology to identify surrogate vari

ables and draw actual boundaries on maps. As a logical starting point,

therefore, we will present a summary of our general typology. We will

then describe how we used the typology to draw neighborhood boundaries.

Neighborhood Typologies -- A Summary

Our basic proposition is that what happens in neighborhoods is the

result of a complex interaction of actors and neighborhood characteristics.

We have already identified nearly fifty neighborhood characteristics that

we would like to take into account in our model. We have corne across these

in various ways, many, of course, in our previous modeling experience. Our

literature search yielded more.
l

Some of the most interesting variables

came to our attention in the course of a pilot experiment with in-depth in

terviews of Houston residents concerning neighborhood behavior; still

others, usually reaffirmed by our Houston interviews, we had encountered in

1. See Models of Neighborhood Evolution [ 2 ].
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previous research on cross-sections of Boston and Kansas City residents.
2

All fifty of these neighborhood characteristics are things that we

thi.nk interest people who are actinq in the system. It would be ide'-11 i.f

all these characteristics could be measured. and thus incorporated into our

formal computer model. We will of course fall short of this ideal, since

for some, the data are not readily available, and for a few, devices for

their measurement have not yet been developed. Those that are left out may

still prove valuable in explaining the outcomes, by supplying qualitative

insight to our quantitative analyses.

OUr neighborhood characteristics fall into eight main groups: (1)

characteristics of residents, (2) characteristics of the housing stock,

(3) land use characteristics, (4) proximity to employment, (5) residential

and social characteristics of adjacent neighborhoods, (6) public services

and governance, (7) history of neighborhood and related reputational fac-

tors, and (8) the natural environment. The order in which these eight

categories are listed indicates the relative extent of their inclusion in

our data files. Nine variables that can be considered characteristics of

residents are included while none that are direct measures of the natural

environment have yet been part of our simulation. The explanation for

this is simple: the 1960 and 1970 U.S. Census Reports provide us with de-

tailed statistics for the former on a tract-by-tract basis. There is noth-

ing comparable on a neighborhood basis for the latter -- it is not a census

concern. We would be derelict, however, were we to take this Census disin-

terest as a cue or an excuse to dismiss the eighth category from consider-

2. See especially Chapter Sf "The Influence of Consumer J?re;ferences on
Housing Markets" in Amertca~s Hou~in2 Ne~ds; 1?70 to, 19~~ [ 1 J,
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ation, since our interviews with Boston people, Kansas Citians, and Houston-

ians have shown it to be an important factor in neighborhood choice and satis-

faction. People care about the terrain, the vegetation, the elevation, ilnd

presence or absence of bodies 6f water for residential siting and/or recr0-

ational use.

The characteristics of neighborhood residents that are most crucial to

our modeling are age, race, ethnicity, and educational attainment. It is

essential that we be able to type neighborhoods on these variables in order

to understand whom the neighborhoods attract and who rejects them. We are

also typing neighborhood residents by the occupations of those who are in

the work force, by the industries in which they are employed, and by the

levels of their household income. Two ::::'1aracteristics of special interest

are the percentage change in total number of households within a neighbor

hood between 1960 and 1970 and the percentage change in racial and ethnic

composition of these households.

The housing stock characteristics which interest us most in our neigh-

borhoods are tenure (i.e., percentage owner- versus renter-occupied), mar

ket value of owner-occupied units, and gross monthly rents of renter-occu-

pied units. Rates of demolition, rates of addition to the housing stock,

and percentage of vacancies also are currently in the model and serve as

variables by which neighborhoods may be typed.

Land-use characteristics under examination include residential density

in 1970, increase in residential density from 1960 to 1970, and percentage

of neighborhood acreage in residential versus other uses (manufacturing,

commerce, parks, cemeteries, institutions), and two classifications of

vacant: easy-to-build and hard-to-build. Two characteristics that are im-
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portant to residents and potential residents, but for which we are current

ly lacking measurement or objective classification, are concentration of

housing, and something that, for want of a better expression, we call "the

feel of the neighborhood." For example, if the neighborhood is one of high

residential density, is it composed of high-rise or old-style, low-rise

residences? Or, to take another example, if it is an area of light density,

does it "feel" to the public "like a small town," or would it be character

ized as a "badly developed, ugly urban fringe?"

We can type neighborhoods according to their location vis-a-vis employ

ment in these ways: driving time to center city, job accessibility through

out the metropolitan area, employment by industry, total number of people

employed in the immediate neighborhood and in adjacent neighborhoods, and

projected future job accessibility.

This last is facilitated by our research into employing establishments

and their potential birth, death, contraction, expansion, and prospective

locations.

To residents and potential residents of any given neighborhood, the

residential and social characteristics of adjacent neighborhoods are com

monly of considerable interest. Recognizing this, we have developed the

means for quickly characterizing each neighborhood by the ethnic and racial

distribution of the adjacent neighborhoods (and, for that matter, by any

other of the demographic or socioeconomic variables we might wish to exam

ine). Perhaps most important in this regard is the geographic relationship

a neighborhood bears to areas undergoing change in racial or ethnic compo

sition; here our interest is not in proximity per se as much as in the di-

rection of racial change and a neighborhood's relationship to corridors of

change.
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The public service which our interviews show to be most important in

determining neighborhood satisfaction is schools. In Section 11, which

treats school officials as actors in the neighborhood process, we discuss

possible ways of simulating the behavior of these officials and measuring

its effect on school quality. Crime and fear of crime are concerns of

neighborhood residents that we bracket together with public service and

governance. We are now working on the problem of assembling crime rate

data on a neighborhood base and hope ultimately to be able to type neigh

borhoods on this variable.

The history of a neighborhood's role in the life of a city helps ex

plain why that neighborhood is as it is, where it may go in the future, and

how people feel about it. Walter Firey's Land Use in Central Boston [ 3 ]

is almost scriptural in its illustration of this principle. Our pilot in

terviewing in Houston has reaffirmed our desire to introduce an historical

variable into our characterization of neighborhoods. Of particular inter

est in this connection is the effect of the aging process on neighborhoods,

such as Montrose and Houston Heights in Houston, toward which a consider

able amount of positive sentiment is expressed, compared with the effect of

aging on those toward which current residents, former residents, and the

citizenry at large seem relatively indifferent or even negative.

Defining Neighborhood Units for Study

In developing a scheme for categorizing and aggregating neighborhoods

for study, we have looked to the United States Census Bureau's prior ef

forts at neighborhood definition for guidance. All neighborhood units in
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this research are, in fact, either 1970 census tracts or aggregations of

1970 census tracts. This rule was established for our definition of I\t'\qh-

borhoods for one simple reason: much of the data relevant to this study

had already been gathered, taped, and published by census tract. That

enormous mass of available data simply precluded the use of any other

approach to neighborhood definition.

On occasion, we aggregated 1970 census tracts instead of treating

each as a separate neighborhood unit, for one or more of the following rea-

sons:

(1) to reduce the total number of neighborhood units in an area
and thereby affect certain economies of computer time;

(2) to unite adjacent tracts that are so similar in demographic,
socioeconomic, and housing stock characteristics that they
are not functionally distinguishable in modeling of house
hold choice behavior; and

(3) to make our 1970 neighborhood units conform with aggregated
1960 census tracts when 1960 and 1970 tract boundaries were
not identical.

For the most part census tracts, or aggregations of tracts, are satis-

factory neighborhood units for the purposes of our study. This is especial-

ly true when tract boundaries have been drawn along major arteries, rivers,

railroad tracks, or other "natural" dividing lines. In such cases, the

tract boundaries almost certainly parallel the neighborhood boundaries re-

cognized by community residents themselves. But sometimes tract boundary

lines, which may have reflected community feelings in an earlier time, do

not adequately represent current social realities. The realization of this

phenomenon accounts in part for our willingness to aggregate tracts on

occasions when aggregates appear to reflect present social realities more

accurately.
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There are many other respects in which census tracts and even aggre

gates fall short of what might be ideal for our neighborhood units. For

one thing, they are rarely coterminous with school district lines, yet much

of neighborhood choice, as well as the sense of neighborhood identity, his

torically has r0volved around schools. This may be less important today,

when, in so many communities, the school attended is no longer the one

within closest walking distance. Second, census tracts, even when aggre

gated for certain purposes, do not necessarily correspond with municipal

subdivisions such as wards, police districts, and traf~ic control areas;

the disadvantage in this case is that some of the data relevant to our

study were gathered by these units and are not easily mapped onto tracts.

Another respect in which census tracts are less than fully satisfac

tory is that more often than not they embrace two or three subneighborhoods

of differing status and housing characteristics. This is apt to be the

case especially in a metropolitan area whose older sections were built up

when neighborhoods of homogeneous character tended to be physically smaller

than they are today. Some of the tracts most satisfactory for our purposes

are those which are coterminous with single-builder suburban developments

of the post-World War II era. Tracts at the very periphery of an urban area

are, on the other hand, apt to be large and heterogeneous.

OUr primary goal in drawing neighborhood boundaries for this study has

been to identify homogeneous neighborhoods. Pursuit of this goal has de

termined, insofar as it was possible, tract aggregation. Similarly, this

goal was an uppermost consideration when we decided to leave any tract in

its original state, integral and unaggregated. We consistently drew neigh

borhood boundary lines with the intention of ensuring that the phenomena
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encompassed were similar, and that all nearby areas which fell outside a

boundary differed from those within it.

Identifying distinct homogeneous areas is particularly important fr0m

a modeling point of view. When adjacent areas (city blocks, census tracts,

or other geographic areas) are very similar in characteristics of popula

tion, housing, and historical development, it is practically impossible to

predict differences in their futures or to simulate past differences. Thus

it is important that all like adjacent areas be within one neighborhood

area for the modeling.

The goal of homogeneity within the neighborhood areas could not always

be achieved. The major constraint, of course, was the pre-existing 1970

census tract boundaries. When these boundaries did not define homogeneous

areas, we were forced to define as a neighborhood unit an area which might

contain two or more distinctly different types of neighborhoods.

In addition to the dominant rule that all neighborhood units be 1970

census tracts or aggregations thereof, there were three other rules which

we applied from time to time. First, neighborhood boundaries were never to

cross a county boundary. This rule facilitates aggregation of neighborhood

data up to the county level for reporting purposes.

Second, neighborhood boundaries were to maintain the integrity of the

central city boundaries where the central city boundaries coincided with

census tracts and where the central city was not regularly annexing new

territory. This rule was applied in order to facilitate the aggregation of

neighborhood data up to the central city level for reporting purposes.

Finally, in order to facilitate comparisons over time, we wished to

maintain wherever possible the 1960 census tract boundaries as the basis
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for neighborhood areas. This latter rule was not always observed, however,

and was usually disregarded if, by 1970, the 1960 census tract had been sub

divided in a way that produced individual neighborhoods more homogeneous than

the ori qinal whole. 'T'hh; rule was also not followed if the original 1960 tract.

boundaries had been moved by the 1970 tracting. Our quideline was as follows:

if individual 1970 tracts that had been created as subdivisions of a single

1960 tract were essentially similar in character, i.e., together formed a

homogeneous area, they were aggregated into one neighborhood. If the 1970

tracts proved dissimilar, they were established as separate neighborhood

areas for study and the 1960 entity was ignored.

The procedure used to ascertain which census tracts should be aggre

gated into homogeneous neighborhoods is explained in Appendix 3-1. This

procedure involved matching 1970 census tracts on a series of criteria de

signed to determine their similarity. Through experience with this scheme

we came to realize that two of the criteria were particularly important and

their respective scores were double-weighted. These critical dimensions

were the racial composition of the tract (percentage of nonwhite residents)

and the percentage of the housing stock that was built between 1960 and

1970. The effect of doubling the comparison scores for these two criteria

was to guarantee that if marked differences appeared between neighboring

tracts on either, such tracts were not aggregated regardless of how similar

they might have been on all other criteria. Marked differences here could

mean as small a difference as 5 percent, depending on the dimension and

location on the continuum; more commonly, however, a difference was not

considered "marked" unless it was at least 10 percent.

OUr method for determining homogeneous neighborhood areas has its

limitations. All our criteria for determining neighborhood homogeneity
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(within the guidelines for for a "homogeneous neighborhood," as previously

set forth) came from only two points in time, namely the 1960 and 1970 ~e~

suses. Thus, any processes of neighborhood change taking place since 1970

would not show up. For advice on this, as well as for insights on vari

ables and dimensions not included in our formal procedure (such as ethni

city and changes in racial composition for noncensus year periods) we

turned to the people in our field organizations who, because they live

within the particular regions, have on-the-spot knowledge about what is

taking place there. Their guidance proved the key from time to time in

resolving questions about where neighborhood boundaries should be drawn.

Application of these several procedures for determining when and

where to aggregate tracts resulted in our designating as individual neigh

borhoods about 60 percent of all 1970 census tracts within the six regions

we are studying. The other 40 percent have been aggregated into larger

neighborhoods, usually in combinations of'two tracts per neighborhood, but

on occasion in combinations of three or four. The procedures have now been

implemented to our satisfaction, and to the satisfaction of the field organ

izations with which we are working in each of the six regions.

Districts

For certain research purposes -- especially communicating our findings

to the field organizations in the six cities -- we have aggregated neighbor

hood units into districts and have created district boundary lines. Dis

tricts on the average include four or five neighborhoods but they may con

tain as few as one or as many as twelve. Our purpose in drawing district

boundaries was to provide a means for capturing broader sections of the

region primarily for reporting purposes. People tend to be much more fami-
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liar with and know more about our district areas than they do the finer

areas encompassed by our neighborhoods. We also sometimes use districts

for modeling purposes when only a moderate level of geographic resollltil)1\

is requir8d, as in simulating where a firm miqht look for a location with-

in a region. A neighborhood would be much too small an area for this pur-

pose. The procedure used to determine the precise district boundaries was

essentially the same as that used to determine neighborhood boundaries.

The only modification was that greater differences were tolerated when ag-

gregating areas in order to capture broader sections of the region. All

districts are either neighborhoods or aggregations of neighborhoods. Dis-

trict boundaries never cross a county boundary. Finally, district bound-

aries maintain the integrity of the central city boundaries where the cen-

tr~l city boundaries coincide with neighborhood boundaries, and where the

~~ntral city is not regularly annexing new territory.

We again~turned to the local field organizations for their insight

into where the district boundaries should be drawn. It was helpful, in

most cases, to draw the district boundaries to coincide with existing plan-

ning districts in the region. This generally imPOsed few extra constraints,

since planning districts tended to be based on the same general criteria we

had chosen.

The result of this method was that most regions were divided into

about 26 districts. Since the size of districts was not the critical de-

terminant, the larger regions tended to have roughly the same number of

districts as the smaller ones.
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Appendix 3-1

Tract Aggregation Procedure

In order to determine which census tracts should be combined, we com-

pared each 1970 census tract with all its neighbor tracts on each of the

following criteria (borrowed from our neighborhood typology) :

% of nonwhite residents in tract

% of residents under 25 years of age

% of residents 65 years of age or older

% of residents 25 years of age or older with less
than high school education

% of housing units occupied by renters

% of housing stock built between 1960 and 1970

% of housing considered low in market value or monthly
rent

% of housing considered high in market value or monthly
rent

All tracts were examined for degree of similarity to adjacent tracts on

each of the above criteria. The similarities were then scored and summed.

Assume, for example, we wish to look at tracts X2 , X
3

, X
4

' .•. Xn which are

adjacent to Tract Xl. We wish to determine if any of these adjacent tracts

is so similar to Tract Xl that it should be aggregated with Xl into one

neighborhood. The first step in making this determination is to calculate

the mean and standard deviation for all of the tracts in question for each

criterion.
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The second step in this process is to implement a scoring scheme which

PH

uach c.:rit.crion. This is done as fol.l.ows. '1'1 It , 1~Lulldill"l1 devi;lt.ioll i.:: di-

vided into thirds. Then all tracts which fall within one third of the

standard deviation around Xl (those that differ the least from Tract Xl on

a particular criterion) are given a score of 3 on that criterion. All

tracts which fall between one third and two thirds of the standard devia-

tion from Xl on a criterion are given a score of 2 on that criterion. All

tracts which fall between two thirds and one standard deviation from Tract

Xl are given a score of 1 for that criterion.

All scores for each tract are summed. If the summed similarity scores

for adja~ent tracts are high enough, suggesting that it would be difficult

to distinguish between them (in predicting actual behavior), they are ag

gregated into a single neighborhood. For example assume the following

scores were calculated for tracts adjacent to Tract Xl:

Neighbor Score

X
2

18

X
3

15

X
4

28

Xs 21

X
6

10

X7 6

(maximum possible score = 30)

In this case, Tract X
4

is an excellent candidate for combination with Tract

Xl into one neighborhood. In cases in which a particular tract does not
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score particularly high on swmned similarities with any of its neighbors, 

it is not aggregatf!d with them, but is left as a neighborhood unto itself. 
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Section 4

NATURAL INCREASE AND MIGRATION

People make many of the important decisions that shape cities as

members of households. Certain decisions, however, are individual deci

sions, and some events -- like aging and dying -- are the inevitable con

sequence of being an individual. For this reason, we keep parallel track

of individuals and households (as described by the characteristics of the

household head).

This section deals with several of these individual processes -- birth,

death, aging, obtaining an education and with one household-related acti-

city -- migration. As we mentioned in Section 2, a major step in the study

of individual and household behavior is stratification. It is particularly

important for households because it affects our definition of their entry

into and actions within the housing and employment markets, as well as their

behavior as individuals.

Stratification

If we knew a great deal more about how people think and make decisions,

and if we had measures of these thought processes, we would undoubtedly

classify p,oeple along psychological dimensions. Such measures are not

available for the population at large, nor do we have the knowledge to

employ them if they were. Instead, we and others have tended to rely on
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observed variations in behavior among different groups and to use these

variations as the basis for stratification. For example, we observe that

older people relocate less frequently than younger !!t'ople. Tht're ull,!oubtt'dly

are good psychological reasons for this, which we do not attempt to artic

ulate. We simply select age as a dimension along which to subdivide the

population, capitalizing on an observed pattern.

In selecting a set of dimensions, we learned very early that single

characteristics taken one at a time are not very meaningful. All old people

do not behave in the same way, any more than all young people do, or all

white people, or all people without high school diplomas. We" need a system

of joint classification that identifies individuals along several dimensions

simultaneously, and thereby begins to reveal some of the underlying causes

of thp.ir behavior. Since we cannot keep tract of an unlimited number of

combinations, parsimony is of the essence -- we must isolate those dimen

sions which, in combination, carry the greatest amount of information about

a person's or household's likely behavior with respect to the surrounding

urban environment. Age and education, for example, would be a good set of

dimensions because they describe different aspects of a potential migrant

or homeowner. Age, education, and income would be a poor set because income

and education are highly correlated; knowing one, the other is, for the

most part, redundant. The income dimension "takes up space" and adds very

little new information.

Two characteristics of individuals that seem immediately obvious as

candidates for separate dimensions are age and ethnic/racial background.

It is well known that housing needs and preferences vary significaptly over
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the life cycle. Young people experiment with apartment living and "excit

ing" neighborhoods. Families with school-aged children pay far more atten

tion to schools and social status. Older people want to be near relatives

and want a minimum of residential up-keep. Mobility rates likewise vary

greatly with age.

No careful observer of an urban area in the United States can ignore

ethnic/racial differences. The clear separation of different groups, and

the tensions at the boundaries, are major influences in determining who lives

where, and such differences must be accounted for.

Beyond age and ethnic/racial composition, the problem of classification

becomes more difficult. Ideally, we would prefer to maintain several addi

tional dimensions, such as income, occupation, education, marital status,

and family size. Practically speaking, however, we cannot afford much more

than onp. additional dimension within the limits of present-day computing

equipment and our data sources. Initially, we thought income would be the

most important additional piece of information to record. Some experiments

with census data have persuaded us, however, that education is a more power

ful third dimension. A middle-aged carpenter without a high school diploma

may well earn as much as a young lawyer, but the two are likely to make

quite different residential location decisions. Groups with the same

educational background, on the other hand(particularly when age and ethnic/

racial background are controlled), are far more likely to behave in the

same way. Education serves as a proxy for expected life-time income, and

it is this expected, rather than current, income that influences location

choices.
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As a consequence, we have divided groups of people (and household

heads) along the following three dimensions:

Dimension

Age

Racial/Ethnic
Group

Educational
Attainment

Categories

1. 0-19
2. 20-39
3. 40-64
4. 65 and Over

1. Native (non-minority)
2. Dominant, non-minority

ethnic group
3. Minority

1. Less than 12 years
2. 12 years (high school)
3. Over 12 years

Thirty-six population types are defined jointly from three dimensions

t~ considering all the combinations. These types are:

Native Foreign Minority

Education: < HS HS >HS < HS HS >HS < HS HS >HS

0-19 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

20-39 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Age

40-64 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

65 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

The dominant, non-minority ethnic group varies from region to region. In

New Haven, for instance, it is foreign-born Italians. In Houston, it is

Mexican-Americans. Charlotte appears to have no such group -- at least

none of sufficient size to warrant its identification in the context of

our model.
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Natural Increase

The processes by which people are born, age, obtain an education,

and eventually die, are of great importance to neighborhoods, particularly

older ones. In many cases, natural increase is the only source of popu

lation growth, barely compensating for the out-movement of more mobile

persons. We thus cannot afford to ignore it in our modeling work. Four

processes are particularly important: birth, death, aging, and upward

educational mobility.

Birth

The number of children born in each of the nine ethnic/educational

categories is estimated by assuming: (1) a type-specific birth rate for

each of the 36 cells, and (2) a 50 percent female population in each cell.

Death

Deaths are simulated in much the same way as births. Knowing 36 type

specific death rates, we obtain the number of deaths in each cell in each

tract by simple multiplication.

Aging

Aging is a little more difficult to simulate. In any model, there is

a constant trade-off between the level of detail and size of the model. It

is prohibitively expensive to store the year-by-year age of each individual in

each tract. Instead, we store the number in each age group, and assume

that a certain percentage of them are in the last year in that group, i.e.

that they are 19 or 39 or 64, based on historical age distribution curves

for the area.
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Educational Mobility

The aging of children into the adul t catpqory -- frllm 19 to 20 -- posc's

a problem. One Cilnnot assume, for cXdmph~, that 1:11(' chi Id llf .1 t"nn'i'lll-

born parent with less than a high school education will not aspire to more

education. Quite the contrary, all the evidence suggests that he or she

will. Furthermore, in almost all cases, the child of a foreign-born parent

is not foreign born, but native, according to our definitions. Young adults

must thus be pooled, and then moved upward educationally and into the

native category from foreign born.

Defining the educational attainment of children before they are 20

years old poses another problem. Clearly, they do not have the same edu

cational attainment as their parents. All those age 15 or younger have

less than a high school education, a few are high school graduates, and

virtually none has completed much college by the age of 19. On the edu

cational dimension, therefore, children are pooled by ethnic group and

assigned to educational categories on the basis of historical experience.

Flows To and From the Region

Our initial efforts to simulate neighborhood change were constantly

confounded by our lack of knowledge about who was or was not flowing across

the metropolitan area's boundaries. In that initial work, we were forced

to make assumptions, based on past trends, about which people and which

businesses would migrate in and out. Recent evidence suggests that past

trends will not necessarily repeat themselves in the future. Thus, it is
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important to have a consistent, reasonably up-to-date picture of migration

flo",,~:; .

In resI~nse to the need for such information, we undertook a separdte

project to measure and model the flows of people and businesses from place

to place. A recent report [2] describes its methods and products. In brief,

the model provides an estimate for each year of the number of people (by

type) and the number of jobs (by type) that will move in and out of the

area for each of the regions we are examining.

There remains the job of deciding where within the region arriving

households will settle, and which areas out-migrants will leave. Our evi

dence on those arriving suggests that they find out about neighborhoods

primarily through friends or relatives already there, and hence tend to

settle in areas where people like themselves are located. We have them

locate in the places that local movers of the same type choose for them

selves. The way those choices are made is described in the next section.

The location of vacancies created by households that leave is more

difficult to determine. We do know that out-migration streams tend

roughly to equal in-migrant flows, and that almost half of the out-migrants

are "chronic movers" -- that is, they tend to move out within two or

three years of the date they moved in. They are more likely to be apart

ment dwellers than homeowners. Beyond that, we can only assume that they

are distributed across neighborhoods in proportion to the number of people

of their same type.
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Mapping Between Households and Population

Having dec idee' to maintain a parallel accounting of households and

the people forming them, we are left with the problem of mapping any

simulated change in the number or composition of households (through migra-

tion, for example) into corresponding changes in the population, and vice

versa. This is largely an accounting exercise, capitalizing on our know-

ledge of household structure. It is described in detail elsewhere and

will not be repeated here. The interested reader is referred to Birch

et al. [1) for a description of how it is done.
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Mathematical Statement

Most of the calculations related to births, deaths, aging, and

educational mobility are done by age group. For this reason, the 36-ele-

ment population vector is transferred into a 4 x 9 array (dimensioned J

by L), each of whose rows represents the ethnic/racial and educational

breakdown of each age group, as follows:

L 1 2

Native

3 4 5

Foreign

6 7 8

Minority

9

J

1

2

3

4

Age < HS

0-19 1

20- 39 10

40-64 19

65+ 28

HS

2

11

20

29

>HS

3

12

21

30

< HS

4

13

22

31

HS

5

14

23

32

>.HS

6

15

24

33

<.HS

7

16

25

34

HS

8

17

26

35

>.HS

9

18

27

36

Births produced by each ethnic-education Type L in each nei~hborhood are:

Births (L) ~I pop (K) * .5* FERT (K)

KE1

where:

POP (K)

FERT (K)

= the population of Type K in Neighborhood I
and

is the fertility rate of Type K.

We assume a constant sex ratio of .5, and suppress the neighborhood index

for simplicity.
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Similarly, deaths for each J, L-comoi:fiatlC>t1- are:

DeathR(,J,L) = Pop(K) * Mort(K)

where Mort(K) is the mortality rate of persons of 'I'ype K.

Newborn children obviously have no formal education, nor have many

of the persons younger than 20 years of age attained their final levels of

education. For these reasons, we pool children into the three ethnic/racial

groups. We assign those who remain children for the next period (all those

currently under age 19) to education levels based on historical experience.

Most, of course, have less than a high school education; a few have com-

pleted high school.

For those who do "graduate" into adulthood (i.e., become 20 in our

model) we estimate how many will end up in each of the education groups

as adults, and assign them accordingly. In addition, the "graduates" whose

parents were foreign-~orn will become natives themselves. An adjustment

is made to reflect this shift also.

Aging of those over 20 is handled computationally by assuming that a

constant fraction (based on detailed census data for the region) of each

ethnic/education group is in the final year of the group (i.e. is 39 or 64)

and moving that fraction into the next group:

Agers(J,L) = Pop(J,L) * Tran(J,IR)

where:

Agers(J ,L) is the number of people of ethnic-edu-
cation Type L aging out of Age J, and

Tran (J, IR) = is the proportion of people of Ethnic IR
in the final year of Age Group J.
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Graduates (those moving from age 19 to 20) are a special class of agers

bccau~;e they adopt their final educat.ion and ethnic classificali"ll in til<'

process of aging.

The accounting is straightforward. For children:

pop(l,L)t = Pop(l,L)t_l - Deaths(l,L)

For adults:

+ Births(L) - Agers(l,L)

Pop(J,L)t = Pop(J,L) 1 - Deaths(J,L)
t-

-Agers(J,L) + Agers(J-l,L).

As a final step, the J,L array is transformed back into the 36-element

population vector for each neighborhood.
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Section 5

RESIDENTIAL LOCATION

Our review of the literature [1] suggested that the behavior of house-

holds is the key determinant of urban form. The planner, the builder, the

banker, the landlord, and the school superintendent are all quite sensitive

to the household's needs. The shape of our urban regions appears largely

demand rather than supply-driven. Suppliers of housing, land, and services

may experiment with new ideas at the margin, but only at the margin, and,

more often than not, under duress rather than of their own volition.

Our review of the literature also revealed a considerable divergence

of opinion about the way residential location decisions are made. The

field is dominated not so much by disagreements as by a collection of

assertions, few of which have been tested, and most of which either ignore

or do not acknowledge the others. We designed our field work to force con-

frontation and, we hope, resolution of some of the more important differences.

We have postulated a model that is consistent with the facts before us, and

that replicates behavior as we observe it in the six regions.

Mobility

While there is considerable disagreement over the way households choose

neighborhoods, modelers generally tend to agree on how households arrive at
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decisions to move. Virtually everY incrementaLmbdel we-have investigated
l

separates the decision to move from the choice of destination. We continue

in that tradition. We assume that each household has some notion of the kind

of environment that is suitable for it at any point in time, that each house

hold is constantly comparing its present circumstances against its own ideal

standard, and that the household is measuring and talking over dinner about

the degree of mismatch.

For the most part there will always be a mismatch. Any change in the

household's circumstances will affect the match, as will any change in the

present neighborhood. If there were no financial costs of relocation and

no interpersonal ties with neighbors and nearby relatives, many households

would be moving every few months to achieve a closer match. The fact is

that thresholds impeding relocation are real -- moving is widely perceived

as "a pain in the neck," being close to neighbors and relatives is important

to many, changing schools is difficult for some children, leaving a house

into which one has put much effort is sometimes difficult, and so forth.

In practice, then, it takes a fairly significant change of circumstances

to cause a move. The impetus might come from a change in the neighborhood

(development of adjacent land, change in racial or economic balance in the

area, construction of a big industrial plant nearby), a significant change

in personal circumstances (change or relocation of job, substantial change

in income and hence aspirations, new child, departing child, departing wife

or husband, transfer to another region, racial integration of nearby schools,

retirement, graduation from school), or a dramatic change in options (attrac-

1. See, for example, Butler and Chapin [4] and Ingram, Kain, and Ginn [6].
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tive new condominiums requiring little personal maintenance work, a new high-

way or rapid transit line bringing outlying areas within commuting range, a

new tcaileI p"ck near il better school system).

Significant changes in personal circumstances tend to occur during

younger years. The threshold at which households decide to relocate increases

with age; hence the observed statistical propensity for younger households to

have higher mobility rates (see Table 5-1). Similarly renters, who have a

much smaller stake in their units, are far more likely to move than are

those who own their homes. The statistics do not imply, however, that the

odds of a given type of household moving are constant over time and over space.

If we are to explain the variations in mobility rates at the neighborhood

level, we must recognize that the propensity to move is a continuously chang-

ing function of the conditions at origin, conditions at destination, and

personal circumstances.

Choice of a New Location

One can safely predict that a majority of moves will be to another

housing unit in the same town, and probably in the same neighborhood. Stay

ing nearby minimizes the pain of breaking human and institutional ties.
l

When some stimulus forces a wider search, the traditional analyst

usually employs some variant of the "attractiveness score" concept to pre-

dict the final destination. Using this approach, the analyst assumes that a

household rates neighborhoods in terms of some weighted average of desirable

1. See Volume 4, Section 2 of this report (The Behavioral Foundations of
Neighborhood Change) for evidence of the narrowness of the search procedure.
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Table 5-1

Percentage of Households Moving Each Year, for the New Haven SMSA in the 1960's

Owners Native Foreign Born Minority

Age LHS HS GHS LHS HS GHS LHS HS GHS

20-39 3.9 4.0 4.0 6.1 4.0 4.2 4.4 3.9 3.9

40-64 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.5 2.8 1.5 2.8 2.8

65 and over .8 .6 .4 .6 .6 .6 2.0 2.0 2.0

Renters Natiye Foreign Born Minority

Age LHS HS GHS LHS HS GHS LHS HS GHS

20-39 20.7 23.0 23.3 20.9 29.1, 29.1 23.7 20.9 20.9

40-64 11.1 8.6 9.8 12.9 10.0 13.7 10.9 20.9 20.9

65 and over 10.6 9.1 7.3 10.4 2.8 5.9 6.6 6.6 6.6

These rates cannot be obtained directly from census data because of the
manner in which census data are presented. Our procedure for deriving
these rates is described in Appendix A at the end of this section.

1. The three ethnic/racial categories are: (1) Native (everyone not
foreign or minority), (2) Foreign Born (everyone born abroad), and
(3) Minority (non-white or Puerto Rican). The three education levels
are: "LHS" = less than a high school degree, "HS" = a high school diploma,
and "GHS" = greater tl)an a high school education.
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~

properties, and chooses the neighborhood with the highest score. Economists

call the score (or common denominator) utility, and the procedure, utility

maximization. The implication is that the household is capable of, and in-

terested in, conducting an exhaustive search and is fonstantly re-evaluating

a function of many variables before making a decision.

To date, all the evidence from our. field work suggei.;;ts that this

is not how the process works. First, the process appears to be hierarchical,
,

and the first step in the hierarchy is suppression, not selection. Before

a serious search begins, the household almost automatically eliminates from

consideration a very high percentage of all neighborhoods. The reasons are

many. First, the time and cost of seriously "looking" in many neighborhoods

are prohibitive. Second, a resident of a region is better acquainted with

some areas within that region than with others. Apparently people's images

of a region are quite sharp in the vicinity of their own neighborhoods and

along the major artery by which they travel to and from the city, but fuzzy

at best for other parts of the area. l The search for a new location is con-

centrated, for the most part, in the high-resolution section of the region.

When charted, the high-resolution portion is frequently limited to a pie-

shaped wedge radiating out from the center of the city in the general direc-

tion of the household's present location. As a check on this proposition,

we determined in our field work the location of the respondent's previous

and intended next residences. These locations were COded to four quadrants

defined by the Census Bureau, running out from the center of the region. A

strong preference for staying in the same, or an adjacent, sector emerged.

1. See Moore [11] and Johnston [7] for a thorough investigation of mental
maps and their role in residential location decisions.
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Adjacent Sector

Distant Sector
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Percentage
Previous Move

70.5

19.6

10.9

Percentage
Next Move

70.3

19.8

9.9

Clearly, households do not view all places in the region as equally

plausible places to relocate. Within their own sectors, however, they

appear to be aware of trends taking place outside of their immediate neigh-

borhoods. Of particular importance in this regard is transition of race and/

or class. Households are aware of racial transitions and general downgrading

of housing values due to "lower-class folks moving in" to adjacent neighbor-

hoods. Such transitions appear to cast a "shadow" beyond the immediate

location in which they are taking place, adding a reason to leave for those

who reside nearby.

Access to work has long concerned urban modelers. In fact, in the

1960's, it dominated the thinking of many modelers such as Lowry [lOJ,

Kain [8], Muth [13], and Alonso [1], as well as the whole stream of gravity-

model development described in Section 2.

Recent, more behaviorally oriented work by Butler et al. [4], Moore

[11], and others suggests that access to jobs is indeed important, but not

as originally postulated. The initial formulation was that households regard

every additional minute of travel time as a drawback which influences the

evaluation of residential sites. The recent work cited above, borne out by

our findings, suggests instead the existence of a threshold phenomenon.
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People are willing to travel up to 35 or 40 minutes without much compla.int.

Beyond that point, however, they become quite averse to addi tional time Spt:'H t

in transit. In Figure 5-1 we plot the actual work-trip travel times of our

respondents and find a sharp dropoff around 30 minutes. These results are

consistent with NBER's [6] survey work, which finds relatively little resi-

dential movement associated with small shifts in job location, but a signifi-

cant effect when the job location changes greatly. In Appendix B of this

section, we show that this threshold model of individual behavior is consis-

tent with the exponential decrease in aggregate density from the center as

observed and modeled by the gravity modelers.

By the time a household has suppressed all neighborhoods outside the

high-resolution part of its map of the region, more than 35 minutes from

work, and unacceptable because of nearby racial or class transition, very

few neighborhood choices remain.
l

The situation is diagrammed in Figure 5-2.

The choice process now becomes one of selection and seems to hinge on some

of the more traditionally cited determinants -- social status (the "appro-

priateness of the address"), quality of the schools, availability of a unit

that meets the household's specifications for space, yard, appliances, cost,

safety, and so forth. Tiebout [14] and others have argued that households

weigh tax-service packages carefully in making their neighborhood choices.

On the contrary, in our surveys, we have found that households pay very

little attention to differences in levels in public services, with the

exception of schools. Friedman's study [5J "Housing Location and

the Supply of Local Public Services," was specifically designed to test the

proposition as set forth by Tiebout and others. This group at Berkeley

1. In Volume 4, Section 2 we show that 90 percent of households looking for
a new residence search in three or fewer neighborhoods.
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Figure 5-1
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See Volume 4, Section 2 of this report for very slight variations from city
to city in this function.
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Figure 5-2
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reaffirms our conclusions:

The empirical results allow us to conclude that the local public
services play only a minor role in affecting the residential choice.

We have thus decided for the moment to focus our attention on public schools

and to exclude other public services from consideration.

The Mover Submodel

As indicated above, we have separated the decision to move from the

choice of destination, a strategy suggested and followed by many. In our

Mover Submodel, the decision to move is initially a function of age, race,

education level, and tenure (homeowners vs. renters). Within each age-race-

education-tenure group, we begin with a constant rate throughout the region

similar to those presented in Table 5-1. We modify these rates to reflect

local pressures caused by racial transition and forced moves caused by

demolitions. A final, implicit adjustment is made as a result of the

market clearing process. Those unable to find suitable housing elsewhere

end up living in the same neighborhood and, quite probably, the same unit

in which they began the period.

The second major step in the Mover Submodel is to determine where movers

of each type will look for new units. As our theory of neighborhood choice

evolved, it became increasingly clear to us that its emphasis on rejection,

its thresholds and discontinuities, and its potential reliance on inter-

active terms would push existing techniques for specifying and fitting equa-

tions to, and perhaps beyond, their intended limits. Our early experiments

confirmed this suspicion. We began, therefore, to develop a method of
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equation specification and fitting that was better suited to our purpose --

estimating probability density functions to express choices among neighbor-

hoods in a world filled with discontinuities, thresholds, and interactive

terms.

What evolved is a package we have called the Probability Function Gener-

ator (PFG). It bears some generic resemblance to regression analysis (it fits

functions to data by minimizing an error term), but it operates differently,

and is designed specifically to estimate probability choice functions.

The equations generated by the PFG require a notation system of their

own, which is described, along with the package itself, in Appendix C. The

equations will look unusual to a reader unfamiliar with the PFG. Social

scientists have spent decades learning how to read regression results, and

it is most inconvenient to have to learn a new system. We feel, however,

that regression analysis is inadequate in many instances. We have tried to

2
make the PFG notation a mnemonic system, and we have retained the R measure

of fit (along with our own measure) to permit comparison.

Like any other syste~ the PFG package requires that the user specify

the structure of the equations to be fitted. And, as always, the problem is

selecting the best set of surrogate variables to capture as much of the un-

derlying theory as possible. As present we are using the following variables:

Variable Definition and Rationale

Slots The number of available vacancies vacated
by people of the same type. The Slots vari
able reflects the tendency for particular
groups to concentrate in different sectors,
and the tendency for people to seek out others
of their own type.
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Pmin

PFor

Jobacc
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A measure of-racial transit{on-ti1 cont1gI1~)1.IS

neighborhoods. While varying from ('timic
group to ethnic group, Contig· ,is u~~l'd ,1~ ~l

binary filter to separate neighborhoods tJlat
are acceptable (Value = 1) ,from those that
are cast under some sort of shadow due to
events or conditions in adjacent neighbor
hoods (Value = 0). For white natives and
foreign stock, Contig goes to zero when
racial transition is taking place nearby.
For minority groups, the picture is re
versed -- Contig goes to 1 when it seems
that racial transition is possible.

Percentage minority. Pmin de~~ribes the
minority concentration in the particular
neighborhood under consideration. Different
groups are obviously sensitive to this measure
in different ways. For many natives and
foreign stock, and for quite a few minority
households, high minority concentrations are
a cause for rejection. Lower concentrations,
on the other hand, are frequently a sign that
racial transition is possible:

Percentage foreign. PFor describes the amount
of foreign stock present in a neighborhood.
In some areas, like Charlotte, this measure
has little significance. In others, like
Houston, where tne Spanish-speaking population
is classified as foreign stock, it is quite
important. In particular, the Spanish and
black populations tend to occupy different
territories, and the natives tend to avoid
both.

Job accessibility. Our finding of a tolerance
for 35 minutes of travel time places less im
portance on defining the exact travel time from
each neighborhood to each work place, and places
more emphasis on identifying those neighborhoods
that are generally remote for most people. Thus
far, we have found it sufficient merely to
identify in Jobacc the total number of j9bs in
the region that can be reached from a particular
neighborhood within 35 minutes as a measure of
its accessibility. Our initial formulation
took account of the occupation of each household
head and the occupational distribution of jobs
in each neighborhood, on the theory that a con
centration of one type of employment in one
sector of the region might influence the resi
dential choices of a subset of the population
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in that sector. Elaboration beyond the
original calculations did not increase the
explanatory power, however, even when tested
in the Houston, the ~st segmented city in
our set. We have therefore reverted to the
total job accessibility measure.

Class A measure of s6~ial class, defined on a scale
from 1 to 5, 5 being high. Class is a co~

posite index reflecting the education level,
incomes, and occupations of the neighborhood.
It serves as a surrogate for the cost and
prestige associated with living in a partic
ular area.

Different types of households, of course, attend and react to each of

these variables in their own ways. The PFG package is designed specifically

to determine how each type of household uses each filter, or decision rule,
.,

defined by the variable. The end product is a set of 27 equations (one for

each household type) that identify the filters used, the nature of their

uses, and the sequence in which theyare used.

Several conclusions can be drawn from these equations. First, they

explain a great deal of the variance in moving behavior in most cases where

sample sizeS are significant, suggesting that our theory is 6n the right

track.

In general, job accessibility is not a major factor in New Haven, as

our theory would suggest, since it is possible to drive from any point in

New Haven to any other point in less than 35 minutes. The equations for the

much more expansive Houston region, in contrast, rely somewhat more on the

accessibility measure to explain location behavior.

Slots (the Base variable) appears to be a good starting filter. House-

holds generally seem to fill vacancies created by the departure of simil~r

kinds of households. It is the variations on this theme that are interesting,

however. In general, class and race create the main exceptions to this re-
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placement hypothesis, and there are Q1stinct variations -acros~ethnic/racial

groups.

The native households tend to vary considerably among themselves accord

ing to education. Households with lesser educated heads tend to reject areas

with any substantial minority concentration, while the younge4 college

educated group selects areas with more than a five-percent minority con

centration. There is also a noticeable tendency for natives to select areas

with a lower social class than the areas where replacement opportunities

exist. This is a curious phenomenon, and suggests that, in the face of

rising constructio~energy, and mortgage costs, households are finding ways

to utilize the existing stock more effectively -- perhaps even revitalizing

it.

The foreign-born households systematically reject areas with high

r;r)nr;r~ntrations of minority groups and areas that are on the upper end of

the class ~.;pe(;trulTl. They appear to tolerate, however (perhaps against

their will), small minority concentrations. In New Haven, mixed neighbor

hoods may be the only ones in which Italian and Irish immigrants can afford

to rent or buy a unit.

The minority households act according to the replacement hypothesis to

a certain extent. They select areas with existing minority concentrations

and, in general, stay away from neighborhoods in the high-class bracket.

Two exceptions to this pattern are apparent however. First, minority house

holds systematically reject areas with minority concentrations that are very

high (generally over 50 percent). Second, better-educated, minority house

holds seek out areas contiguous to neighborhoods with existing minority

concentrations. In other words, minority households are avoiding excessive
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minority concentrations almost as much as the native and foreign-born house-

holds are, preferring more mixed neighborhoods. The "opening up" of such

neighborhoods is, apparently, being undertaken by the younger, better-edu-

cated segment of the minority population.

These patterns are quite consistent across all six regions. The weights

assigned to different factors vary slightly from place to place, but the

same filters and rules crop up over and over again for each respective group

of households.

Clearing the Market

The final product of the demand equations described above is a set of

27 probability density functions, each one of which describes the odds that

a particular household type will search for a unit in each neighborhood.

Generally, the demand for units does not match the supply. We must, there-

fore, devise some method of simulating the bargaining that goes on among

households for units to create a proper match. We call this bargaining

"clearing the market."

We clear the market in two steps: (1) balance the supply and demand

within each of six housing submarkets
l

region-wide, and (2) clear each sub-

market across all neighborhoods and household types.

The region-wide balancing is accomplished by first estimating how many

of each kind of unit would be purchased or rented if all households in the

market for a unit could have their first choices. This set of first choices

1. A detailed description of the six markets is provided in Section 6.
Briefly, they are made up of three price categories (high, medium, and low)
for two tenure classes (owned and rented).
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is based on the historical propensities for each household type to live in

1a particular unit type, modulated by the tendency for renters to shift to

owned units and for all movers to move up in price each move. The first

choices are then adjusted using a standardization technique described by

Mosteller [12J. This technique adjusts the preferences the smallest amount

2
necessary to achieve a proper balance between supply and demand.

The second step is to sort out who will live where. Using the revised

preferences described above and the likelihood that each group of households

will choose each neighborhood, we can estimate in a straightforward manner

how many units of each type would be demanded in each neighborhood if every

household could have its first choice. As in the region-wide case, however,

a perfect match is rarely achieved. In general, there will be more (or less)

demand for, say, medium-priced owned units in Neighborhood 10, than there

are units of that type in Neighborhood 10 because no one "orchestrates"

the house hunting each year. Again, we turn to the standardization techni-

que to resolve the difficulty (with a minimum of distortion) and match deman-

ders to units.

When this two-step process is complete, we are assured that each kind

of household has found a unit in a neighborhood tllat comes as close as possi-

ble to satisfying its initial preferences. All that remains is the accounting

to record the final decisions.

1. See Volume 4, Section 2 of this report.

2. See Birch et al. [3], Chapter 4, for a description of the technique
and its use.
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Mathematical Description of the
Mover Submodpl

The model simulates, in sequence: (l) the number of movers by typf',

(2) the destination chosen by each mover group, and (3) the market clearing

process.

Mobility

The number of households of Type K moving from Neighborhood I is:

Mover(K,I) = HH(T,K,I)* MOB(T,K)* ADJ(I) + FMove(K,I)

where:

Mover(K,I) =

HH(T,K,I)

MOB (T ,K)

The number of movers
of Type K moving from
Neighborhood I.

The number of households of
Type K living in a unit with
Tenure T in Neighborhood I.

The expected mobility rate of
households of Type K living
in units with Tenure T.

ADJ (I)

FMove (K, I)

= Adjustment to reflect stronger
than average pressures in Neigh
borhood I due to racial transi
tion nearby.
(ADJ(I)E [1,0, 2.0»

The number of households Type K
which are forced to move from
Neighborhood I because demolitions
exceed the expected turnover in
the stock.

Choice of Destination

An initial set of neighborhood destinations for each household

1
type is derived from the PFG as follows:

1. A description of the PFG package and how it works is presented in Appen
dix C. Appendix D presents the equations derived for NLW Haven as an example
of the final PFG product.
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X(K,I) = [LM(K) + Imig(K)]* Prob(K,I)

where:

X(K, I)

LM(K)

Imig (K)

Prob(K,I)

Clearing the Market

=

=

=

=

The number of households of Type K
arriving in Neighborhood I.

The number of local movers of Type
K. LM is the sum of Mover(K,I)
over 1.

The number of households of Type
K coming from outside the region.

The probability that a household of
Type K will choose Neighborhood I
as the site for a new residence.
Prob is derived from the PFG package.

The first step in clearing the market is to estimate each household's

initial preference for a unit type. We assume that these preferences are

reflected in existing housing occupancy patterns, after adjusting for the

known tendencir~s of renters to move more often than owners and the tendency

for all movers to move up in price. Explicitly,

BP(K,JH,JP)= Tendm(JH,K) *Tpdm(JH,JP,K)

where:

BP(K,JH,JP)

Tendm(JH,K)

Tpdm(JH,JP,K)

is the likely bidding preference of a Type K
household for a unit of Tenure JH and Price JP.

is the odds that a Type K household will choose
a unit of Tenure JH.

is the odds that a household of Type K looking
for a unit of Tenure JH will select a unit of
Price JP.

Tendm is initially estimated as follows:

HH (JH ,JP ,K)

Tendm(JH,K)
_ JP

-2:2: HH (JH,JP ,K)
JH JP
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where HH(JH,JP,K) is the number of houspholds of Type K presf'ntly living

greater pcopc'nF;ily for centt~r~; to mov,'.

Tendm(l,K) I

Tendm(2,K) ,

where a E: (0,1).

Tendm (l , K) * a

Tendm(2,K) + (Tendm(1,K) * (1-a»

Similarly Tpdm is calculated initially as follows:

Tpdm(JH,JP,K) HH(JH,JP,K)

2: HH(JH,JP,K)

JP

It is then adjusted to reflect upward price mobility:

Tpdm(JH,l,K) Tpdm(JH,l,K) + (Tpdm(JH,2,K) * a)

Tpdrn(JH,2,K) = Tpdrn(JH,2,K) - (Tpdrn(JH,2,K) * (I-a» +

Tpdrn(JH,3,K) * b)

Tpdrn (JH, 3, K)

where a and b E: (0,1).

Tpdm(JH,3,K) - (Tpdrn(JH,3,K) * (I-b»

Before market clearing, the region-wide demand for each submarket is:

UCRD(K,KH) = TAR(K) + BP(K,KH)

for all K,KH, where:

UCRD(K,KH)

TAR(K)

is the uncleared region demand for
Unit Type KH on the part of Household
Type K, and

is the sum of all arrivers of Type K
throughout the region.

= TAR(K)

The standardization procedure described above adjusts UCRD to meet

the demand constraint

bCRD(K,KH)
KH

for all K (arrivers cannot be created or destroyed) and a supply condition:
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SUPR (KH) = I UC~(~~,KH)
K

for all KH where SUPR(~I) is the supply of units of Type KH in the region.

SUPR is defined as

SUPR(KH)

for all KH, where:

follows:

=IAVAC (KH, I)
I

- (SUMS-SUMD)*EXPVAC(KH)

AVAC(KH,I)

SUMS

SUMO

EXPVAC(KH)

is the available vacancies of Type KH
in Neighborhood I,

is the total supply of units in the region
(defined as the sum of AVAC over all unit
types and neighborhoods),

is the sum of total demand in the region
(defined as the sum of arrivers over all
arriver types and neighborhoods), and

is total regional vacancies expected for
units of Type KH.

This expression adjusts the total supply to allow for a "normal"

vacancy rate in each submarket, given the overall tightness of the market

(SUMS - SUMO). EXPVAC is defined as follows:

where:

EXPVAC(KH) STOC(KH)*VSTD(KH)
2:[STOC (KH) + VSTD (KH) )

KH

STOC(KH) is the numbe~ of units of Type KH
in the housing stock, and

VSTD(KH) is the normal vacancy rate, based on
census data, for units for Type KH.

The result of the standardization procedure is a revised, cleared esti-

mate of regional demand -- CRD(K,KH) -- that meets both the region-wide

supply and demand constraints. When normalized, this array represents a

revised set of housing preferences -- BP'(K,KH).
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The next stelJ is to clear each housing submarket across neighbl"lrlloods.

An initial estimate (now guaranteed to balance across the region as a whole)

of arrivers into Type KH units, AR(KH,K,I), is

AR (KH , K, I ) = X(K, I) * BP' (K, KH) .

X(K,I) is defined above. The procedure used to find a revised version of

AR is similar to the one used to match region-wide supply and demand. In

general, AR will not meet the tract level supply condition that is, the

number of units demanded in Neighborhood I of Type KH will either be greater

or smaller than the number available. The number available is simply the

number that have been vacated by departing households (after allowing for

additions to and removals from the stock and an expected vacancy rate) .

Conceptually,

OccStoc

where:

OccStoc

HH

Dep

Growth

HH - Dep + Growth

is the occupied stock at the end of
the clearing process,

i~ the number of households at the be
ginning,

is the number of departing households
(including deaths and outmigrants), and

is the total new households arriving in
the neighborhood during the current
period.

Rearranging the terms,

Growth = OccStoc - HH + Dep.

More formally,

TGROW(KH,I) = STOC(KH,I) * (1 - VBASE(KH,I»

+2:oEP (K,KH, I)

K

-IHH(K,KH,I)

K
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where:

TGROW(KH,I)

VBASE(KH,I)

HH(K,KH,I)

DEP(K,KH,I)

is the total possible arrivcrs occupying
units of Type KH in Neighborhood I,

is the anticipated level of vacancies
in units of Type KH in Neighborhood I,

is the number of households of Type K
living in units of Type KH in Neighbor
hood I, and

is the number of departing households
of Type K leaving units of Type KH in
Neighborhood I.

VBASE(I) is the standard vacancy rate (VSTD) adjusted to account for:

(1) the "excess demand" for units of Type KH in I, (2) the location of I

in the region, and (3) the overall level of vacancies in the KH submarket.

Excess demand is measured in terms of the ratio of arrivers before clearing

minus leaver~ over leavers. If it is positive (more people want to come than

have left), the market is expected to be tighter. Conversely, a negative

ratio indicates a looser market.

Markets farther from the central city tend to be tighter than those in

the midst of the city's problems, and a slight adjustment is made to reflect

this difference.

The final adjustment reflects the overall condition of the market and

acknowledges the partial substitutability of units across neighborhoods.

In addition to the neighborhood supply constraint TGROW(KH,I), there is

a region-wide household demand condition that must be met, i.e.,

DMD(KH,K) = CRD(K,KH) .

where DMD(KH,K) is the total demand for units of Type KH by households of

Type K. The standardization procedure adjusts the original estimates of

arrivers (with a minimum of distortion) so as to meet both conditions.
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This process is repeated for each submarket. When all six markets have

been cleared, each moving household in the region has found a new unit in

a new neighborhood, and we are guaranteed that there are enough units of

the right type for each household -- that is, the bargaining is over, second

choices have been made, and the market is cleared.

The final step is simply to record what has happened, updating the

household and housing stock arrays to reflect the decisions that have been

made.
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Section 5

Appendix A

DERIVATION OF MOBILITY RATES

The mobility rate is defined as the percentage of households which move

within the SMSA during the course of year. As might be expected, there is

considerable variation among household types; young households are consider-

ably more mobile than are older households. In addition, renters are far

more mobile than owners, by a factor of about 5 to 1. This tenure relation-

ship is observed for similar household types; young renters are considerably

more mobile than are young owners. In the model, both household type and

tenure-specific mobility factors are used. Specifically, the model uses a

2-by-27 dimension array, M(JH,K), where JH runs through tenure, and K runs

through household type.

Unfortunately, there are no direct data on houehold type, tenure-

specific mobility rates. Thus an indirect procedure is used to find M, based

on data from the 1:100 Public Use Sample Tape [15] and the U.S. Census of

Metropolitan Housing [16], as well as model results for the region as a

whole. Specifically, the Public Use Sample provides

T(JH,K)

S(JH,K)

The number of households in the SMSA
in 1960 which lived in the SMSA in
1955.

The number of households in the SMSA
which did not move from 1955 to 1960.

The difference between T and S gives an estimate of the number of households
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which moved within the SMSA between 1955 and 1960. An initial value of M

is obtained from

l-M(JH,K) (S(JH,K)/T(JH,K»**(1/5) .

However, this initial value does not take household formation and dissolution

into account, so corrections are required.

The Census of Metropolitan Housing provides a direct estimate by tenure

of the number of units vacated by households during 1959. Under the assump

tion that 1959 data provide a basis for a reasonable estimate for 1960, we

used an SMSA-level model to calibrate the mobility rates -- that is, the sum

of units by tenure vacated by metropolitan area movers, out-migrants, and

dissolved households is computed. Then mobility factors are scaled (by ten

ure) so the above sums for 1960 from the model agree with the number of vacated

units provided by the Census of Metropolitan Housing.
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Section 5

Appendix B

CONSISTENCY OF MICRO AND AGGREGATE MODELS
OF JOURNEY-TO-WORK BEHAVIOR

How can we resolve the observed tendency for residential densities to

falloff almost exponentially from the central work place (particularly in

older cities), with an observed indifference to travel times up to 35 min-

utes? To satisfy our own curiosity about this question, we constructed a

miniature model.

We postulated a simplified city, with employment opportunities concen-

trated at a point in the center, and with ten residential districts, con-

sisting of ten concentric rings around the central point. Each successive

ring is five minutes in travel time farther from the core.

Our simulation of this city traces its growth over a 200-year period

from 1770 to 1970, in twenty discrete time periods. In this simulation, we

have made the following assumptions.

1. The employment remains concentrated at the center.

2. The average distance that can be covered in 35 minutes of travel
time varies over history as in Figure 5B-l, which reflects changes
in transportation technology, with the advent of the trolley dur
ing the Industrial Revolution, the automobile around 1920, and
major expressways during the 1950's and 1960's.

3. Travel time to work is the only determinant of residential choice,
and the choice function is a discrete variant of that demonstrated
in Figure 5-1. In particular, we assume all districts (rings) that
fall within the search radius have an equal probability of being
selected; all those outside of the radius have no probability of
being selected.
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Figure 58-1

Search Radius for Moving Households, 1770-2020
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In 1770 the regional population is ?O,OOO households, all concen
tratp.d in the central ring.

'I'lw numlwr of households qrows (rom SO,OOO ill 1770 t.o 300,l)Ot) in
1970.

The simulation demonstrated that the period in which growth takes place is

a major determinant of the shape of the density function. Simulation of

an old city, such as Pittsburgh, whose growth took place during the Indus-

trial Revolution (1830-1880), produced a compact city, shown in Figure 5B-2.

As is clear from the figure, most of the residential construction takes

place when the search radius is relatively small, placing much of the

infrastructure in the inner rings. By the time wider access is possible,

the growth has slowed, and the shapes of the population and density curves

are not greatly affected. The curves have the gravity-like shape analysts

have observed, despite the discontinuous search rule.

When the growth is predominantly after World War II, as in Houston,

the shapes of the two curves are different, as can also be seen in Figure

5B-2. The 'same 300,000 households are spread out over a much wider area.

Relaxing assumptions has the anticipated effects. The density curve

flattens, for ex~mple, when jobs are dispersed. Likewise, i~ for reasons other

than access to jobs, households prefer to look for new units over the outer

half of the search radius, the gradient is lowered.

The general lesson to be learned from all this is that one cannot infer

causality at the margin over time from cross-sectional distributions at a

point in time. The cross section is, in general, the integral over time

and space of actions taken during an extended period, and mayor may not

shed light on the decision rules being followed at any instant.
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Figure 5B-2

Comparison of an Older and a Newer City
Assuming a Threshold Search Radius and No Job Mobility, in 1970
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As Lee [9] puts it:

l,acking a coherent body of theory that could explain lal\d-us~

dynamics, the modelers turlleo to analolJie~·; and cil:"l;crlptive requ
larities. The untested hypotheses of a variety of sneLl] science
fields were accepted uncritically and merged without ever establish
ing the validity of either the individual relationship or the com
bined structure. One example is the gravity model, which was
fitted to aggregate data based on existing land-use patterns and
trip behavior, and then employed as a behavioral explanation of
future patterns. In between a formal theory was developed to
rationalize the transformation, on the postulate that households
located so as to minimize some type of trip purpose.

Trip distribution functions (at the heart of any gravity model,
which includes most of the land-use models) are fitted to observed
trip frequencies for different classes of workers and (sometimes)
different classes of households. While valid at the scale of a
metropolitan area, the gravity model has no statistical explanatory
power at the neighborhood level. This is a near-classic case of
imputing individual (or census tract or neighborhood) behavior
from aggregate relationships -- the ecological fallacy.
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Appendix C

Probability Function Generator

or

PFG

A social scientist frequently wishes to describe how people choose

among things. In our own work, the choice is among different locations.

But it could just as easily be among different schools, or education levels,

or occupations, or any other set of options.

The problem is to estimate either the odds that an individual will

choose one of many options, or the proportion of a group that will chose

each one. In either case, the desired result is a probability density

function (summing to 1.0 over all states) describing choice behavior.

The Probability Function Generator (PFG) was designed to fit such

proability density functions to actual choice behavior. Other methods

particularly regression analysis -- can, in concept, be used to accomplish

to same purpose. They have the enomous advantage of having been used a

great deal, and, in the process, having evolved a nomenclature and a mathe

matical rigor that are important in scientific discourse. The advantages

of heritage, however, must be balanced against the need for flexibility.

We have not found the traditional methods to be flexible enough when it

comes to specifying how choices between places are made, and have evolved

the PFG to supplement traditional methods when necessary.

•
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Implicit in most existing methods is an underlying model which assumes

that people make choices by simultaneously weighing a number o~ ~actorsf

or characteristics f or attributes, of the options to be chosen, and pick

thf;e onr.s with the highest "scores." The best "fit" is the one that mini

mizes the sum of the squared error between actual choices and the specified

function.

The PFG assumes a somewhat different behavioral model. It assumes

that people make choices by sequentially selecting or rejecting certain

sets of choices, and that they do this by using a sequence of filters.

This is a model that emerges consistently out of our depth interviewing.

In residential location, for example, people appear to reject a large num

ber of choices at the start, filtering out areas with which they are not

familiar and that are more than a tolerable distance away from their

~lac8 of work. They then isolate a subset of the remaining areas by

selecting the ones that have the right kinds of schools, friends and re

latives nearby, and so forth.

The PFG replicates this procedure. It determines which decision

rules, or filters, each person type uses in making choices by comparing

the choices that would be made using each filter against a set of actual

choices, and picking the most "powerful" sequence of filters. The user

must, of course, specify the set of potentially useful filters to be

evaluated. Since the number of possibilities is enormous, the researcher's

first, and most crucial, step is, as usual, one of deduction.

Filters are of two basic kinds: selectors and rejectors. A filter

may be used to select a certain set of choices, or it may be used to
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reject that set.

The sets themselves can be de~ined in a number ot ditferent waYs,

The simplist way assumes that a person selects (or rejects) those ele-

ments that lie in a certain interval within the range ot some character-

istic, and ignores all others. Continuing with the neighborhood selection

process as an example, suppose that we can define a measure of social

class for each neighborhood that ranges from a to 5, with 5 being high.

The "interval" fil ter specification would then take the form of; I' select

(or reject) all neighborhoods that are in the class range between 3 and

4." Such a filter might be diagrammed as follows:

Figure C-l

Odds
of

Bcin~

in
Set

Selection

Odds
of

Beinq
in

Set

j

Rejection

j

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

If used as a selector, only the set of neighborhoods in the range between

3 and 4 would be selected. As a rejector, this same set of neighborhoods

would be rejected.

Filters can take on other forms as well. We can say, for example,

that a person will select (or reject) all neighborhoods that have a social

class rating of 3 or more. Such a filter would look as follows:
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Figure C-2

Selection Rejection
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Similarly we might postulate that a person would select (or reject) all

neighborhoods with a class rating of 2 or less:

Selection
Figure C-3

Rejection

To simplify the

Odds
of

Being
in

Set

1 2 3 4 5
Class

user l s task

Odds
of

Bein
in

Set

I 2

somewhat, the PFG offers two options for

specifying such "tails." In the first, not being sure of the exact cutoff,

the user asks the PFG to scan five different possible cutoffs, either for

the cummulative left tail (Figure C-2) or the cumulative right tail (Figure

C-3). If the exact cutoff is known, this can be specified as an exact

left or right tail.

Similarly, when the user specifies the interval range, five different

intervals are tested There is no option at the moment for specifying a
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single interval.

The cutoffs that determine where discontinuities will take place are

specified by the user. All variables are scaled to fall between a and 1

to facilitate comparisons. The user can thus default to fixed intervals

(() • 2 • 4 • f) • H 1. 0) or can specify his or her own breakpoints. Using the

social class example, the 1-5 scale would be normalized so that a = 0,

1 = .2, 2 = .4, 3 = .6, 4 = .8, and 5 = 1.0. The user can accept this

set of intervals, or specify another set which, for example, would isolate

only very poor areas (0-.5 on the original scale, 0-.1 on the revised

scale) as the first set. The basis for such a choice is, of course, a

theoretical one, and flows from the user, not the PFG.

A final filter form comes closest to the continuous functions used

in traditional analysis. It asserts that a person chooses (or rejects)

a place in proportion to the intensity of some characteristic present at

that f-lace:

Figure C-4

Selection Rejection

Odds Odds
of of

Bein Being
in in

Set Set

5432154321

Class Class
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The "select" option specifies that selection be in proportion to thE> inten-

si ty of th(~ charact(~ristics; the "reject" option speci ties that r.f"jf'C'tion

takes placC' in proportion to the same illt(~nsity.

One thing that emerged from our field interviews was the use of

multiple conditions for filtering. For example, a person might select

neighborhoods that are above a certain social class and that are no more

than a certain distance from work. Violation of either condition led to

rejection. Traditionally, such behavior is captured by a multiplicative

function -- the Cobb-Douglas being the best known. Such a function might

look like:

b
z = a * x * cy

Such functions do well in rejecting bad options; whenever x or y go to

zero, the function goes to zero. They are less well-behaved in selection,

however. I f x and y get "big" for the same option, z becomes very large --

a kind of resonance phenomenon.

Such interactive terms are dealt with far more easily in the PFG.

Pairs of filters can be used to specify sets destined for selection or re-

jection, just as single filters serve this purpose. Using the above ex-

ample, the researcher might specify a filter that simultaneously selected

neighborhoods above Class 4 and within 40 minutes driving time, rejecting

all others. The function will not "go wild" on the selection side while

accomplishing its rejection side e~ficiently.
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Operation

The PFG uses a gradient search procedure to determine which :(iltC"rs

should be used in which sequence to best replicate actual behavior. It

requires as input:
h

1. A description of actual behavibr ie. a set of choices normalized
to take the form of a probability density function~

2. A set of potential filters, specified in terms of characteristics
of options and the manner in which they are to be used to isolate
a subset of options for selection or rejection.

.,'
3. A set of break points for each scaled characteristic indicating

where discoptinuities may take place. As indicated above, the
default is 0, .2, .6, .8, 1.0.

The PFG begins with a "base filter" specified by the user, This is

an initial, prior guess regarding the shape of the probability density

function. If the user is truly uncertain, he/she can select. a "flat prior,"

ie.
y: j

assume all options are equally likely at the start.

Working with normalized variables, the PFG tests each potential filter

in terms of its ability to improve the base. Filters are tested by cre-

ating a trial new base, generated by taking a weighted average of the

existing base and the filter, and evaluating it. Trial bases can be

evaluated any way the user chooses -- a major source of flexibility. At

present, we are using the sum of the absolute value of the difference be

tween the trial base and the known choice behavior,l Standard gradient

1. We could just as easily have used the more conventional squared error,
but find that it tends to overemphasize outliers at the expense of the ma
jority of the options. Since, in our work, outliers are frequently caused
by "unusual" events, we prefer to let them remain outliers (and deal with
the event) then bend the function inordinantly out of shape to account for
them.
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search procedures are used to f~nd the op~lmal we~qht for tnat fitter

vis-.::i-vis the base, ie. the l'leight that minj:,mizes the evaluation criterion.

This procedure is followed for all filters, The filter that improves

the base the most is selected, and weighted into the base to form a new

base. The entire procedure is then repeated, using the new base as \\base. ,.

The procedure is continued until an exogeneously determined number of

filters have been added to the base. At present, we find that most people

make effective use of no more than five filters, so 5 is our limit.
l

A

diagram describing these steps is presented in Figure C-6.

We can represent the results of this procedure alegebraically.

Define:

P(k) as the normalized probability vector at Step ~

w(j) as the weight assigned to the jth filter.

D(j) as the jth filter, a vector which contains 1 if the
observation passes the criterion, and 0 if it fails.

n(j) as the nm.mer of elements in the set defined by Filter D(j).
i. e. n (j) = D' (j). !, where" '" denotes the transpose of the

vector D(j), and 1 denotes a vector of ones.

Then the probability vector after the kth step can be expressed as:
k

I' [1- w(j)
....j_=_i_+_1 • w(i) • D (i)

k

P(k)

i=O "
j;=i

S (j)

1. The PFG may select fewer filters if it finds little to be gained by
adding a next one.
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wh·:rc:

S (it)

and:

k 1<

I
-
" [l-w (j) ]

j = i+l
• w(i).n(i)

k-l

i=O " S (j)
j=i

k-I \ f (i)

i=j

f(j) .f<J+l) .•• f(k-l) .f(k)

1

if j~ k

if j >k

w (0) 1 (for base)

D (0) 1 (if assuming flat prior)-
W(k) E: [ 0,1] , for all k

P(k) E- rO,l]

P' (k).l 1.0

When it is done, the PFG has identified at most 5 filters that, when

added to the base sequently at their optimal weights, produce the best

f "" . k b h . 1lt V1S-~-V1S nown e aVlor. Since the underlying model is quite diff-

erent from the standard linear model, we need a system of notation for

describing the results.

1. The procedure does not guarantee an overall optimum in much the way
stepwise regression fails to produce a global optimum. It only produces
a step-wise optimum.
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Figure C-6

Schematic Diagram of the Probability Function Generator
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Notation

A filter is described in terms of its characteristic (e.g. social

class), thp way in which subsets are identified (intervals, rigllt or

left tails, or continuous variabl~) and the cut-off points defining where

the tails or intervals are defined, To develop the full range of nota-

tion let us expand our neighborhood selection example to include another

characteristic: race (measured by percent minority). Let us assume

further that we have no good intuition regarding the initial base, and

adopt a flat prior. We can then describe an individual filter as:

S;Class(GT .8}

where;

s

Class

GT

indicates that the filter is being used to select neighbor
hoods. "R" would be the re j ect option.

is the name of the variable

stands for "Greater Than," ie. this filter would select
all the neighborhoods in the right tail whose values were
greater than .8. Other options are:

LT = Less Than
lnt :c Interval
Cont = Continous Variable

When Int is used, the range must be given ie.
(Int. 4-.6)

A jointly defined filter might be specified as follows:

S:[Class(GT .8), Race(LT .2)J

Such a filter would select all ne~ghborhoods whose social class was greater

than .8 and whose race did not exceed .2.
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A choice function is specified in terms of the desired sequence of

filters and the weights associated with their use. We will use the

"&" operator to indicate the process of sequential weighting. Assum-

ing two filters were used, a choice function might look like:

P = Base & .85* S:Class(Int, .4-.6) & .13* R:Race(LT .2)

The present measure of "goodness of fit" we use is the sum of the

absolute value of the difference between the function and the actual

behavior:

Measure =

i
Since both the function (~) and the Actual Behavior (A) sum to 1.0,

this measure is itself normalized. .Its upper limit is 2.0 We have

found that values below .2 represent quite good fits.

2
It is also possible to compute the traditional R , treating the

function as an estimate of the actual behavior. On the average the

relationship between the difference measure and R
2

is as follows:

Sum of
R

2
oiff •

•10 .99
.20 .96
.30 .91
.40 .85
.50 .80
.60 .74

To facilitate comparison with other methods, we will frequently report

R2 as well as our own straight difference measure.
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Appendix 5-0

PFG Equations
l

for 27 Household Types in New Haven

TYP~: 1 1A(f: WH ACE: 20-3Q ro: <HS

Pr<.::J~ ,. (\ A<: F fa 0.38 ..,
S :CL~S (INT 0.20-0.~0)

F'. 0.3E\ 1« P:PMHHGT 0.15 )
f. 0.1 S * ~:PM!N(GT 0.05)
r. 0.13 * S:ClAS(H!T 0.40-0.60)
f. 1).54 * R:CLAS(HH O.tC-').R0)

SUMDI ~ = O.UB
R SQR= ('1.880

TYPE: 2 oAC=': WH AGE: 20-39 fO: =H~

PROB ,. ~ASf

SU"1DIF = 0.156
R SQ~ = 0.883

0.81 * P:ClAS(!NT
0.38 * P:PMTN(GT
n.13 * Q:ClASC1NT
0.13 * S:PMINCGT
0.1Q • R:PMINCGT

0.60-0.aO)
0.30 »
0.40-0.60.
0.05 »
0.15)

TYPE: 3 ::ZAer:: WH AGE: 20-39 F('\: >HS

PP08 = B~ c:; F f. 0.38 * S:PMHHGT 0.05 »
f~ O.3~ * P: CL AS ( I NT O.loo-o.ao)
r. 0.19 ,.. ;:PMIN(GT 0.1 S J
f. r"' .13 * P:Cl~S(INT ('\.2[:-) .4().
f. 0.57 ~ Q :(;L~ c; (PH 0.80-1.50)

su~n! c = "'.153
Q SQo{ = 0.940

1. See Appendix 5-C for an explanation of the notation used in this Appendix.
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TYP~: .. ~f.',r.E: F~J AGf:: 20-39 ~(): <HS

pQnB = p~;r & ~.3P * ~:~LAS(IVT r.2~-0.40)

& 0.63 * c:PM!~(~T 0.30)
f. o. 81 ~ P: (t Asr HI r ':'. r -f'\. 21 )
£ 0.13 * ~:prOR(CGNT)

£ 0.19 * S:P~I'HGT 0.05t

SUI-1 ') ! F = o. 2 7d
~ C;Q~ = 0.771

Ty P ~ : :> ~ ~ Co:: FN .... f, f: 2 0 -) 9 ED: = HS

PI< nA = ~~ c: r.- F. 0.95 * P:r:LASfINT c.( -0.2'1)
f. 0.63 * P:P~IN(GT 0.30)
f. O.l~ * S:CL~S(lNT 0.20-0.40)
r 0.19 " S:P~INfGT 0.05 )
r.. r. , '"';:

* r. : CL t. S ( r ,,'T r.L.r-r.c~·1.*"'"

S :J ~ Dr r :: () • 2 ? '!
C; C; Q~:: ,.• ;~ '1 ?

TYPe:: 6 ?tr.~: PJ ~G~: 20-39 ED: >H<:

pq ') B = P" S r o• 54 * S: p,.q N (GT
0.63 '!lot P:PMPHGT
{,.l9 :II' ':CLf.Snnr
0.28 • .~: PM IN (G T

f'\ • 1 c; r: P: CL f;. S« I NT

0.05'
0.30)
(:.60-0.801
0.50)
f".f:3C;-1.5!))

SU~[)TF = 0.185
~ S Qq = (! .05 j
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TyPr:=: 7 o..tCE: ~t-, AGE: 20-3Q Fn: (HS

P:<'D~ = ~A"r: F.- 0.54 • S :CL a. S CPIT 0.20-0.40 )
&

,..
.38 * s: CLAS ( I f'lT O.H·-O. ~O)

F.. O.le: * S:CLASCINT 0.40-0.60)
& 0.19 * S: PM PHGT 0.05t
F.. 0.13 * P : PM INC GT 0.15)

SUMDI;: = 0.143
R SQ~ = 0.975

TYPE: 8 QAC~: r-1N ttGf: 20-39 fO: =HS

f.
r,
f.
r.
r.

0.28 .. S:CLAS(H'T
O.lc * P:P~IN(GT

0.13. <::PMPI((;T

0.13 * ~:CLASCINT

;.19 * Q:CLhSCYNT

0.20-0.40)
0.30)
O. 15 ,
0.fO-O.80)
('.pr-I.50t

SIJ M() I r: -= 0 • 1 2:~

'.) ~QD = 0.9713

TYpe:': q :<ftCt=: f..1N AGE: 20-39 !7D: )HS

0.42 * P:CLAS( INT
O.lc * <::PMIN(GT
0.1c ~ P:P~!N(GT

0.19 * P:ClAS(INT
.... 13 :4< r.-:PM1'J(GT.

0.0 -0.20 t
0.05 )
C.15l
0.40-0.60)
''"'.3("' )

SU'1!)IF = 0.223
R S Q< = r, • :3 ~ ~
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TYPE: 10 Q AC c.: WH AGF.: 40-64 F:D: <t-JS

Pr.lO~ = ~A<;E r. 0.95 • R:PMPI(GT 0.15 )
r. ".5£ * P:Cl.AS( I")T C.M'-O. 80)
& 0.95 * P : CL ""5 (H!T 0.0 -0.20 )
~ 0.95 • R:PMIN(GT 0.50)
t 0.95 :Ie P : Cl AS C INT o.80-1 • '50 t

SLJMDIF = ('.366
R SQ~ = 0.563

TYPE: 11 ~AC~: WH AGE: 40-64 ~D: =HS

P~OB = dASE & 0.Q5 * P:PMINCGT 0.15'
r. 0.28 * ~:CTIGCCO~T)

& 0.95 ~ P:CLASCYNT 0.80-1.50)
& 0.95 * o:CLA$CINT 0.0 -0.20)
& n.19 * S:CLAS(JNT 0.4(\-0..60'

$U~'WP: = 0.266
~ SOR = 0.809

TYPE: 12 ';),f,( f-: WH AG':: 40-64 ED: >HS

PROB = RASf

SLJ~!HI= = 0.311
R SOR = f) • 8 39

o•<] 5 '* P: PM PH GT
0.95 • P:CL~S(YNT

( • 42 .1/< D: PM JN ( GT

O.QS • 5:CL~S(!NT

f'I .95 '* ~: 1"-1 JN ( GT

0.05)
0.80-1.50)
('.15)
0.0 -0.20)
r: • 5r; t
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TYPE: 13 PACt:: FN AGE: 40-64 FO: <HS 

DRClB = RA Sf	 0.95 * R:PMI~(GT 0.15» 
0.9S * P:P~IN(GT f·. 3(' l 
0.54 • ~:ClAS(JNT 0.20-0.40) 
o•9 5 * P: CL ~ S( ! ~.! T 0.0 -0.20) 
0.63 '*' <::CLAS(tt\:j 0.60-U.80' 

SlJ MOl ~ = f, • 6'.3 
R SOq, = 0.353 

TYP ': : 14 ;; t, ( =:: FN A(; F.: It 0- 6 4 ~ D: =HS 

P~ G9 = l1\sr f.	 0.81 >J< f:: : PM I ~l( GT 0.05) 
f. 0.°5 ~ P:CLAS(!NT 0.0 -0.20) 
f. 0.1<; ... S:CLAS(JNT 0.20-0.40) 
f, 0.95 • P:P~IN(GT 0.50) 

~ ~ '"'.95 P: CL AS ( H!T Cl.flO-l.50. 

SUMOI;:: = 0.435 
Q SQR = 0.551 

TYP~: 15 :::-,a(f::: FN .4.GE: 40-64 C:O:)H$ 

PRJ8 = RASE' t	 0.28 * S:CLAS(tNT 0.60-0.80. 
f. 0.95 ~ P:PMIN(GT 0.30 ) 
f. 0.4·2 * P:CLAS(JNT ('.80-1.50 • 
f. 0.54 • S:ClAS(INT 0.0 -0.20) 
f. 'J.25 '* $=CLAS( INT e. 20-0.4") 

SUM Dt F = a .284 
D SOP = r'.879 

http:Cl.flO-l.50
http:0.60-0.80
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TYP E: 16 PAC E: '..HI AGE: 40-64 HI: <HS

PR1R = BAS;: r. O.Q5 * S:ClAS(INT 0.20-0.40 )
f. 0.81 Jic S:CLAS( INT r.t:O-C.90)
f. 0.25 '" S:CLAS(JNT 0.40-0.60)
~ 0.42 * S : P'~ IN ( GT 0.05 )
f. 0.13 >Ie S: PM J N(GT 0.30)

SU"1DI~ = '", .22 7

R SQ~ = 0.951

TYPC; 11 Q~C-:; t-1t-! ,~Gf:: 40-64 ED: =HS

P:<OF\ = (lhS r ~ 0.38 '" S:Cl~S(INT 0.20-0.40 )
f. 0.19 '" S:PMIN(GT 0.05)
f. 0.13 * S : CLAS ( r~'T 0.40-0.60)
~ 0.38 * P,:CLAS(INT 0.60-0.aO)
f: ('.13 '* P:CLAS(JNT ('.8C-l.50)

<;U"10TC -:: 0.152
F S0R = 0.98J

TYPF: 18 qtC~: MN AGE: 40-64 ED: >HS

DROB :: BASE &
&
&
&

SUMDTF = 0.254
o S QQ = O. a9 1

0.54 * R:ClAS( INT 0.40-0.60.
0.81 .... Q:ClAS(TNT 0.0 -0.20)
r;.63 ... R: CLAS (tNT 0.80-1.50)...
0.13 * P : PM t N(G T . 0.0 )
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Typ~: 19 :UCr:: WH AGE: 65+ fD: <HS

PROB = B!S~ f. 0.63. P:PMIN(GT 0.15'
& 0.38. P:ClAS(INT 0.60-0.80)
f. r.t3:f: ~;:J~Ac«(nr-'H)

G 0.95 * f:oM!N(GT 0.50)
r. 0.13 * S:~MIN(r.T 0.05)

SUMDIC = 0.257
R SQR = "'.757

TypF: ~O Q.1CE: WH AG'=: ~5+ EO: :HS

PRJ!3 = 'UC:;E f. f".2~ * S:CTTG(C:ONT)
t: 0.25 * P:CLAS(INT 0.20-0.40)
f. 0.81 * J;:t:lAS<INT 0.80-1.?ul
r. 0.95 ~ P:CLA$CTNT 0.0 -0.20)
C ".13 * P:PMIN(GT r..(5)

5U"1~I F = 0.215
R SQ~ = 0.803

TYP!=: 21 RAce: WH ~GE: 65+ fO: ')H~

PRJ)B = 8l\$~ C (.':)5 * R:PM!N(GT r.15)
&. o. 13 lit P: PF 0 R ( Co~ j T )
G 0.54 * D:ClAS(HH 0.20-0.40)
&. 0.13 * P:CLAS(INT 0.80-1.50)

~U"'1DIF = C.29!"
~. SQR:: O. 796
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TYPE: 22 qACE: FN AGE: 65+ tr: <HS

PRQ~ = RASE r. 0.95 * P:PMI~(GT 0.15)
e 0.95 * P:ClAS(INT 0.0 -0.20t
f. 0.85· P:P~IN(GT 0.30)
f. 0.95. P:PMIN(GT (.50)
r. 0.13 ~ S:PFOR(CONTt

SUMDIF = 0. 1.01
R C; Q?- = ~ • 738

TYPE: 23 RArr:: FN Af,E: 65+ ED :=HS

PR18 = SA Sf f. 0.38 * S:J>MIN(GT 0.30)
~ (,;.25 * P:PMIN(GT ('.(5)

r. 0.95 * P : Cl A, S ( I NT 0.0 -0.20)
f: 0.81 Il' R:CLAS( INT 0.80-1.50)
ra 0.95 * P: PM IN (GT 0.50 )

SU~DI~ = 0.0+13
l< SQ~ :: 0.646

TYPF: 24 ~t\CE: ~N AGE: 65" P!"': >H$

P~f)B = BA~:: f. 0.63 * R:CLAS( INT C.40-0.6f:1)
f. 0.13 * Q,:PfQR(CONTt
& 0.85 * ~:PMrN(GT 0.30)
f. 0.25 * R:CLAS(!NT 0.20-0.40)
f. 0.13 * P:PMJN(GT 0.15)

SUMDIF = 0.286
t<. C;QR = 0.385
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':.0: <HS

PPOB :: SA<;E f. r\.95 "" S: Cl AS ( n~T 0.20-0.40 )
r. 0.57 * S:ClAS(HH 0.60-0.80)
& ;~'. 38 1/1: R: CL~S ( INT O.C -0.20 )
t. 0.13 * R : CL AS ( I NT 0.BO-I.50)

SUMDIF:: 0.22'1
P $Q~:: 0.944

TYPE: 26 RAe::: "IN AGE: 65+ EO: =HS

PQOR :: ~tSE & 0.19 * S:ClAS(INT 0.20-0.40)
r. (l • 2 5 * S: PM IN (G T " • r. 5 )
& 0.13 * P:ClAS(INT 0.80-1.50)

SU"1DI ~ -:: r. 159
R SQ~:: o. ryB

TYPE: 2"7 DACE: MN AGE: 65+

PRQB :: BASf- & 0

SU14D! F:: 1.000
R SQR =*** ..****

fO: >HS
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Section 6

DYNAMICS OF LOCAL REAL ESTATE MARKETS

This section discusses various activities which occur within neigh

borhood housing markets once these markets have been cleared. These activ

ities involve homeowners, landlords, lending institutions, and insurers.

Homeowners can increase or decrease sale prices of homes and can decide

to rent out the homes they own, and landlords can alter rent levels on

apartments they own. Homeowners and landlords can alter the configuration

of their buildings to increase or decrease the number of units. Finally,

lending institutions and insurers make decisions to offer or withhold their

services from neighborhoods.

The activities above are discussed with respect to all the housing

submarkets within each neighborhood. Housing submarkets are defined by

tenure and price or rent level. There are two tenures, owned and rented.

Within each tenure there are three price levels: high, medium, anq low.

Changes in price level can occur in all six submarkets.

Setting Prices on Homes and Apartments

Once housing markets in all neighborhoods have been cleared, the

number of vacancies remaining in each submarket indicates how demand and

supply forces have been resolved. At this point homeowners and landlords

with properties on the market must decide on a sale or rental price to
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seek. They do this in the context of their neighborhood submarket,

which means that prices and rents must reflect the demand and supply

forces within the subrnarket. In general, homeowners and landlords raise

prices and rents when demand is greater than supply. A low vacancy rate

within a submarket means that households have been moving into the sub-

I:\arket. 1
This permits homeowners and landlords to raise prices and rents.

If demand is weak relative to the supply of housing, a high proportion of

the available vacant units will remain vacant. Under these circumstances,

homeowners and landlords are unlikely to raise prices and rents. In fact,

some prices and rents may be decreased as homeowners seek to attract

2
buyers, or landlords compete with each other for tenants. Homeowners at-

tempting to sell their homes incur costs when unable to sell. Landlords

unable to rent vacant apartments forego rental income, while certain fixed

costs such as taxes continue.

We assume that homeowners will seek the highest selling price they can

obtain consistent with a reasonable waiting period. We also assume that

most landlords will seek the highest rents they can obtain for their apart-

ments. Apartment management is the sole or main source of income for

1. Use of the vacancy rate to explain rent levels on apartments receives
empirical support in Smith [13].

2. Instead of lowering the contract rent, some landlords give new
tenants one or more rent-free months. Reasons for lowering rent this
way instead of reducing the contract rent are varied. Tenants may
find a large initial bonus more appealing than a smaller bonus spread
over many months. Also, landlords may fear rent control, which ~ypically

uses existing rents as base rents.
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many landlords, so they may want to charge the highest rent the market

will bear. Frictions in adjusting rents (e.g., existing leases specify

ing the rent level, or lack of information) may mean that rents are not

always at the highest possible level. Generally, over the long run, the

typical landlord is likely to follow a profit-maximizing course of

action. However, according to Krohn and Fleming [7], professional investors

and small-scale landlords may take different approaches in setting rent

levels. Professional landlords, or those with a purely economic approach

to setting rents, are more interested in charging what the market will bear.

Small-scale landlords tend to be more casual in their economic relations

with tenants. They are often more interested in attracting or keeping a

certain kind of tenant than in maximizing their monetary return.

Although only those housing units on the market make price or rent

changes manifest, all units are candidates for price or rent changes. If

a neighborhood is attractive to movers, as indicated by low vacancy rates,

the values of most occupied units rise also. When these units eventually

come into the market, their prices or rents will reflect prior changes in

their values.

In order to determine the pattern of price and rent changes within

each neighborhood submarket, we must measure the relative attractiveness

of housing within a submarket. The most desirable measure for this pur

pose is the vacancy rate in the submarket after clearing. A low vacancy

rate results from a tight market. Since some vacancies always exist in a

submarket due to the availability of new units or to lags between occupants,

we have defined a normal or standard vacancy rate for each market. We as

sume that homeowners and landlords recognize this and do not change prices
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or rents when the vacancy rate is at its normal level. When the vacancy

rilt(~ ri:;c·:-; abov!.' or fillls below its nor-mill ll'vpl, this en'.,t.t'''; Pl'l'~~lIl'l'

1
for price and rent changes. Thus, price and rent changes depend on the

relationship between the actual vacancy rate and the normal vacancy rate.

since the price and rent categories used in the model are rather

broad, units can undergo price or rent changes yet remain within the same

category. Consequently, in any year, only a small fraction of housing units

moves out of one category and into another. Evidence of the upward trend in

home prices and rent levels in this country is provided in Table 6-1.

Median home values and median gross rents both increased over 50 percent

from 1960 to 1970. These increases can be attributed to units rising in

price or rent, as well as to new construction of high~r priced housing.

For modeling purposes we assume that prices and rents tend to decrease

more slowly than they increase. We estimate that in a year no more than

2 or 3 percent of the units in the low and medium price groups can move to

a higher group, and no more than 1 percent of the units in the medium and

2
high groups can move to a lower group. These limits, which were

empirically determined, reflect the propensity for units to increase in

. t t' 3prlce or ren over 1me.

1. The concept of a natural or normal vacancy rate is used by Smith [13],
who defines it as "the rate at which there is no excess demand or supply."

2. Note that housing prices in the model are in constant dollars, while
Table 6-1 is in current dollars.

3. Schaaf [11] found, in his study of resale of single-family used homes
in Oakland, California, that used-house prices advanced steadily by about
4.5 percent per year over the entire six year period under study.
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Table 6-1

ValIH'S ilnd Gross Rents of l>wpll inq lInih, ill 11)\.\) ,111\1 1,1·'\)

.__._-------------------------- --------- ._-- ---_._ -_ .._- -- ---_ .

Value of Owner-Occupied units (percentage of units)

1960 1970

Total units 26,278,000 32,383,000

Under $10,000 38% 17%

$10,000 - 15,000 29 19

$15,000 - 20,000 18 21

$20,000 - 25,000 8 16

$25,000 - 35,000 4 16

$35,000 and above 3 11

Median value $12,000 $18,200

Gross Rents of Renter-Occupied units (percentage of units)

1960 1970

Total units 18,549,000 22,155,000

Under $50 20% 6%

$50 - 99 57 34

$100 - 149 14 32

$150 - 199 2 15

$200 - 299 1 6

$300 and above 0 1

No cash rent 6 6

Median rent $71 $111

Source: u.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1970 Census
of Housing,Components of Inventory Change, series HC(4)-1,
United States and Regions, Table 1.
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Conversions and Mergers

Some changes in the housing stock result from activities which alter

the tenure or configuration of housing units. The impact of such activi-

ties, especially conversions and mergers, may be significant in certain

neighborhoods, although the impact on the total metropolitan housing stock

is low, as indicated in Table 6-2.

Table 6-2

Net Changes in the u.s. Metropolitan Housing
Inventory, 1960 to 1970

All housing units (1970)

All housing units (1960)

Net change: total

PfJrr-ent change

Sources of additional units

Conversions

New construction

Other sources

Total added

Causes of units lost

Mergers

Demolitions

Other means

Total lost

46,635,201

38,372,301

8,262,900

21.5

3%

95%

2%

12,550,599

10%

61%

29%

4,273,596

Source: u.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
1970 Census of Housing, COmponents of Inventory Change,
series HC(4)-1, united States and Regions, Table C.
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In some neighborhoods owned housing units are converted to rented units

b h · ly t elr owners. If there is a continuing mismatch of demand and supply in

the owned housing market, with vacancy rates for owned housing remaininq high,

somp. homeowners find it very difficult to sell their homes. Consequently

they may decide to rent them out. In other cases, when the owned market is

weak and the rental market strong, someone may purchase an owner-occupied

unit with the intention of subdividing it~nd renting out the units. Sometimes

the units converted are large houses located in an older section of a city,

and sometimes they are simply one-family units in a neighborhood which has be-

come less attractive to households seeking to purchase homes.

In simulating the process of converting units from owned to rented

tenure, we use information on the vacancy rates in both owned and rental hous-

ing markets to assess the strength of these markets. If the vacancy rate in

an owned submarket exceeds the normal vacancy rate by some amount, ann if the

vacancy rate of the rental housing market in the same price category does

not exceed the normal vacancy rate for that submarket, then conversions can

occur in the model. The units which are converted in the model are vacant

since conversions generally are made only when occupancy of a unit changes.

The number of units converted in a given submarket depends on the extent to

which the vacancy rate in the owned housing submarket exceeds the normal

vacancy rate. However, the number of units converted in any neighborhood

is rather low.

Mergers generally refer to housing units created by combining two or

more units into one larger unit. Landlords may create large apartments

1. Conversion of large apartments into several smaller apartments are not
modeled here, as we lack data on individual structure types within
neighborhoods.
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from several small ones, and homeowners may create a large unit for owner

occupancy from several small apartments. However, the process of merging

smaller units into larger units is not modeled here, since we lack data on

individual structure types within neighborhoods. We assume that the quality

and condition of the particular unit are important in determining its suit-

ability for merging.

Denying Loans and Insurance

Refusal of lending and insuring institutions to provide loans or under-

write insurance in a neighborhood can disrupt operation of the housing sub-

markets in the neighborhood by inhibiting transactions between buyers and

sellers. This practice, often termed redlining, can have a variety of ef-

fects, some of which are discussed by the National Commission on Urban Prob-

lems [9], the National urban League [10], Searing [l~], and the United States

Commission on Civil Rights [15]. Homeowners and landlords find it difficult

to sell their properties as buyers are unable to obtain mortgage loans through

conventional channels. This affects home values and apartment rent levels

adversely. Lack of insurance makes it virtually impossible for homeowners
.~

and landlords to protect their real estate investments. This reduces their

incentive to invest in maintenance, so properties may deteriorate more rapidly.

Lending institutions and insurance companies which systematically deny

"
loans and insurance to people in certain neighborhoo~s are presumably acting

in what they perceive as their own best interests. If lenders think the risk

of default is too high, if they think that the housing units are valued too

low to provide adequate collateral for a mortgage loan, or if they think a
.~

neighborhood is declining in some sense, they are apt to deny loans.
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Insurance companies often refuse to issue property insurance in nE'i~lht>("rho~"~is

in which they expect insurance payouts to exceed the revenue receiveJ fr0~.

. I
prem1ums.

If experience in assigning premiums has actually led to losses in an

area, redlining is very likely. This is due in part to the inflexible insur-

ance rating system, which usually considers type of residential structure but

2
ignores location of the structure.

Lenders and insurers base their business decisions on the characteristics

of applicants, the condition of the housing units, and the nature of the

neighborhood. Applications for loans and insurance may be rejected if the

applicant has insufficient income or assets, if the condition of the housing

unit is nOL satisfactory, or if the neighborhood has an obsolete housing stock

or a diminished locational value.
3

Locational value refers to the accessi-

bility to various amenities, such as shopping areas and government services.

The criteria which prompt bankers and insurers to deny credit and in-

surance to an individual applicant apply ~ fortiori to their neighborhood

evaluations. They may believe that the risk attached to loans and insurance

1. Birch et a1. [2] reported that "when underwriters perceive the possibility
of underwriting losses in particular areas in which deterioration has begun,
and thus the possibility of higher risks than what the present rates allow
for, they simply avoid extending insurance coverage to these areas."

2. Syron [14] investigated Boston fire damage data from 1965 to 1967. He
found that fire damage per sales value of residences and business establish
ments was 4.2 times higher in the study core area (the South End, Roxbury,
and North Dorchester) than in the remaining neighborhoods in Boston.

3. See Laurenti [8], who found that lending institutions were reluctant to
lend if properties were on the downward swing in their life cycles.
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increases as the income level of the neighborhood falls. It is widely be-

lieved that lenders and insurers use racial composition of the neighborhood

. k 1 h
a~; an inrlic.:ation of the income level, and hence, of rIS. T e presence

of minority CJroup~;, especially nonwhites, is oft.en linked to low income JevC'ls

and high risk. For this reason neighborhoods with a substantial number of

nonwhites are often redlined. Another basis for denying loans and insurance

is the general quality and condition of the housing stock in a neighborhood.

If the units are considered obsolete, their value as collateral is apt to be

low, even though the condition of the units may be good. If the condition

of the units is marginal, their resale value is likely to be low, which would

not permit the lending institution to recou~ its investment if foreclosure

b~came necessary.

In simulating rcdlining, we are concerned with cases in which an entin>

neighborhood faces the possibility of being denied loans and insurance.

We assume that the likelihood of redlining is related to two factors:

racial composition of the neighborhood and overall condition of the

housing stock. Use of racial composition as a variable presumes that

lenders and insurers regard this as a surrogate for the general level of

financial status of the neighborhood. There may also be elements of discrim-

ination affecting the behavior of lenders and insurers. As the fraction of

1. The evidence on discrimination by mortgage lenders is not free of
ambiguity. One Baltimore study [15] spoke of discrimination against blacks
in general, while another [1] spoke of discrimination against medium-income
blacks. A New York study [6] found discrimination against blacks and Puerto
Ricans. A study at the Center for Urban Affairs of Northwestern University
[3] suggested that lending institutions may be reluctant to lend in largely
nonwhite areas. However, one study [5] focusing on heavily black, or transi
tional, sections of Queens County, New York, found that blacks were able to
obtain credit. What may be important to lenders is the racial or ethnic
stability of a neighborhood. Lenders may be reluctant to lend in areas
undergoing or expected to undergo racial transition out of a fear of declining
property values. However, once the racial stability of a neighborhood seems
ensured, lenders may be willing to iend to blacks. See also National Urban
League [10] and Center for Urban Affairs [4].
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minority residents increases, loans and insurance are less likely to be

granted. Overall condition of the housing stock reflects its value as

collateral, and is probably related to the degree of fire hazard. Marginal

stock condition is presumed to discourage bankers and insurers from serving

an area.

In conclusion, we find that the processes which characterize housing

markets operate in reasonably predictable ways. While parameters may vary

across cities, the basic processes should be similar. Hence, we expect

changes in price and rent levels, and conversions, to reflect demand and

supply forces, and we expect credit and insurance denials to reflect the

combined impact of racial composition and housing stock condition.
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Mathematical Statement

Setting Prices on Homes and Apartment~

Price and rent changes within a neighborhood submarket reflect the

balance of demand and supply forces. Every submarket (defined by tenure

and price level) within a region has a normal or standard vacancy rate,

VSTD, which is determined outside the model on the basis of u.s. Census

data on occupied and vacant units for 1960 and 1970. The actual vacancy

rate in a neighborhood submarket is compared with the standard vacancy

1
rate, as shown below.

VR(T,P) = VAC(T,P) / STOC (T,P) (6.1)

for all tenures (T), all price groups (p) and all neighborhoods (I). where:

VR(T,P) = vacancy rate for Tenure T in Price Group P

VAC(T,P) = number of vacancies of Tenure T and Price Group P

STOC(T,P) = number of housing units of Tenure T and Price Group P.

The pressure for price changes in a submarket depends on the difference

between the actual and standard vacancy rates. This difference is deter-

mined as follows:

1. In this and all subsequent equations in Section 6 the subscript I,
which refers to the individual neighborhoods in a region, is suppressed
to simplify the exposition.
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DIFF(T,P) = VSTD(T,P) - VR(T,P) (6.2)

for all tenures (T), all price groups (P) and all neighborhoods (I), wh~re:

DIFF(T,P) = the difference between the standard vacancy rate and the

actual vacancy rate for Tenure T and Price Group P

VSTD(T,P) the standard vacancy rate for Tenure T and Price Group P

across the region.

Once the difference between the standard and actual vacancy rates is

known, the fraction of units changing from one price group to another

[PCHANG(T,P)] is determined using the non-linear function below:
DIFF(T,P)*sl

a
PCHANG(T,P) = a - a * e (6.3)

for all tenures (T), all price groups (P), and all neighborhoods (I), where:

a = -.01 for DIFF(T,P) ~ a
a = .025 for DIFF(T,P) > a
.1 ~ sl ~ 5.0

If the actual vacancy rate is the same as the standard vacancy rate, the

value of PCHANG(T,P) is 0.0. A positive value for DIFF(T,P) means the stand-

ard vacancy rate exceeds the actual vacancy rate, indicating strong demand.

The value for PCHANG(T,P) will be positive and will indicate the fraction of

housing units which move from one price level up to the ~ext. A value for
I,

DIFF(T,P) less than 0.0 means units will move down one price level.

Two factors limit the extent of price changes. Units in the low price

or rent category cannot drop to a lower price group, and units in the high

price or rent category cannot rise to a higher price group. Hence, the

PCHANG(T,P) values in these situations are 0.0. If the redlining index

(REDLIN) exceeds some critical value, the fraction of units permitted to

rise in price is further restricted.
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Once the fraction of units changing price groups is known, the account-

ing is straightforward. The model does not adjust the variable for total

housing stock (STOC), but instead adjusts the variables for occupied housing

stock (TOCC) and vacant units (VAC) separately. For price increases in low

1
and medium price groups:

XTOCC(T,P-I)

TOCLOS(T,P)

PCHANG(T,P) * TOCC(T,P)

PCHANG(T,P) * TOCC(T,P)

(6.4)

(6.5)

XVAC(T~P-I) PCHANG(T,P) * VAC(T,P)

VACLOS(T,P) = PCHANG(T,P) * VAC(T,P)

for all tenures (T) and all neighborhoods (I), where:

(6.6)

(6.7)

XTOCC(T,P-l)

PCHANG(T,P)

TOCC(T,P)

TOCLOS(T,P)

XVAC(T,P-I)

VACLOS(T,P)

number of occupied units which move up from Price

Group P to Price Group P-l

= fraction of units of Tenure T and Price Group P which

move to a higher price group

number of occupied housing units of Tenure T and

Price Group P

= number of occupied units which move up from Price Group

P to Price Group P-l

number of vacant units which move up from Price Group

P to Price Group P-l

number of vacant units which move up from Price Group

P to Price Group P-l.

1. Price groups 1, 2 and 3 refer here to high-, medium- and low-priced
housing units, respectively. Thus, a move from price group P to price
group P-l means a move to a higher price level; a move from price group P
to P+I means moving to a lower price level.
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For high- and medium-priced units moving to a lower price group:

XTOCC (T, P+l) -PCHANG (T, P) * TOCC(T,P) (6.8)

TOCLOS(T,P) -PCHANG(T,P) * TOCC(T,P) (6.9)

XVAC (T, P+l) = -PCHANG(T,P) * VAC(T,P) (6.10)

VACLOS(T,P) -PCHANG(T,P) * VAC(T,P) (6.11)

for all tenures (T) and all neighborhoods (I), where:

XTOCC(T,P+I) = nUmber of occupied units which move down from Price

Group P to Price Group p+l

XVAC (T ,P+l) number of vacant units which move down from Price

r.~oup p to Price Group P+I.
_,I.

The accounting for price changes is described below. TQCC' and VAC are

adjusted upward for increases, anq downward for decreases, in number

of units.

TOCC(T,P)
t

VAC(T,P)t

TOCC(T,P) 1 + XTOCC(T,P) - TOCLOS(T,P)
t-

VAC(T,P) 1 + XVAC(T,P) - VACLOS(T,P)
t-

(6.12)

(6.13)

for all tenures (T), all price groups (P) and all neighborhoods (1),

where the subscript t represents the current year and the subscript t-l

represents the previous year, and where:

XTOCC(T,P)

XVAC(T,P)

increase in number of occupied units of Tenure T and

Prite Group P

increase in number of vacant units of Tenure ~ and

Price Group P.
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Conversions

For units to be converted from owned to rented tenure, the m,'\rkl>t

ror' ()wn(~d lltlit~; mllst be weak and the milrkC't for rnnh'd 1l11its mw:;t be"

strong. Market strength is determined by comparing the actual vacancy rate

with the adjusted standard vacancy rate. That is, in markets for rental

units the following criteria are applied:

RSTDVC(P)' = RSTDVC(P) * k
R

for all price levels (p) and all neighborhoods (I), where:

RENTVR(P) TRTVAC(P) / TRTSTC(P) (6.14)

(6.15)

RENTVR(P)

TRTVAC(P)

'T'R1'S'1'C(P)

vacancy rate for rented units in Price Group P

vacant units for rent in .Price Group P

total number of rental units in Price Group P

~~1'DVC{P)' = adjusted standard vacancy rate for rented units in Price

Group P

RSTDVC(P)

k
R

standard vacancy rate for rented units in Price Group P

a parameter for establishing a rental market vacancy

rate threshold above which conversions will not occur

(kR~ 1. 0) •

If the actual vacancy rate is greater than the adjusted standard vacancy

rate, the market is weak and no units will change to rented tenure.

If

If

RENTVR(P) ::::: RSTDVC (P) " there will be no conversions.

RENTVR(P)~ RSTDVC(P), conversions are possible.

In markets for owned units these criteria are applied:

(6.16)

(6.17)

OWNVR(P) = TOWVAC(P) / TOWSTC(P) (6.18)
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OSTDVC(P) I = OSTDVC(P) * k
W

for all price groups (P) and all neighborhoods (I), where:

(6.19)

OWNVR(P) vacancy rate for owned units in Price Group P

TOWVAC(P) vacant units for sale in Price Group P

TOWSTC(P) = total number of owned units in Price Group P

OSTDVC(P)' = adjusted standard vacancy rate f0r owned units

in Price Group P

OSTDVC(P) standard vacancy rate for owned units in Price Group P

k
W

= a parameter for establishing an owned market vacancy

rate threshold below which conversions will not occur

If the actual vacancy rate is less than the adjusted standard vacancy rate,

the market is strong, and no units will change to rented tenure.

If

OWNVR(P) ~ OSTDVC(P) " there will be no conversions. (6.20)

If

OWNVR(P) > OSTDVC(P) I, conversions are possible. (6.21)

For conversions to occur, the conditions in Equations 6.17 and 6.21 must

be met simultaneously. The number of units converted from owned to rented

tenure depends on the difference between the actual vacancy rate and the

standard vacancy rate, as shown below:

CONV(P) = k *[OWNVR(P) - OSTDVC(P)] * TOWVAC(P)
C

for all price groups (P) and all neighborhoods (I) where:

(6.22)

CONV(P) = the number of units converted from owned to rented

tenure in Price Group P

= a constant used to calculate the number of conversions.
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Note that only vacant owned -units are converted. The maximum number of

vacant -units converted in any year is limited to some fraction of the total

number of vacant units for sale.

Denying Loans and Insurance

The availability of loans and insurance within individual neighborhoods

depends on the overall condition of the housing stock and on the racial com-

position. The lower the stock condition, or the higher the fraction of

minority households, the greater the likelihood of credit and insurance deni-

als (i.e., redlining) within a neighborhood. Nonlinear functions are used

to generate an index showing the contribution of each factor to pressure

for redlining.

The influence of racial composition on redlining is determined as fol-

= a + (b -a) * e

lows:

RACE

(c - PCTMIN) * sl
(a - b) (6.23)

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

RACE

a

influence of racial composition on redlining

a for PCTMIN ~ c

a 1.0 for PCTMIN> c

b a parameter whose value is typically .50

c = a parameter whose value is typically .05

sl a parameter whose value is typically 10.
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PCTMIN = fraction of minority households.

An increasing fraction of minority households creates increasing index

values.

The influence of neighborhood stock condition on redlining is deter-

mined as follows:

STOCK = a + (b -a) * e

(c-STCOND)
(a -b) * 51

(6.24)

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

STOCK = influence of stock condition on redlining

a 1.0 for STCOND~ c

a 0 for STCqND> c

b = a parameter whose value is typically .50

c a parameter whose value is typically 70

sl = a parameter whose value is typically -.025

STCOND index of stock condition.

Low stock condition values create high values for the index.

The index values for stock condition and racial composition are multi-

plied together to create an index for redlining:

REDLIN = RACE * STOCK

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

(6.25)

REDLIN = an index showing the extent of pressure for redlining.

Higher redlining index values indicate a greater likelihood of red-

lining. For each region being studied a threshold value is established.
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If the value of the redlining index is below this value, redlining does not

occur. If the index value exceeds the threshold, r~dlininq is presumed.

"'h.ifl in turn affects price chanqes, as described earlil'l' 111 this tH~GtioJ\,

and affects investment in maintenance, as described in Section 8, "Inyest

ment in Maintenance of the Housing Stock."

•
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Section 7

CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION OF HOUSING UNITS

This section discusses changes in the size of the housing stock

caused by construction of privately owned units, construction of public-

ly subsidized units, and demolitions.

New Construction

Builders respond to a variety of factors in deciding how many new

units to construct in a neighborhood submarket. l Present demand and

supply forces, land costs and land use restrictions, and expectations of

futur8 housing demand all influence builders' decisions, as outlined below.

Demand and Suppiy Forces

Perhaps the most immediate question facing any builder is whether

the units built will be salable. In many cases the builder has purchasers

for the new units before construction begins, or finds purchasers after con-

struction has started. Sometimes purchasers are not found until the units

are completed. If the lag between completion and sale of new units is sub-

stantial, a builder's finances can be strained due to the interest payments
..,

on construction loans. If the builder anticipates a weak market for new

units, the builder is expected to reduce the level of construction. However,

1. Submarkets are defined by tenure (ownership status) and price level, as
explained in Section 6, "Dynamics of Local Real Estate Markets."
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even in a weak market, builders will produce some units as they wish to

hold on to their work forces for awhile. A continued weak market forces

builders to layoff workers and to idle equipment to avoid high carrying

costs. On the other hand, in strong housing markets builders cannot

afford to pass up profitable opportunities, so they tend to increase the

size of their workforces. The extent to which they can increase construc-

tion levels this way is limited, of course, by the availability of suit-

able labor and equipment. 1 Because of the expense and disruption created

by hiring or laying off workers and by adjusting the level of equipment

usage, builders have some incentive to maintain operations at a relatively

constant level.

The model assumes that builders assess the strength of demand in hous-

ing submarkets by examining vacancy rates. 2 We assume that each submarket

has a normal or standard vacancy rate which indicates the fraction of units

3likely to be vacant due to expected lags between occupants. Builders

cqn assess the demand-supply relationship in any given submarket

1. The President's committee on Urban Housing [10] examines the signifi
cance of manpower and materials limitations in residential construction.

2. See Maisel [8] for a more detailed discussion of how vacancies in
different types of units influence builders.

3. L.B. Smith. [12] provides support for the concept of a normal vacancy
rate in his study of rental housing in five Canadian cities. He found
normal vacancy rates in rental housing markets ranging between 5.0% (in
Toronto) and 7.4% (in Montreal). W.F. Smith [13] too has suggested that
the normal vacancy rate can vary from market to market. However, he [14]
has raised some questions about the significance of the normal vacancy
rate. The existence of vacant units is often explained Js necessary to
the free movement of households. However, vacant units may impose various
costs on their owners, who in effect provide external benefits to households.
W.F. Smith, however, asserts that it is not clear how the vacancies are
produced as a response to the needs of households wishing to move.
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1by comparing the existing vacancy rate with the normal vacancy rate.

When df'mand -is qrf~<1tf'r than the supply of avnilabll' un-it~, thp VdC'.'\IH'\"

rate will be low. If the actual vacancy rate is lower t.han the lKn-mlll

rate, builders will increase their construction level. Weak demand rela-

tive to the supply of units means a high vacancy rate. If the actual

vacancy rate is greater than the normal rate, construction activity will

drop.

In making construction decisions at the neighborhood level, builders

also take into account the regional demand and supply situation in each

submarket. They recognize that housing units in one neighborhood can sub-

stitute for similar units in other neighborhoods. As a result, builders

_Clr.;~;(~s~-; th(~ submarket demand-supply situation in the region before comIlli t-

ting themselves to any new construction. If the regional vacancy rate is

higher than the normal vacancy rate for a given tenure and price level of

housing, construction levels drop. If the regional market is tight, build-

ers are expected to increase their levels of construction. However, in-

creases or decreases in construction levels by builders are limited by the

1. An alternative measure of the balance between demand and supply forces
in a submarket is the absorption rate, which is defined as the fraction of
available vacant units which are sold or rented in a given period of time.
That is,

Absorption rate =
Number of units sold or rented
Total available vacant units

Hua [5] supports using the absorption rate, as he found that builders
respond more to the length of time it took to sell a new unit than to
vacancy rates per se, since short waiting times indicate a strong mar
ket. Because the absorption rate is a behavioral measure, and the vacancy
rate is not, the absorption rate is a more desirable measure for modeling
purposes. However, we are not able to generate measures of the absorption
rate in the model due to feedback loops. As a result, we have used a
measure of housing market activity based on vacancy rates.
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factors described above. Consequently, we assume that total construction

in the region cloes not rise more than about 25 percent above the prE'vious

year's construction levu 1 or fall more than 50 perc('nt bp.l\lw thl' hi \llll'St

previous construction level. As Table 7-1 indicates, these limits give

ample leeway and would at most constrain construction levels in one year

(1971) ,assuming construction patterns in individual regions are similar

to those at the national level.

Land Costs and Land Use Restrictions

Most builders, especially those building single-family homes, are

1
sensitive to the price of land. As the supply of available land decreases,

land prices are likely to rise. As the National Commission on Urban Prob-

10ms [9] indicated, a conventional rule of thumb for builders is that the

1ilnd c0muonent of a single-fami ly horne should not exceed about 20 pcrc,mt

of the total land-pIus-house cost. As land prices rise, builders tend to

build fewer homes, especially single-family homes in the low and medium

price categories.
2

To simulate this, we consider the fraction of land

which is vacant and available for construction. As this fraction becomes

smaller, we assume prices for the remaining vacant land parcels rise.

Builders react by constructing fewer low-priced units and more high-priced

units to balance land and house costs. The President's Committee on Urban

1. Goldberg's [3] questionnaire study of builders in the Vancouver, B.C.
region found that land price and land availability were important to devel
opers.

2. Winger and Madden [18] found a shift toward increased construction of
multi-family structures from 1961 to 1966. This shift appeared to be more
connected with rising land prices and builders' efforts to keep overall
costs down by building more units per acre, than with shifts in consumer
preferences. Behrnan and Codella [1] found that the most significant fac
tors in explaining rising prices of new homes were rising land prices and
increasing size and amenity levels of new homes. See also The President's
Committee on Urban Housing [10].
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Table 7-1

*Preliminary estimate

Source: United States Savings and Loan League, 1976 Savings and Loan
Fact Book, Table 7.
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Housing [10] indicated that builders of multiple-family structures are not

as affected by land costs, since such structures can usually be made t3ller

as needed to keep land and structure costs in the appropriate proporti,'n~.

ZOning restrictions pose a significant external constraint on apart

ment builders.
l

In the few cities without zoning codes, land use patterns

. d" 2may be similar to those 1n zone c1t1es. Builders are subject to density

restrictiqns established formally by zoning boards or informally by neigh-

barhood residents.

Density preferences of neighborhood residents can be used to simulate

zoning restrictions. This is explained in Section 9, "Land Use and Zoning."

Zoning restrictions within the model constrain, but do not tbtally prevent

construction of multiple-family housing units. Some apartment construction

is possible in any neighborhood, since the neighborhoods in the model typi-

cally encompass a reasonably large geographic area. However, lower density

level tolerances, as expressed by the zoning code, will inhibit construc-

tion of multiple-family units.

Expected Demand.

In an effort to plan their construction activity, builders find it use-

ful to examine demographic and economic trends which are likely to affect

patterns of housing demand. Some of these are outlined below.

1. In his study of builders in the Vancouver, B.C. area, Goldberg [3]
found that many developers felt it was not worth the time and effort to
try to have land rezoned for specific projects.

2. Siegan's [11] study of unzoned areas in Houston supports this.
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Two demographic trends we have found useful in modeling different

metropolitan regions are the shifting preferences for suburban areas over

central areas, and the tendency for some sectors of a region to grow faster

than others.

The shift of population from central city to suburban areas has lonq

influenced builders. Households have sought to leave areas with high

crime levels and unsatisfactory schools in favor of suburban areas where

they could have single-family homes and some land.
l

Construction patterns

reflect the shift, and construction in inlying and outlying areas responds

to current demand and supply forces. Builders we talked to generally feel

more optimistic about growth in outlying areas than in central areas. When

economic forces cause a slowdown in the level of construction in the region,

builders cut back less in outlying areas than in central areas of th~ region.

In part this reflects the pattern of wealth and income distribution in many

regions, where lower income households live in the central areas and middle

and upper income households live in the suburbs. In modeling this we assume

that builders reduce construction levels in suburban areas less than in cen-

tral areas. When construction levels pick up again, both central and out-

lying areas respond.

In most metropolitan regions one can distinguish high and low prestige

areas. Sometimes these areas form wedges or sectors which radiate from the

2central core. The boundaries of these sectors can be defined fairly clearly

1. Straszheim [16] found there was demand for large lots and suggested that
this demand could be satisfied at lower cost in the suburbs than in the
central city.

2. See Hoover [4) for a brief discussion of observed sectoral patterns
(i.e., why particular activities gradually move outward within the same
sector).
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by using Census data as well as perceptions of builders. For example, in

Houston the highest prestige sector is in the southwest, while the lowest

pre~>tiqe ~;ect()r i:; j n th(~ northeast. In Charlottp till" mn~~t pn.'st iq.i0us

sector is in the south and southeast, while the low prestige sectors ar~

in the north, northwest, and west. Dayton's highest prestige sector is

also in the south and southeast, and its lowest prestige sector is in the

west. The high prestige sectors tend to grow faster than low prestige

sectors, as they attract households which move within or into the region.

These arriving households want to be near similar household types, and want

their homes to maintain their resale values in case they leave.

The financial status of households in the high prestige sectors also

attracts builders and lending institutions.
l

Rising construction costs have

made it increasingly difficult for builders to erect housing for lower-income

and more recently, middle-income, households. Lending institutions also

like to transact business in high prestige areas where default risks are low.

In the low prestige sectors, builders slowly cut back their activity over

time as the income levels of households in these areas become inadequate for

the purchase of newly constructed housing units. In addition, lenders may

become reluctant to grant mortgages in low prestige sectors. A self-

fulfilling cycle is in effect. Because households, builders, and lending

institutions regard an area as prestigious, they favor it as a place to

live, build new units, and make loans and the area thrives.

1. Kaiser [6) found that the prestige level of a neighborhood, based on
occupational, income and educational characteristics of the population
and on the median home value, greatly influenced the locational decisions
of builders.
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For modeling purposes, sectors are defined as groups of contiguous

neighborhoods forming a wedge and fanning out to the suburbs. The in~lu-

sion of suburban neighborhoods in the wedge depends on how far out deve1op-

ment has taken place. Once the sectors have been defined, we measure their

prestige levels according to the fraction of household heads with some

education beyond high school. The greater the fraction, the higher the

prestige level of the sector. For example, in Houston in 1970, the fraction

of household heads with more than a high school education in the high pres-

tige sector is 0.52; the fraction in the low prestige sector is 0.14. In

Charlotte the corresponding figures are 0.52 and 0.15, and in Dayton, 0.35

and 0.10. In any year the effect of prestige level on a sector is slight.

The maximum increase in construction for the highest prestige sector is 4

percent and the maximum decrease for the lowest prestige sector is 2 percent.

In addition to the large-scale, region-wide influences of the urban-

suburban shift and the sector prestige levels, there are some smaller-scale

trends which reflect the impact of economic pressures. Households tend to

choose neighborhoods which are accessible to their workP1aces,1 and builders

may develop new areas adjacent to neighborhoods experiencing rapid growth.

Strictly speaking, these trends are part of the larger demographic patterns

described above. That is, the shift of population to suburban areas is due

in part to the increasing employment opportunities found there. The opening

of new areas to construction reflects builder's expectations that people will

continue to seek housing in the desirable areas of a region.

1. Straszheim [16] found that work site and accessibility affected the
choice of location and the amount of housing consumed by households.
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Builders see opportunities for new construction in areas around new

job opportunities or in areas opened up by new highways. They expect,

quite reasonably, that an increase in the number of jobs or improved access

to a workplace will stimulate demand for housing units within some radius.

Evidence from various sources indicates that the residential location

choices of households are constrained by the access afforded to the work-

1
place. Since workers typically limit their commuting time to 40 minutes

or less, we assume that the workers employed at any given location will be

distributed over a 40 minute travel radius from their workplace, with the

majority 25 minutes or less away from work. This is consistent with some

recent studies, which have indicated that commuters do not balance travel

time and possible residential locations in an effort to economize on loca-

. I . 2tl0n rents or trave tlme. Instead, commuters see~ largely indifferent to

the amount bf time spent commuting, as long as it i~ below some threshold.

The process of modeling the impact of job distribution requires informa-

tion on the existing distribution of employment oppOrtunities and housing

units. Builders in the model assume that most workers will choose housing

within a 25 minute driving distance from their job sites. They assume that

workers will distribute themselves evenly across the neighborhoods surround-

1. See Section 5, "Residential Location," for a smnmary of the evidence and
for supporting tables from the Survey of Neighborhood Opinions.

2. See Section 5, "Residential Location," for a discussion of these studies.
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t
.. 1

ing the locus of employment oppor un1t1es, and they can assess the impact

of this behavior on the housing submarkets affected. If the number of

housing units in a neighborhood is smaller than the number of workers like-

ly to seek housing there, builders react to this expected demand by increas-

ing construction in all submarkets of the neighborhood, to an extent deter-

mined by the difference between the expected demand and the current supply.

At most, we expect the increase to be 10 percent. The minimum increase is

set at 1 percent.

Opening Up New Areas

The areas opened to new development by builders usually lie in the

path of urban expansion. Typically, most growth occurs in the high pres-

tige secturs. As the land in one area is consumed by new construction,

builders search for suitable vacant land nearby to continue the construc-

tion. This behavior has been observed in cities like Charlotte and Houston,

as shown in Table 7-2.

Before builders open up a new area, they implicitly establish certain

( I

criteria which ,enable them to assess the risk involved. Builders look

first at the situation in adjacent neighborhoods currently undergoing heavy

construction. If a high percentage of the developable land has been used,

further residential construction will be limited, and construction in new

areas is likely to be profitable. Builders also consider the rate of con-

struction in the adjacent neightborhoods undergoing development. If it is

high enough that all the remaining vacant land is likely to be built upon

1. The approach used in modeling this behavior is similar to that used by
Lustig end Pack [7] to allocate residences in their effort to develop
zoning standards to accommodate households wishing to live near their
workplaces.
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Table 7-2

Examples of Areas Opened to New DevelopmC'nt
on it T.i\T<lt' Scale in Charlotte and HOIH1ton

Number of Units

Neighborhood New Construction Stock
City location 1960 1970 1960 1970

Charlotte Matthews-Pineville 170 358 663 3172

Charlotte Steele Creek 51 263 863 2073

Houston Middle West Houston 343 1538 152 6511

Houston Middle West Houston 218 1214 201 5878

Houston Far Southeast Houston 207 609 216 5888
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within some number of years, builders are likely to seek a nearby tract of

land sui table for large-scale development. The tract choson must C011t ,1 i 11 ,1

large amount of vacant land, since economies of scale in large construction

projects permit builders to reduce costs per unit.
l

Moreover, certain fixed

costs, like fees to the municipality, or sewer and road installations, may

be relatively low on a per unit basis.

Builders also consider competing uses of land in the neighborhood. If

more than 15 percent of the land in the neighborhood is used for manufactur-

ing purposes, builders are very unlikely to open the area to new development.

For example, in Charlotte, North Carolin~, the area north of Interstate 85

is becoming increasingly industrialized and hence less desirable for new

residential development, even though ther.e is much vacant land available'.

In a new area, builders expect to be able to attract households and offer

housing units which can compete in price with units in built-up areas. If

the neighborhood chosen for new development is already experiencing a high

level of construction, it cannot, of course, be opened to new development.

However, the mix of construction in the chosen neighborhood may be affected

by the types of housing units demanded in the adjacent neighborhood whose

growth triggered the search for an area suitable for new development.

Once an area suitable for new development has been located, the builder

must decide how many and what types (by tenure and price level) of units to

1. The National Commission on Urban Problems [9] discusses a variety of
cost savings associated with large-scale housing development. Stevens [15]
foUbd that there were economies in single-site construction of multi-family
housing. See also The President's Committee on Urban Housing [10].
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build. 1 In general, the builder constructs in the new area about the same

number of units as are being constructed in the adjacent area already under

development. The mix of units built speculatively reflects thp types 0f

units being demanded in the rapidly growing neighborhood. However, the

developer does not erect low-priced units. High construction costs put most

newly constructed units beyond the reach of low-income households.

Exogenous Influences on the Housing Stock

Certain changes in the size of the housing stock are considered

exogenous in the model. Some of these changes, such as demolitions, re-

duce the size of the stock. Other changes, such as construction of public

h'JUsi ng, add to the housing stock.

Demolitions typically result from one of two factors. If a more desir-

able use is found for a parcel of land, it may be advantageous to demolish

the existing structure. Such demolitions may occur through the actions of

private owners, or public authorities. For example, the power of eminent

domain may be exercised to seize land for public housing or highways. We

do not attempt to model demplitions of this sort, as the results of such

politically complex behavior appear to be distributed too irregularly. For

modeling purposes we simply acknowledge the existence of these demolitions

and reduce the size of the housing stock to reflect their occurrence. The

second type of demolition is that which takes place when abandoned units are

1. smith [14] provides a useful outline of the sorts of decisions a resi
dential developer is forced to make when undertaking speculative construc
tion of the sort described here.
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1torn down. The process of abandonment is simulated, as explained in Sec-

tion 8, "Investment in Maintenance of the Housing Stock."

The construction of public housing and more generally, units built

with direct government assistance, are also treated as exogenous factors.

Within the model publicly financed housing is acknowledged by adjusting

the size of the housing stock as appropriate to indicate that these units

have become available for occupancy. Most publicly subsidized units are

rental units, and almost all are in the low and medium rent categories.

A final type of exogenous factor we consider is any special circum-

stance which somehow inhibits or bypasses normal market forces. For example,

quirks of land ownership may discourage or encourage construction in some

areas. Local ordinances, like sewer restrictions or growth controls, may

influence greatly the patterns of new construction. To take into account

these sorts of factors, we utilize information provided by the regions

being studied for the affected neighborhoods. Typically, no more than four

or five neighborhoods in a region are seriously affected by such special cir-

cumstances in our model.

The process of residential construction appears extremely complex, even

in our simplified model. Numerous factors influence builders' decisions

about where to build, what types of units to build, and how many units to

build. Nevertheless, we have found that the process is remarkably similar

in all the regions under study.

1. Friedman [2] points out that demolitions of abandoned or unfit units
tend to be somewhat unsystematic.
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Mathematical Statement

New Construction

To simulate the process of new construction, we model the responses of

builders to various actors and forces in their environl1\('ntB. Builders aSSl'SS

available information in a complex manner. They are simultaneously influenced

by demand and supply forces in the region and in individual neighborhood

sub~rkets, by their expectations qf future demand, and by land costs and

land use restrictions.

The general functional form of the decision to build is as follows:

Construction = f(demand forces, supply forces, builders'

expectations of future demand, land costs,

land use restrictions) (7.1)

W0 model this process by modulating the construction rate of the previous year

using a series of multiplicative factors, each of which represents a major

influence on builders.
1

Equation 7.2 shows construction in the current year

to be a function of both construction in the previous year and a series of

variables defined below.

CON(T,P)
t

CON(T,P) * VADJ * PRSTGE * SFLPRB * PROBRT *
t-l

LANDAV * REDLIN * WKMULT * AOGCW * RATIO (7.2)

for all tenures (T), all price groups (p), and all neighborhoods (I),

where:

1. In this and most subsequent equations in Section 7 the subscript I,
which refers to -the individual neighborhoods in a region, is suppressed
to simplify the exposition.
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V1\I>./

PRSTGE

SFLPRB

PROBRT

LANDAV

REDLIN

WKMULT

AOGCW

RATIO
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construction by tenure and price in current year

construction in previous year

i nflucnc0 of /1<'mand ,tlld ~;lJPPJ.y conch tioils

influence of prestige level of the sector on the

neighnorhood

- impact of rising land prices on single-family

·home construction

impact 'of ~ensityrestrictions (zoning) on rental

unit construction

availability of vacant land suitable for construction

= index of pressure for redlining

influence of employment access from the neighborhood

= impact of significant exogenous factors

- impact of region-wide demand and supply conditions

The values of LANDAV and REDLIN in Equation 7.2 are either 0 or 1. That is,

if there is no land suitable for construction, or if redlining has occurred,

builders refrain frOm building in the neighborhood.

TOTDEV which represents total· construction in an area opened to new

development,does not appear in Equation 7.2. In choosing to develop a new

area and in deciding how many units' to' construct, builders follow a differ-

ent set of guidelines from those in Equation 7.2. ~he appropriate equation

for construction of this sort is the following:

TOTDEV VLTST * TSTMFG * PRTEST * CONUSE * AOGTST *

D
J

* RESTST
J

* CONADJJ * STCTSTJ * CONLMT,::

(7.3)
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for all qualifying neighborhoods (I), where:

TOTDEV

VLTs'r

TSTMFG

PRTEST

CONUSE

AOGTST

D
,J

RESTST
J

CONADJ
J

STCTST
J

CONLMT
J

total construction in a neighborhood opened to nC'·.•

development

test for availability of vacant land in neighborhood

being considered for new development

test for level of manufacturing activity in neigh-

borhood being considered for new development

test for prestige value of sector which encompasses

neighborhood being considered for ~ew development

test for current construction level in neighborhood

being considered for new development

= impact of significant exogenous factors

distance test between neighborhood being considered

for new development and adjacent neighborhoods (J)

= test for ex~ent of development in adjacent neigh-
'.-E'

~ i:

borhoods (J)

test for level of construction activity in adjacent

neighborhoods (J)

test for level of construction activity relative

to amount of housing stock in adjacent neighbor-
"

hoods (J)

highest level of new construction in an adjacent

neighborhood (J).

The value of all the independent variables except CONLMT in Equation 7.3

is either 0 or I, since they represent criteria which the candidate neigh-

borhood or its adjacent neighborhoods must satisfy in order for development
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to proceed. If a neighborhood qualifies for new development, the value of

TOTDEV indicates the extent of new construction there, and the following

holds for such neighborhoods:

CON
t

TOTDEV. (7.4)

The fact0r~ influencing builders are discussed in the sequence in which

they are presented in Equations 7.2 and 7.3.

Neighborhood Housing Market Conditions

Within neighborhood submarkets, builders respond to demand and supply

conditions. They compare actual vacancy rates to the empirically determined

1
standard vacancy rates, as shown below:

VR(T,P) = VAC(T,P) I STOC(T,P) (7.5)

for all tenures (T), all price groups (P), and all neighborhoods (I), where:

VR(T,P}

VAC(T,P)

STOC(T,P)

vacancy rate in submarket of Tenure T and Price

Group P

number of vacant units of Tenure T and Price

Group P

total number of housing units of Tenure T and

Price Goup P.

The vacancy rate comparison variable is VDIFF:

VDIFF(T,P) = VR(T,P) - VSTD(T,P) (7.6)

for all tenures (T), all price groups (P), and all neighborhoods (I) where:

VDIFF(T,P) the difference between the actual and standard

vacancy rates in the submarket of Tenure T and

1. We use the terms standard vacancy rate and normal vacancy rate inter
changeably.
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Price Group P

standard vacancy rate in submarket of Tenure T

and Price Group P.

If VDIFF(T,P) is positive, the actual vacancy rate exceeds the standard

vacancy rate, so builders decrease the construction level in the submarket.

If VDIFF(T,P) is negative, they increase construction. The change in con

struction levels is represented by the function below:

VADJ(T,P) = 1 + sl * VDIFF(T,P) (7.7)

for all tenures (T), all price groups (P), and all neighborhoods (I), where:

VADJ(T,P) a construction modulator reflecting the influence of

demand and supply forces on builders within a sub

market (.9 ~ VADJ ~ 1.1)

sl a parameter whose values are typically -8.0 for

owned housing and -4.0 for rented housing.

Depending on the value for VADJ(T,P), builders increase or decrease con

struction levels in neighborhood submarkets. However, builders do not increase

construction in the low-priced markets.

Prestige Level of the Sector

Builders' expectations of future demand influence construction de

cisions. All central city neighborhoods and some of the suburban neighbor

hoods within each region are assigned to a sector based on Census informa

tion. The prestige level of a sector affects builders' expectations of

future demand in that sector. The prestige value of a sector is based on

the fraction of household heads with more than a high school education.

EDUC(II) = SECTCL(II) / SECTHH(II)

for all sectors (II), where:

(7.8)

EDUC(II)

SECTCL(II)

= an initial prestige measure of Sector II

= the number of household heads with more than a

high school education in Sector II
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= the total number of household heads in Sector II.

Once the initial prestige values have been calculated, they are scaled

to fall around 1.0. At present, the values of the prestige variable are con-

strained as follows:

.98 < PRSTGE < 1.04- -
for all neighborhoods (I), where:

(7.9)

PRSTGE the prestige value of Neighborhood I in Sector II.

The value of PRSTGE for a particular neighborhood is determined by the sector

which includes that neighborhood.

Land Prices

In the model, only single-family home construction is affected by rising

land prices. As residential density in a neighborhood increases, land prices

also increase, inhibiting new construction. Low-priced housing is affected

to the greatest extent by rising land prices, and high-priced housing is

least affected. In the face of high land prices, we have found that builders

in the model may reduce construction by as much as 20 percent of its previous

level. The form of the land price variable in Equation 7.2 is SFLPRB(P),

where

O. 8 ~ SFLPRB (P) ~ 1. 0

for all price groups (P), where:

(7.10)

SFLPRB(P) the impact of land prices on new single-family

construction in Price Group P.

In rental housing submarkets the value of SFLPRB(P) is always 1.

Land Use Restrictions

Land use restrictions in the form of zoning affect construction only

of mUltiple-family dwellings in the model. If rental unit construction

in a neighborhood is already above some threshold level, and if there is
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a large amount of usable vacant land, there is no restriction on rental uni~

construction. Similarly, if the maximum density permitted by the zoning beard

is equal to or greater than six units per acre, there is no restriction on

rental unit construction. However, if the maximum permitted density is

under six units per acre, then

PROBRT = MAXDEN / .6,

where the value of PROBRT is constrained:

PROBRT > .09-
for all neighborhoods (I), where:

(7.11)

(7.12)

PROBRT

MAXDEN

= the impact of land use restrictions. on rental unit

construction

= maximum permitted density.

The value of PROBRT is adjusted according to the relative number of rental

units in the neighborhood:

PCTm~T = RSTOC / TSTOC

PROBRT' = (0.1 * PCTRNT + 0.9)* PROBRT

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

(:".131

(7.14)

PCTRNT

RSTOC

TSTOC

PROBRT'

fraction of total stock which is rental units

number of rental units

= total number of housing units

revised value of PROBRT

The value of the land use restriction (zoning) variable in Equation

7.2 is constrained as follows:

0.81 ~ PROBRT, ~ 1.00. (7.15)

In owner-occupied housing submarkets the value of PROBRT or PROBRT' is

always 1.
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Availability of Vacant Land

If a neighborhood has no suitable vacant land, builders are unabl~ to

construct new units. The form of this constraint in Equation 7. ~ is ,", binary

variahle, I..ANDAV. If there is any suitable vacant land, the value of the

variable is 1. If there is no vacant land, the value is O.

Unavailabilitv of Credit and Insurance

If a neighborhood has been systematically denied credit and property

insurance by lenders and insurers, builders are quite unlikely to construct

new units there. The form of this constraint in Equation 7.2 is a binary
1

variable. If the value of the redlining variable (REDLIN) is above some

threshold, the constraint variable has a value of O. Otherwise its value

is 1.

Effect of Employment Accessibility

This section describes the procedure for estimating the impact of

employment accessibility on construction levels in a neighborhood. We

first determine the capacity of each neighborhood to accommodate housing

units (AVAIL). This capacity is based on the expected residential density

of the neighborhood (EXPDEN) and the acreage available. We then compare

capacity with the expected demand. If we expect more workers (TWORK) to

choose a neighborhood than can be accommodated by the available housing stock

(TSTOC), builders will increase their level of construction in the neighbor-

hood. The extent of the increase depends on HRATIO, the ratio of TWORK

and TSTOC.

1. The derivation of the redlining variable is described in Section 6,
"Dynamics of Local Real Estate Markets."
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Expected residential density is determined as follows:

EXPEN(J) 1.0 + SLOPE * JOBS(J) (7.16)

for all neiqhborhoods (J), where:

JOBS(J) =

NINO NTRACTL L RJ(L,I,DT),

L=l 1=1

(DT€ 0,25)

(7.17)

for all neighborhoods (J), and where:

EXPDEN(J)

SLOPE

JOBS(J)

NINO

NTRACT

RJ(L,I,DT)

= expected residential density (number of housing

units per acre) in Neighborhood J

empirically determined parameter relating job acces-

sibility of a neighborhood to expec~ed residential

density in the neighborhood (typical value

.00005)

number of jobs located within 25 minute driving
I

distance of Neighborhood J

number of industry types

number of neighborhoods in the region

number of jobs in Industry Type L in Neighbor-

hood I located DT minutes drivin~ time from Neigh-

borhood J.

Using the expected residential density, we calculate the number of housing

units which each neighborhood can accommodate as follows:

1. We" find that builders use this conservative threshold, rather than the
actual 40 minute one, in making their decisions.
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CAPAC (J) = [RES (J) + EASYVAC (J)J * EXPDEN (J)

for all neighborhoods (J), where:

(7.18)

CAPAC(J)

RES(J)

EASYVAC(J)

housinq unit capacity in Neighborhood J,

given the expected residential density of J

amount of land in residential use in Neighborhood J

amount of vacant easy-to-build land in Neighborhood J.

The number of housing units in Neighborhood J which should be available

to people working in Neighborhood I is:

AVAIL(I,J) = CAPAC(J) * FRAC

for all neighborhoods I and all neighborhoods J, where:

(7.19)

FRAC

FMC

1 if driving time (DT) from I to J ~ 25 minutes

.2{f25<DT~40

o if DT>40.

Th~ neiqhborhoods (J) which are more than 25 minutes driving time from Neigh-

borhood I are assumed to be less attractive than those less than or equal to

25 minutes driving time from Neighborhood I. Neighborhoods more than 40 min-

utes driving time from Neighborhood I are not considered at all by workers in

choosing a place to live.

The total number of units potentially accessible from I is:

TAVA1L(I.)

for all neighborhoods (I).

NTRACT

~ AVAIL(I,J)

J=l

(7.20)

Next, we determine where workers in Neighborhood I are likely to live.

We assume workers choose among the available neighborhoods (J) according. to,

the effective capacities of these neighborhoods to accommodate housing; that
:.

is:
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TOTJOB(1) * [AVA1L(1,J) /TWORK(J)
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NTRACT NTRACT

LL TAVA1L(1~

(7.21 )

for all neighborhoods (J), where:

TWORK(J)

TOTJOB(1)

total number of workers employed in all Neiqhbor-

hoods I who choose to live in Neighborhood J

thetota1 number of workers working in Neighbor

hood I.

Once TWORK is known for all neighborhoods, we can determine whether each

neighborhood has sufficient housing units to accommodate all the workers that

might be expected to move there. The following ratio is computed:

HRATIO(I) = [mORK(I) * CONJOB] / TSTOC(I)

for all n~ iqhborhoods (I), wherp.:

(7.22 )

HRATIO (I)

CONJOB

the ratio of the number of workers demanding housing

in I to the total housing stock in I

empirically determined ratio of households to

workers (CONJOB < 1. 0)

TSTOC (I) = total number of housing units in Neighborhood I.

The value of HRATIO(1) indicates the extent to which a neighborhood can

satisfy the expected demand for housing. The higher the value of HRATIO(1),

the less able the neighborhood is to accommodate this demand. Consequently,

high values for HRATIO(I) stimulate construction in Neighborhood I, to a degree

based on the following function:

WKMULT(I)

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

I + [b + sl * (HRATIO(I) - cJ (7.23)
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the impact on builders in Neighborhood I of emp10~~~nt

accessibility for tIl<' neiqhborhooci (1.()~WK!'1l1LT~ 1.:',"

b = a parameter whose value is typically .01

sl = a parameter whose value is typically .015

c = a parameter whose value is typically 2.0.

The value of WKMULT is constrained in several additional ways. First,

if the value of HRATIO is greater than 1.0, WKMULT must be at least 1.01.

Second, if the neighborhood under consideration is at the lowest presti~e

level, WKMULT remains at 1.0. Finally, if total construction in Neighborhood

I already exceeds some threshold, WKMULT is set to 1.0. If a neighbhrhood still

qualifies for an increase from WKMULT, construction levels in all submarkets

of the neighborhood are affected by the increase.

Exogenous Factors

Exogenous factors, such as an unusual stimulus to demand, may cause

builders to boost construction levels in a neighborhood. Exogenous factors

like sewage restrictions may dampen construction levels in a neighborhood.

Where such circumstances could not otherwise be captured by the model, an

Act-of-God variable, AOGCW, is employed. In Equation 7.2,

0.0 ~ AOGCW ~ 2.0

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

(7.24 J

AOGCW = exogenous factor affecting builders' construction decisions.

However, very few neighborhoods in a region are affected by significant

exogenous circumstances.

Opening New Areas to Development

If a neighborhood and its adjacent areas meet several criteria, builders

will open it to new construction. All of these criteria enter Equation 7.3
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as binary variables. For a neighborhood to undergo new development, the value

of all of these variables must be 1. If a single criterion is not met, the

value of the variable representing that criterion will be 0, and new develop

ment will not occur.

The arr~a where development occurs must have suffic1.C'nt vacant land to

p(:rmi t sizabJ e levels of construction. That is,

TLAND =. RES + EASYVAC

VLTST = EASYVAC / TLAND

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

(7.25)

(7.26)

r I

TLAND

RES

EASYVAC

VLTST

= developed residential land plus available vacant land

land in rp.sidential use

= available vacant land

vacant land test, indicating fraction of TLAND

which is available.

whnre:

DSSPEC (l)

VLTST < DSSPEC (1)

= threshold value for VLTST (typical value .7),

7,27)

then the area will not undergo new development.

For new development to take place in an area, there must be little or no

manufacturing activity.

TSTMFG = (LTMFG + HVMFG)

for all neighborhoods (I), where

/ TOTLAND (7.28 )

TSTMFG

LTMFG

HVMFG

TOTLAND

= test value for level of manufacturing activity

= land in light manufacturing use

= land in heavy manufacturing use

= total land area.
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If

TSTMFG > 0.15

th~n n~w development will not occur.

If a neighborhood is in a low prestige sector, the area is not likely to

undergo new development. That is, if

PRSTGE ~ PFACT

for all neighborhoods (I), where

(7.30)

PRSTGE

PFACT

the prestige value for Neighborhood I in Sector II

the threshold prestige value (typical value 1.0),

then the neighborhood will not be developed.

A neighborhood is excluded from consideration for new development if it

is already experiencing sufficient construction to build it out eventually.

That lS,

CONCAP = DSSPEC(2) * EASYVAC

TRIG2 = CONCAP / DSSPEC(4)

2 3

CONUSE =2: LCON(T,P)

T=l P=l

(7.31)

(7.32)

(7.33)

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

CONCAP

DSSPEC(2)

EASYVAC

TRIG2

DSSPEC(4)

= capacity for new construction

= average number of housing units which can be con-

structed per acre (typical value 2.0)

= available vacant land

annual construction required to build out the neigh-

borhood

average number of years required to build out a

new area (typical value 20)
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total present construction level

current construction level in Tenure T and Price

Group P.

CONUSE > TRIG2 (7.34 )

for all neighborhoods (I), then the present construction level in the

neighborhood is high, meaning it is already undergoing development.

Occasionally an exogenous circumstance, such as someone holding land for

speculative purposes, prevents an area from being developed. Where this sort

of information is available from the region being studied, it is taken into

account. In Equation 7.3, AOGTST reflects the value of AOGCW, where

o ~ AOGCW

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

> -l.0..... (7.35)

= impact of exogenous factors on builders' decisions.

If the value of AOl;CW is 0, the value of AOGTST in Equation 7.3 is 1, and

new development can occur. If AOGCW is less than 1, AOGTST is 0, and new

development does not occur.

Finally, if a futile attempt was made in the past to develop a new area,

no further attempt is permitted.

Once a neighborhood meets all the above criteria, it becomes a candidate

for new development. Such development must be stimulated by activity in a

nearby neighborhood. If one or more of the adjacent neighborhoods (J)

meets all the criteria outlined below, then development activity will begin

in the candidate neighborhood. The tests below are made for each candidate

neighborhood (I).
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The center of the adjacent neighborhood must be within a specified dis-

tance of the center of the candidate, if it is to influence activity in the

candidate neighborhood. That is, if

DSSPEC(5) <: D(J)

for all adjacent neighborhoods (J)l where:

(7.36)

DSSPEC(S)

D(J)

= threshold distance for Neighborhood J to influence

Neighborhood I (0.5 ~ DSSPEC(S)~ 15, depending

on the region)

= distance between the center of candidate neighbor-

hood I and the adjacent Neighborhood J,

then the adjacent neighborhood is too far away to stimulate development in the

candidate neighborhood.

The next criterion is the extent to which the adjacent neighborhood has

used up its available land.

TLAND(J) RES(J) + EASYVAC(J) (7.37)

RESTST(J)= RES(J) / TLAND(J)

for all adjacent neighborhoods (J), where:

(7.38)

If

TLAND(J)

RESTST(J)

total residential land plus available vacant land in

adjacent Neighborhood J

= fraction of developable land already in residential

use in Neighborhood J.

DSSPEC(6)~ RESTST(J) (7.39)

1. The subscript I refers to the candidate neighborhood, and the subscript
J refers to one of the neighborhoods geographically contiguous to the candidate
'luighborhood. There can be as many as seven neighborhoods contiguous to the
candidate neighborhood.
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for any adjacent neighborhoods (J), where

nSSPEC(6) threshold for level of residential use in adia~~nt

Neiqhborhood .J (typical value .45),

then the adjacent Neighborhood J may stimulate construction in the candidate

neighborhood, as much of the developable land in Neighborhood J has been used.

If the level of construction in the adjacent Neighborhood J is too low

(i.e., below its buildout rate), it will not stimulate construction in the

candidate neighborhood. That is,

2 3

CONADJ(J) =~ ~CON(T'P'J) (7.40)

T=l P=l

TRIG4(J) = [OSSPEC(2) * EASYVAC(J~ / OSSPEC(8)

(7.41)

for all adjacent neighborhoods (J), where:

If

CONADJ(J)

CON(T,P,J)

TRIG4(J)

OSSPEC(2)

DSSPEC(8)

= total construction in adjacent Neighborhood J

= total construction in Tenure T and Price Group P

in Neighborhood J

= annual construction level required to build out

adjacent Neighborhood J

= average number of housing units which can be con-

structed per acre in adjacent Neighborhood J

(typical value 2.0)

= average number of years required to build out an

area under development (typical value 15).

CONAUJ (J) < TRIG4 (J) (7.42)
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then the construction level in adjacent Neighborhood J is too low to stimulate

construction in the candidate neighborhood.

There may, however, be very little vacant land available in an adjacent

neighborhood. A low level of construction in such a neighborhood will cause

the nciqhborhood to be built out entirely, and it could trigger construction

in the candidate neighborhood. To prevent this, we establish two additional

criteria which the adjacent neighborhood must meet.

First, if

EASYVAC (J) ~ 10 (7.43)
,

for any adjacent neighborhoods (J), the adjacent neighborhood may trigger con-

struction elsewhere.

The second test considers the likely levels of construction in previous

years in built-up adjacent neighborhoods. That is,

2 3

STOCK(J) =~ ~STOC(T.P.J)
T=l P=l

STCTST(J) STOCK(J) / DSSPEC(8)

for all adjacent neighborhoods (J), where

(7.44)

(7.45)

STOCK(J)

STCTST(J)

total housing stock in adjacent Neighborhood J

average number of housing units built each previous

year in adjacent Neighbrhood J.

The value for STCTST(J) cannot exceed 100. if

STCTST(J)« CONADJ(J),

an adjacent Neighborhood J may stimulate construction in the candidate

neighborhood.

(7.46)

If at least one adjacent neighborhood (J) meets the criteria outlined
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above, new development is likely to be stimulated in the candidate neiqh-

next. •
The quantity of new construction in the candidate neighborhood will gen-

erally equal the level of construction in the adjacent neighborhood which

stimulated the new construction. If two or more adjacent neighborhoods meet

the criteria, the highest level of construction is used. However, the con-

struction level in the candidate neighborhood will not exceed some empirically

determined limit (ranging from 350 to 500). However, if the construction level

in the candidate neighborhood already exceeds that of the qualifying adjacent

neighborhoods, construction in the former remains unchanged. That is,

TOTDEV (I) = MIN (CONLMT, SPCLMT) (7.47)

for all qualifying neighborhoods (I), where:

TOTDEV (I)

CONLMT

SPCLMT

the level of new construction in the candidate

Neighborhood I

the highest level of construction in a qualifying

adjacent Neighborhood J

= an empirically determined upper limit to construction

in an area undergoing new development.

The composition of construction in the candidate neighborhood is in-

fluenced by the types of units demanded in the adjacent neighborhood in the

current year's market clearing.

That is, 2 2

COMPSP (T ,P) ~2:2: [TOCC (T ,P ,J) - OLDTOC (T ,P ,J>]
T=l P=l

(7.48)
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for all tenures (T), for medium and high priced units, for all ~ualifyin9

adjacent neighborhoods (J), where:

COMPSP(T,P)

TOCC(T,P,J)

the types of housing units bought and rented, by
,.

tenure and price group, in all qualifying adjacent

Neighborhoods J

= occupied housing units, by tenure and price group, in

all qualifying adjacent Neighborhoods J after market

clearing

OLDTOC(T,P,J) = occupied housing units, by tenure and price group, in

all qualifying adjacent Neighborhoods J before market

clearing.

Note that housing units in the low price and rent groups are excluded by

COMPSP{T,P), as builders do not find it profitable to construct such housing.

The total change in number of occupied housing units is thus

DELOCC(J)

2 2

LI
T=l P=l

COMPSP(T,P) (7.49 )

for all qualifying adjacent neighborhoods (J), where:

DELOCC(J) total change in number of occupied housing units in all

qualifying adjacent Neighborhoods J.

Using this information, we determine the types of units constructed in

the candidate neighborhood as follows:

CON(T,P,I) = ~OMPSP(T,P)/DELOCC(JD *: TOTDEV(I) (7.50)

for all tenures (T), for medium and high priced units, and for all neighbor-

hoods (I).

Two points must be noted. First, no low priced or low rent units are
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built in the area undergoing substantial new construction. Second, ~ven if the

adjacent neighborhoods do not affect the extent of nt>w construction in tht.'

ciindidatp. neighbor.hood, they npvertlwless affcct its coml'm:;ition.

Region-Wide Demand and Supply Conditions

The demand and supply conditions within a particular regional submarket

(defined by tenure and price group) affect builders' decisions at the neigh

borhood submarket level. If the regional vacancy rate in a submarket is

too high (i.e., above the standard vacancy rate), builders curtail construc

tion in this submarket in all neighborhoods. This occurs even if the demand

for housing within that submarket in a particular neighborhood is rather

strong. On the other hand, if the regional vacancy rate in a submarket is

too low (i.e., below the standard vacancy rate), builders increase construc

tion in this submarket in all neighborhoods, even if the demand for housing

in that submarket is weak in a particular neighborhood.

We model this behavior by estimating the need for new housing in each

submarket for the entire region. After builders have made tentative plans

for construction, as outlined in this chapter, they adjust their plans by

increasing or decreasing planned construction levels proportionately so

that the total construction which actually occurs will approximate the region

wide estimates, by submarket, of construction needed.

Determination of region-wide needs for new construction is based on

conditions in each housing submarket at the beginning of the year. This is

modeled as follows:

SMVACR(T,P) = TOTVAC(T,P) / TOTSTC(T,P)

for all tenures (T) and all price groups (P), where:

(7.51)

SMVACR(T,P) = regional vacancy rate in submarket for Tenure T

and Price Group P
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TOTVAC(T,P)
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= total vacancies of Tenure T and Price Group F

in the region

= total number of housing units of Tenure T and

Price Group P in the region.

The regional vacancy rate is compared with the standard vacancy rate

for the subrnarket:

DIF(T,P) = SMVACR(T,P) - VSTD(T,P)

for all tenures (T) and all price groups (P), where:

(7.52)

DIF(T,P)

VSTD(T,P)

the difference between the actual and standard

vacancy rates within a regional submarket

= the standard vacancy rate for Tenure T and Price

Group P within a regional subrnarket.

If DIF(T,P) is positive, the regional vacancy rate for the submarket exceeds

the standard vacancy rate, so builders reduce construction. If DIF(T,P) is

negative, builders increase construction. The size of the increase or

decrease is derived from the function below:

ADJCON(T,P) = 1 + sl * DIF(T,P)

for all tenures (T) and all price groups (P), where:

(7.53)

ADJCON(T,P) = the multiplier for Tenure T and Price Group P

to increase or decrease construction levels

sl

(. 5 ~ ADJCON (T ,P) ~ 1. 25)

= a parameter whose value is typically -100 for

owned housing and -15 for rented housing.

Once the multiplier ADJCON(T,P) is known for a regional subrnarket, the

amount of new housing needed for this submarket in the current year is
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calculated as follows:

CONNEW(T,P) = OLDCON(T,P) * ADJCON(T,P)

for all tenures (T) and all price groups (P), where:

(7.54)

CONNEW(T,P)

OLDCON(T,P)

construction needed in the current year for sub-

market of Tenure T and Price Group P

total construction in the previous year in subrnarket

of Tenure T and Price Group P.

If the value of CONNEW(T,P) falls below some predetermined level, it is

adjusted as follows:

where

TOTNEW

2 3

II
T=l P=l

CONNEW(T,P) (7.55)

TOTNEW

If

= total construction needed for the region.

TOTNEW < (CONMAX * 0.5),

wh(~re

(7.56)

CONMAX the highest level of construction within the

region in a previous year of the model run,

then each value of CONNEW(T,P) is multiplied by

(0.5 * CONMAX)/TOTNEW,

where

[(0.5 * CONMAX) / TOTNEW) > 1.0 (7.57)

Builders make their final construction plans within neighborhoods accord-

ing to the values of CONNEW(T,P), the amount of new construction needed within

a regional subrnarket.

To prevent excessive increases in construction in any neighborhood

submarket, the construction algorithm constrains total construction to a
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specified limit. That is,

'rENCON (T) CON(T,P,I) (7.5H)

for all tenures (T) and all neighborhoods (I), where:

TENCON(T)

CON(T,P)

= total construction by tenure within Neighborhood I

= total construction in Tenure T, Price Group P, and

Neighborhood I.

That is, if TENCON (T , P) > CONLIM (7.59)

for all tenures (T) ana all neighborhoods (I), where

then

CONLIM = limit to amount of new construction possible in

either tenure in any neighborhood (CONLIM ~ 1000),

where:

REDUC

REDUC = CONLIM / TENCON(T)

o < REDUC < 1.0

multiplier for adjusting construction levels.

(7.60)

(7.61)

Finally, builders compare their tentative construction plans with

their explicit regional construction goals.

NTRACT

SUMCON(T,P) CON(T,P) (7.62)

for all tenures (T) and all price groups (P), where:
.;

SUMCON(T,P) total planned construction within each submarket

in the region
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= total number of neighborhoods in the region.

Builders compare SUMCON(T,P) with the t'irget levels indicated by CONNEW(T,P) .

That is

RATIO(T,P) = CONNEW(T,P) / SUMCON(T,P)

for all tenures (T) and all price groups (P), where

(7.63)

RATIO(T,P) = the ratio of target construction levels to planned

construction levels.

If the value of RATIO(T,P) is less than 1.0, it is increased for

neighborhoods lying outside the central ~ity, since builders do not reduce

construction in outlying areas as much as in inlying areas. In such cases,

the value of RATIO(T,P) is increased by

[1.0 - RATIO(T,P)] * SUBRAT,

for all t~nures (T) and all price groups (P), where

(7.64)

SUBRAT empirically determined ratio adjustment factor

(0.1:::: SUBRAT ~ 0.25).

Once the values for RATIO(T,P) have been determined, builders decide

on their final construction levels [CON(T,P)]:

CON(T,P) I = CON(T,P) * RATIO(T,P)

for all tenures (T) and all price groups (P).

Exogenous Changes in the Housing Stock

(7.65)

Neither public housing starts nor demolitions are simulated in the

model. For those years in which the simulated level of abandonment exceeds

the reported level of demolitions in a neighborhood submarket, we use the

figure for abandonment as the estimate of demolitions. Adjustments to the
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size of the housing stock to reflect public housing starts and demolitions

are made to the variable representing the number of available vacant units,

as follows:

AVAC(T,P)' = AVAC(T,P) + AOGPH(T,P) 

DEMO(T,P)

for all tenures (T), all price groups (P), and all neighborhods (I), where:

AVAC(T,P) ,

AVAC(T,P)

AOGPH(T,P)

DEMO(T,P)

number of available vacant units after adjusting

for public housing starts and demolitions

= number of available vacant units before adjusting

for public housing starts and demolitions

= number of public housing starts

= number of demolitions.
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Section 8

INVESTMENT IN MAINTENANCE OF THE HOUSING STOCK

The condition of the housing stock in a neighborhood reflects

numerous past decisions by homeowners and landlords regarding invest

ment in maintenance. Changes over time in the stock condition of a

neighborhood affect decisions of households moving within, into, and

out of the neighborhood. Such changes also affect the maintenance

behavior of current homeowners and landlords, as well as the busi

ness decisions of lending institutions and property insurers. If

the stock condition remains good, builders may construct new units

in the neighborhood. If the overall condition deteriorates signifi

cantly, property owners tend to reduce their maintenance, and some

units may become unfit for habitation. Such units may be abandoned

and subsequently demolished.

Deterioration of the Stock

Through normal usage and the effects of the elements, the

physical condition of all housing units deteriorates over time.

Condition refers to the state of repair or habitability of a dwelling

unit. Changing tastes, as well as improving technology, can create

technological obsolescence. Numerous features of a house are subject

to obsolescence, including architectural style, quality of insulation,

types of built-in appliances, and the number of bathrooms. These

sorts of features determine the quality of a housing unit. The quality
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of a unit refers to its intrinsic characteristics, as constructed or

renovated. The quality of a unit may be high even though the condition

is poor. Conversely, the condition may be good but the quality may be low.

The rate at which housing units deteriorate in value is difficult

to assesf;. l\s an approximation we assume that the value of all uni ts

deteriorates at a rate of 6.5 percent per year. We assume that most hous-

ing units will lose their value if not maintained at all for 10-15 years.

However, the rate at which particular units deteriorate depends on nurner-

our factors, such as climate, the intrinsic quality of the unit (e.g., the

durability of its roofing or siding), the condition of the unit, and the
1

intensity with which the unit is used. The exact figure used is not too

important, as our main concern is with changes in the relative condition

0f the housing stock across neighborhoods.

Investment in Maintenance

Homeowners and landlords invest in maintenance because they wish

to preserve the condition of the housing they own. However, the in-

vestment behavior of homeowners differs from that of landlozds. Home-

owners invest in maintenance because they wish, in general, to consume

1. Eisenstadt [3], in her study of apartment buildings in New York City,
found that the expenditures required to maintain and operate private
rental housing to the standards set by the City regulations varied with
a building's physical characteristics.
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high levels of housing services.
l

Our analysis of maintenance behavior

by different household types
2

indicates that the aqe, ethnicity, and

educational characteristics of homeowners may be related to their main-

tenance efforts3 , as shown in Table 8-1. For example, foreign-born

households may be unable to maintain their units as well as they might

like due to low income levels. External factors also affect main-

tenance behavior. In general, home and apartment owners are reluctant

to maintain their units considerably above or below the average for

the neighborhood. Although maintenance raises the value of housing

units, it is difficult for a unit to rise to a value considerably above

the average in the neighborhood. This tends to impose an upper limit on

maintenance investments. Homeowners and landlords may have an incentive

to maintain their units below the neighborhood average. Units treated

this way are protected somewhat against declines in value by the higher-

value units surrounding them. However, homeowners and landlords who

1. Grigsby [4] and others have noted the tendency for homeowners to
maintain their units better than landlords as a result of their desire
for more pleasurable occupancy. Sweeney [10] has developed a model to
explain such observations. Dildine and Massey [2], however, question
whether owner-occupied homes are better maintained than renter-occupied
dwellings.

2. See Volume 4 of this report, The Behavioral Foundations of Neighborhood
Change, for a discussion of investment in maintenance by homeowners.

3. Winger [14] studied a sample of urban homeowners and found household
income, age, and education to be significantly associated with maintenance
expenditures.
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Table 8-1

Maintenance Expenditures Reported by Homeowners

Age of Respondent: 20-39

n = 234

.026

40-64

n = 350

.022

Education of Respondent: <HS

n = 108

.020

HS

n = 184

.024

>HS

n = 290

.025

Ethnicity of Respondent: Native

n = 476

.024

Foreign-born

n == 29

.018

Minority

n = 81

.021

Reported maintenance expenditures are standardized by dividing
expenditure by home value. Values reported are annual averages over
the three year period preceding the survey.

Source: Birch et al., The Behavioral Foundations of Neighborhood
Change, section 4.
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under-maintain may face social or legal pressure to increase the level of

moving into or within the region, homeowners and landlords are presumed

to invest less in maintenance, as they become concerned about recouping

their investments when selling or renting their housing units. If

lenders and insurers reduce or deny access to credit and insurance

within a neighborhood, maintenance levels are likely to fall. Unavaila-

bility of credit inhibits sale and purchase of housing units. Lack of

property insurance makes it difficult for owners to protect the values

of their homes. Finally, owners of units in deteriorating neighborhoods

are unlikely to maintain their units as well as they might if the units

were in neighborhoods with stock in better condition: Owners in such

deteriorating areas may expect further deterioration and hence not wish

to invest in maintenance which is unlikely to increase the sale value of

their units.

Landlords invest in maintenance in their apartment buildings only if

2
they expect to recoup maintenance expenditures from rent payments. This

means the financial status of the tenants is a key determinant of invest-

ment in maintenance in the apartments they occupy.

1. Public Affairs Counseling [7] describes the maintenance behavior likely
to occur in sound, deteriorating, and dilapidated neighborhoods.

2. For detailed examinations of landlord investment behavior in inner
city areas, see Sternlieb [9] and Stegman [8].
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Abandonment

Changes in the condition of a neighborhoods's housing stock over

time reflect the balance between deterioration of the housing units and

the maintenance efforts of homeowners and landlords. If units receive

little maintenance, they deteriorate and may eventually become unfit for

b " " 1ha ltatl0n. Units which reach this point are typically abandoned. Al-

though some owner-occupied units are abandoned, most abandoned units are

rental units which the landlord no longer wishes to maintain. Abandonment

in the model is viewed as the logical and likely outcome of various com-

plex processes, including shifts in dema9d patterns, changes in maintenance
:l··

behavior, and impacts of property tax, all of which affect housing units

2
long before they are abandoned. Once abandonment begins in a neighborhood

more is likely to occur, as the neighborhood becomes less attractive to

many households. This is due in part to the host of problems creat~d by

abandoned buildings, such as vandalism, arson, and squatting, and to the

likely withdrawal of lending and insurance services from the neighborhood.
3

Thus, abandonment can result in a rapid deterioration of neighborhood

property values, as well as a collapse in the neighborhood housing market.

Land freed by the demolition of abandoned buildings is apt to have little

1. For a listing of neighborhood stages which precede abandonment, see
Public Affairs ~ounseling [7].

2. Numerous books and articles have explored the process of abandonment.
For some reviews of the research in this area, see U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban'Development [12] and Linton, Mields~and Coston, Inc. [6].

3. See Vandell et al. [13] for a discussion of how disinvestment by
financial institutions can be both a cause and an effect of neighborhood
decline.
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or no economic value for a long period of time. Eventually nC'iqhb('rlll'ods

wiLt. milny ilband()n(~d :-;tructurf'S may hl'come cClndidilh's for IIrb;ll1 n'llt'w.ll

programs.

Simulation of Deterioration, M~intenance, and Abandonment

The simulation of the processes described abo~~ requires several

steps. A scale to measure housing stock condition is needed so changes

in condition can be taken into account. The units in a neighborhood

must be allowed to deteriorate over time, and homeowners and landlords

must be permitted to invest in maintenance. Finally, units which have

deteriorated significantly must be abandoned.

The first problem is to develop a scale which reflects the condition

of the housing stock in a neighborhood. Any single number which purports

to ~apture housing condition obviously represents considerable simplifi-

cation. However, the need for a simple measure of housing condition within

a neighborhood stimulated development of such a measure based on Census

Bureau data on housing unit condition from the 1960 census of housing.

Using these data, we assign to each neighborhood an index which reflects

the average housing unit condition in 1960. In 1970, the Census Bureau did

not collect data on housing condition, as such data were considered unreliable.

We recognize this problem of questionable reliability, but we have no superior

alternatives. To overcome the lack of data for 1970, we use the 1960 measures

of housing stock condition and adjust them to reflect new construction as well

as deterioration of the stock between the 1960 and 1970 censuses.

The next step in the simulation is to adjust the stock condition
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1
index to reflect use and weather. The index is also adjusted to take

into account new private and public construction.

We then de1~crminc the extent of maintenance in each nC'iqhborhood,

which permits us to revise the value for the housing condition index.

Using data from various sources, especially our Survey of Neighborhood

opinions,2 we have developed an index reflecting the propensities of

homeowners of different types to invest in housing unit maintenance.

In the case of tenants, the propensities to invest indicate the extent

to which the tenants are able to stimulate investment in maintenance

by their landlords. Since homeowners and tenants are stratified according

to aqe, ethnicity, and education in the model, the measures of propensity

to invest utilize these variables.

Other factors can influence the level of investment by homeowners

and landlords as well. As indicated above, individuals are. assumed not to

invest significantly above or below the general neighborhood level.

As the demand patterns for housing units in the neighborhood shift,

investment behavior is adjusted. If the neighborhood has been redline.d

by lenders and insurers, maintenance expenditures are reduced. If the

condition of the housing stock is very low, or if abandonment has begun,

maintenance expenditures are also reduced.

1. This differs from the approach taken by ,Ingram et al. [5]. In their
filtering subrnodel, changes in the condition of a housing unit occur only
if the unit has been vacated. They estimate that only one~quarter of tbe.
standing stock undergoes a change in condition each period.

2. See Volume 4 of this report, The Behavioral Foundations of Neighbor
hood Change, for an explanation of the survey data.
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The final step in the simulation is to estimate the number of

housing units that will be abandoned in any year. Abandonment is not

begun until the stock condition has fallen to a relatively low level.

The number of units abandoned depends on the value of the stock

condition index. The lower the index, the more units are abandoned.

However, the number of units abandoned cannot exceed some limit,

approximately 2 percent of the housing stock in the neighborhood,

each year. Most of the abandoned units are rental units, and most

are in the low rent or price category.
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Mathematical Statement

For ear.h neighborhood, the maintenance submodel keeps track of changes

in th,: condition of the housing stock which are caused by deterioration

and maint(~nr}nce. It also estimates abandonment levels in each neighborho.")od.

As explained above, the index of neighborhood housing stock condition

is based on census data on the number of sound, deteriorating, and dilapi-

dated units. The following scale is used to represent housing stock con-

dition at the neighborhood level:

100

90-99

70-89

50-69

0-49

Newly constructed units

Very good condition

Good condition

Fair to poor condition (corresl~nds to
census category "deteriorating")

Poor condition (corresponds to census
category "dilapidated")

At the beginning of a model run, index values for stock condition in

each neighborhood are created. These values are revised each year to

reflect construction of publicly financed housing, private construction,

and abandonment during the previous year. Taus,

TEMPST = TSTOC - TeON - TOTPH + STABAN

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

(8.1)

TEMPST = housing stock prior to adjustment
for new construction and abandonment



TSTOC

TeON

TOTPH

STABAN

=

=

=

=
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housing stock after adjustment

private construction during thp.
previous year

publicly financed construction
during the previous year

number of units ~bandoned during
the previous year.

Once TEMPST is determined, we can adjust the stock condition index:

SUMI = TEMPST '" STCOND

SUM2 (TCON + TOTPH) * 100
\

5UM3 = STABAN '" 30.

STCOND = (SUMl + SUM2 - SUM3) / TSTOC

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

(8.2)

(8.3)

(8.4)

(8.5)

SUMI

SUM2

5UM3

STCOND

=

=

=

contribution to stock condition index
attributable to housing stock before
adjustment

contribution to stock condition index
attributable to new construction (pub
lic and private)

contribution to stock condition index
attributable to abandoned units

revised stock condition index reflecting
new construction and abandonment.

Next we determine the deterioration in the condition of the housing

stock due to normal depreciation. The stock condition index, STCOND, is

multiplied by (1.0 - DETER); DETER is the annual rate of depreciation in

the housing stock.

The condition of the housing stock can be improved through maintenance.

Since different household types have different propensities to maintain if

if they are owner-occupiers, or different capacities to stimulate maintenance
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if they are renters, the total effect of maintenance decisions is based on

a weighted average of the maintenance efforts of all households in a neigh-

borhood. First· we find the expected averagt> maint.cnancc l(~vel:

TMA1NT

27

L PROP1N(K) * N(K,I)

K=l

(8.6)

AVGMNT = TMA1NT / TOTN

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

(8.7)

TMA1NT

PROPIN(K)

N (K, I)

AVGMNT

TOTN

=

=

=

=

weighted sum of maintenance efforts by
all households

maintenance effort expected from House
hold Type K

number of households of Type K

average maintenance effort expected from
all households

total number of households.

Since homeowners and landlords do not invest significantly above or

below the average level of maintenance in the neighborhoods, no value for

PROPIN(K) can lie more than one standard deviation from the average, AVGMNT.

A new average maintenance value, TOTINV, is calculated as in Equations

8.6 and 8.7; this new value is based on the revised values of PROPIN(K).

The value of TOT1NV is revised for each Neighborhood I to reflect

the influences of demand for housing, the pressure for redlining, and the

effects of stock condition.

The level of demand for housing in Neighborhood I affects the extent

of maintenance activity. High levels of demand stimulate maintenance,

while low levels of demand inhibit maintenance activity. That is,
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DDMULT = 1 +(sl * TEXD)

for all neiqhborhoods (I), where:

(8.8)

DDMULT

sl

TEXD

=

multiplier based Oil the strength
of housing demand (.9::: DDMULT ~ 1.1)

a parameter whose value is typically
.001

total excess (i.e., unsatisfied)
housing demand.

To reflect demand influences, TOTINV is multiplied by DDMULT for all neigh-

borhoods (I).

The influence of pressure for redlining is expressed in the non-linear

function:
(c-REDLIN)

---''-'-:-----:"'--~-- * S 1
(a-b)

RDMULT = a + (b-a) * e

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

(8.9)

RDMULT

a

a

b

c

REDLIN

sl

=

=

=

=

=

=

multiplier based on the pressure for
redlining (0 < RDMULT < 1)- --
1.0 for REDLIN ~.c

o for REDLIN > c

a parameter whose value is typically
.50

a parameter whose value is typically
.75

an index of pressure for redlining

a parameter whose value is typically 3.

To reflect the pressure for redlining, TOTINV is multiplied by REDMLT.

The condition of the housing stock in the neighborhood affects the
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maintenance expenditures, as shown below:

STMULT = a + (l.O-a) * e

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

(c-~TCOND)

(a-I. 0) * s1

(8.10)

STMULT

a

a

c

STCOND

sl

=

=

=

=

=

=

multiplier based on the stock condition
(.9< STMULT< l.03)- -
.90 for STCOND < -c-
1.03 for STCOND > c

a parameter whose value is typically
65

stock condition index

a parameter whose value is typically
.005.

To reflect the condition of the housing stock, TOTINV is mUltiplied by

STMULT.

Once the final value of TOTINV is determined, the final value of stock

condition can be calculated:

STCOND' = STCOND * TOTINV

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

(8.11)

STCOND' = the current index for stock condition,
reflecting the influence of deterior
ation and maintenance.

The extent of abandonment in each neighborhood can then be estimated as

follows: For STCOND < c,-
ABNNOT = b + sl (STCOND - c)) •. (8.12)

For STeOND > <;;.,

ABNNOT = a + (b-a) * e

(c-STCOND)
(a-b) * sl

(8.13)
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for all neighborhoods (1), where:

ABNNOT

a

a

b

c

sl

=

=

=

the fract.ion of Ill)URi ng gtO(,K not
ahandont'd (0 < 1\1lNNO'l' < l)

, -- --
o for STCOND < C--
1 .0 .for STCOND > e

a.parameter whose value is typically
.98

(

a 'parameter w40se value is typically
60

a parameter whose value is typically
.003.

Once ABNNOT is determined, we can calculate the fraction of units abandoned

(ABNPCT) .

ABNPCT = 1.0 - ABNNOT

for all neighborhoods (1).

The number of units abandoned is constrained as follows:

ABNLMT = PRMINV (4) * TSTOC (I)

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

(8.14)

(8.15)

ABNLMT = maximum number of units which 'can
be abandoned

PRMINV(4) = fraction of units which can be aban-
doned in one year

TSTOC = total number of housing units.

The total number of units abandoned (ABANSM) is

ABANSM = ABNPCT * TSTOC

for all neighborhoods (I).

(8.16)
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If

ABANSM > ABNLMT , (8.17)

ABANSM is set equal to ABNLMT. Another constraint on the extent of aban-

donment is the stock condition. If the stock is in good condition, as

indicated by a stock condition index value greater than 60, no abandonment

occurs.

The abandoned units are taken first from the low-priced stock in pro-

portion to the tenure balance. For example, if 35 percent of the low-

priced stock is owned units, 35 percent of the units abandoned are owned

units. If the number of units to be abandoned exceeds the number of low-

priced units, units in the medium-priced group are abandoned. However,

no more than 20 percent of the medium-priced stock can be abandoned in

any single year. Thus

ABAN(T,3) = STOC(T,3) / TOTLOW * ABANSM (8.18)

for all tenures (T), all low~priced units, and all neighborhoods (I),

where:

If

ABAN(T,3)

STOC (T, 3)

TOTLOW

=

=

=

number of abandoned low-priced units
of Tenure T

number of low-priced housing units
of Tenure T

total number of low-priced units.

ABAN (T, 3) > STOC (T, 3) (8.19)

for all tenures (T) and all neighborhoods (I), then some medium-priced

units are abandoned. That is,

EXCESS (T) ABAN(T,3) - STOC(T,3) (8.20)
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for all tenures (T) and all neighborhoods (I), where:

EXCESS(T) = number of abandoned units not in the
low-priced group.

The number of abandoned low-priced units is set equal to STOC(T,3) for

all tenures (T) and all neighborhoods (I). The number of medium-priced

units abandoned is constrained as follows: If

EXCESS(T) ~STOC(T,2) * .2

then

EXCESS(T) = STOC(T,2) * .2

for all tenures (T) and all neighborhoods (I), where:

(8.21)

(8.22)

STOC(T,2) number of medium-priced housing units
of Tenure T.

The number of medium-priced units abandoned is:

ABAN(T,2) = EXCESS(T)

for all tenures (T) and all neighborhoods (I).

(8.23)
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Section 9

LAND USE AND ZONING

Land use restrictions and land use changes are both considered in the

model. Restrictions on land use reflect economic and political pressures

generated by households and business firms. Land use changes result from

decisions by builders to construct residences and business structures.

Land Use Restrictions

Zoning r.odes embody the most significant restrictions on land use

within cities. However, zoning restrictions may be more important as a

reflection of people's land use preferences than as a factor determining

1
land use patterns. For example, Houston is an unzoned city, yet land

use patterns in Houston are similar to those found in other large cities

as Siegan [7] has indicated,

Zoning codes generally establish density limits within specified

areas by stating what types of buildings may be constructed. For example,

the zoning code may prohibit buildings intended for multiple-family occu-

pancy or commercial and manufacturing use. However, shifting residential

1. Support for this is found in a report issued by the National Commission
on Urban Problems [1]; II experience has shown that it is always diffi
cult and often impossible to preserve land for the purpose designated on a
land-use plan in competition with free market forces." See also Stull [10]
and Tarlock [12].
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patterns, as well as pressures generated by movement of businesses,

result in changing land use patterns. Over time this creates forces

which may alter land use restrictions. In many areas the passage of

time, along with deterioration of the housing stock, results in down-

zoning. As the average income level of households falls, so does the

average space consumed per person. These rising residential densities

reflect ;} trJlerancc for higher densities among certain types of house-

holds. Households which tolerate high-density residential living pre-

sumably do so because of preferences (e.g., having lived in high-density

areas) or because of income constraints.

The model treats zoning as primarily a political process, a view sup-

ported by Babcock [2], Mandelker [3], and Neutze [6]. The density prefer-

ences or tolerances of the residents in a neighborhood are presumed to

have considerable impact on the decisions of the zoning board.
l

When an

elected zoning board makes land use decisions which reflect the preferences

of neighborhood residents, there is no reason for residents to seek to

change the board. However a disparity between residents' preferences and

zoning board decisions results in pressure on board members to act differ-

2
ently. Failure of the board to heed such pressure may result in replace-

ment of board members through the political process, as Souter [9] has in-

dicated. New members of the zoning board would presumably be more syrnpa-

1. See National Commission on Urban Problems [5].

2. One common safety value which zoning boards have is the power to grant
variances to existing zoning ordinances. See Merrifield [4] for a discus
sion of justifications and effects of zoning variances.
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thetic to the wi~hes of neighborhood residents.

In order to model the zoning board decisions, we simulate "elec-

tions" in which neighborhood residents vote for preserving or increasing
1

the current density level. The problem is to assess the density prefer-

enccs of the residents. Most households are presumed to prefer the exist-

in'] rlcnsi ty levels, this being one of the reasons for which they selected

the neighborhood.

Households which move from a more to a less densely populated neigh-

borhood may be willing to tolerate higher density levels than those that

exist. As Smith [8lhas indicated, residential space may have low value to

such families relative to other consumption items. These families live at

higher densities which enables them to spend less on housing. When these

households move, they tend to bring their approval, or at least tolerance,

of higher densities. Such households support (or do not oppose) decisions

by zoning boarrls to raise the permitted density level.

The effect of commercial activity on household density tolerances and

on zoning board decisions must also be considered. Neighborhood residents

are assumed to tolerate higher density residential development in areas of

commercial activity. Hence, if a significant fraction of the land in use

in a neighborhood is in commercial use, zoning boards generally permit high_

1. Stull [Ill, in an econometric study of Boston suburbs in 1960, found
that homeowners "in general preferred living in communities where a high
proportion of local land was occupied by single-family homes to those where
this proportion was low, ceteris paribus. They revealed these tastes by
paying a premium for homes in the first type of community. Second, these
same homeowners discriminated among different categories of nonsingle-family
use. Commercial uses, industrial uses, mUltiple-family uses, and vacant
land were not perceived as equalty undesirable. Again, these tastes·
were revealed by the prices which were paid for homes in communities
which contained these uses in different proportions."
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density apartment construction, as well as additional commercial construc-

tion. Renti11 housing construction often serve's as <l buffer or tranf; i t i,")n

zone between commercial and single-family residlml.l.:Jl aU..',IS, ,lS Milndelkl'l"

[3] has indicated. In general, zoning boards do not permit rental units to be

distributed equally throughout a metropolitan region.
l

In order to simulate density restrictions at the neighborhood level,

three pieces of information are required. These are the present density

level, the level of commercial activity, and the density preferences of

the households in the neighborhood. Most households prefer to maintain

the existing residential density level, but some households are willing

to have it doubled or quadrupled. As the number of households willing to

tolerate higher density living increases, the zoning board is expected to

respond by raising the permitted density level.

If at least 10 percent of total neighborhood land in use is in com-

mercial use, then the zoning board is presumed to place no restrictions on

residential density.

Land Use Changes

Information on the distribution of land in use and on vacant or un-

available land is recorded in the model under the following categories:

Residential use

Light manufacturing use

Heavy manufacturing use

1. The National Commission on Urban Problems [5] points this out and sug
gests that zoning boards have many reasons for restricting multiple-family
housing construction.
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Trade and service use

Vacant, easy-to-build

Vacant, hard-to-build

Unavailable (e.g., roads, schools, parks).

As builders, bllsinesspeople, and government officials make deC'isiC'ns

which affect land use, the information on land use for each neighborhoo,i

is updated ..

Construction of single- and multiple-family housing units uses up

land which is vacant and usable (i.e., land which has sewage facilities,

good drainage, etc.). The amount of land required for a housing unit de

pends on the location of the unit, whether the unit is in a multiple-

family structure, and the price or rent level of the unit. Units con

structed in neighborhoods where land is expensive, such as in the central

~ity, typically are built on smaller plots than are similar units con

structed elsewhere. As a consequence, neighborhoods with expensive land

are apt to have high residential densities, as is the case with high-rise

apartments. Housing units designed for single families, built on separate

parcels of land, require more land per unit than do units built in multiple

family structures. Land use per unit by miltiple-family structures is

fairly consistent across submarkets.

Although demolitions of housing units are not simulated in the model,

demolitions are accounted for, as they free land which mayor may not be

come available for use by builders. The extent to which land freed by

demolitions becomes available for other uses must be determined empirically

for each neighborhood.
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In simulating land use changes due to residential construction, we

take into account location, tenure, and price level of the units. For

each metropolitan region we establish a set of standard lot sizes for

each tenure and price level combination.
l

The lot size value is increased

or decreased according to the residential density of the neighborhood rela

tive to the average residential density of the metropolitan region.

Changes in industrial and commercial land use are also modeled. The

amount of land required for each worker depends on the nature and location

of his or her business. Once the increase in number of jobs has been esti

mated, as explained in Section 10, "Employment Location," the amount of

land required for industrial and commercial purposes can be determined.

For this we require information on the average land per job by industry.

Land used for industry and commerce may not need to be of the same

quality as that used for residences.

Simulating changes in industrial and commercial land use involves

accounting for increases in the number of jobs, by job type, in each

neighborhood.

1. Information on standard lot sizes is supplied by each region modeled.
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Mathematical Statement

Land Use Restrictions

This section of the model determines the maXimum residential density

permitted in a neighborhood, based on the density tolerance of the residents.

This determination requires information on the density tolerance of each

household type, the distribution of household types, and the extent of

commercial activity in an area.

Most household types prefer the existing density level, so they "vote"

for no change. For these household types,

V(K) = 1

where:

V(K) the vote by Household Type K showing the change in density

level this household type would tolerate.

Certain household types
l

are willing to tolerate increased density levels.

The value of the votes of Household Types 2, 10, 14, and 19 is

V(K) = 2,

and the value of the votes of Household Types 1, 13, and 22 is

V(K) = 4.

1. Household types are identified according to the characteristics of
their heads, as follows:

Native Foreign-born Minority

Education: < HS AS > HS < HS HS >HS <HS HS >HS

20-39 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Age 40-64 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

6,5+ 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
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The density level permitted by the zoning board will reflect the

tolerances of the different household types, weighted by the number of

h · d 1
hou~;(;ho1ds of a type in t e nel.ghborhoo :

MAXDEN

27

~
K=l

N (K)

TOT

* V(K) * RDEN (9.1 )

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

MAXDEN maximum density permitted

N (K)

TOT

RDEN

=

=

=

number of households of type K

total number of households

present residential density
(total number of housing units 7 total
number of acres in residential use).

If at least 10 percent of the land in use is devoted to trade and

services, residents will tolerate high residential density, as explained

above. That is,

SUM = RES + LTMFG + HVMFG + COMM

PTS COMM / SUM

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

(9.2)

(9.3)

SUM

RES

LTMFG

=
2

total land in use

land in residential use

land in light manufacturing use

1. In this and all subsequent equations in Section 9, the subscript I,
which rE'fcrs to the individual neighborhoods in a region, is suppressed to
simplify the exposition.

2. All land measurements in the model are in acres.
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COMM

PTS

=

=
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land in heavy manufacturing use

land in trade and services use

fcac:tion of total 1And in use dt'vc\h~d

to trade and s~rvice activity.

If, for any neighborhood,

PTS > .10 (9.4)

then MAXDEN is increased by 5. This increase signifies that density restric-

tions have been eliminated from the neighborhood.

Land Use Changes

Changes in land use resulting from new residential, commercial, and

industrial construction are simulated. Information on current land use

patterns at the neighborhood level is provided by the reqion

being modeled for each of the following Ci'lt-.poories:

residential use

light manufacturing use

heavy manufacturing use

trade and service use

vacant--easy-to-build

vacant-- hard-to-build

unavailable (e.g., roads, schools, parks).

For each year simulated,. the data on land use by category are revised

to reflect changes due to new construction and demolitions. Since total

acreage in a neighborhood is constant, any increase in one category (e,g,

new residential use) must be offset by a decrease in another (e.g., vacant
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land) .

To simulate land use due to new residential construction, we re'1uire

information on average lot sizes by tenure and price category, average

residential density in the region, and residential density in each neigh-

borhood.

Average lot sizes by tenure and price category are provided by the

1
region being modeled. We calculate average residential density within the

region outside the model so that we can use data from two periods (1960 and

1970). Averag~ residential density within a neighborhood is found as

follows:

RDEN = TOTSTC/RES

for all neighborhods I, where:

(9.5)

RDEN

TOTSTC

RES

=

=

residential density

total number of housing units

land in residential use.

To determine the lot size values applicable to a given Neighborhood I,

we compare the residential density in the neighborhood to the residential

density for the region. Neighborhoods with density lower than the region

average have larger than average lot sizes. Neighborhoods with higher than

average density have smaller than average lot sizes. To determine the

adjustment to the average lot size for a neighborhood, the following equation

is used:

ADJLOT = a + (I-a) * e

(SMDEN-RDEN) * 81
(a-I)

(9.6)

1. Typical lot sizes for high-, medium-, and low-priced single family housing
units might be 0.5, 0.3, and 0.2 acres, respectively. A typical unit-size
value for units in a multiple-family dwelling might be 0.1 acre per unit.
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for all neighborhoods (I), where:

AD.JLOT

SMDEN

RDEN

a

a

sl

=

lot size adjustment factor

residential density in Neighborhood I

2.0 for RDEN ~ SMDEN

o .67 for RDEN > SMOEN

a parameter, whose value is typically 0.5.

For rental units, the value of ADJLOT cannot exceed 1.25.

Once the appropriate lot size values are known for a neighborhood,

the change in land use due to new construction can be estimated as follows:

USE

2

L
3L LOTSZE (T , P) * ADJLOT * CON (T , P)

T=l

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

P=l
(9. 7)

USE

LOTSZE(T,P) =

ADJLOT =

CON(T,P) =

land required for residential construction

standard lot size values for Tenure T
and Price Group P

adjustment to lot size values to
reflect residential density

construction of new units of Tenure T
and Price Group P.

The land use accounting is adjusted as shown below:

RES 1 + USEt-

EASYVAC
t

= EASYVAC
t

_
l

- USE

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

(9.8)

(9.9)

RES = land in residential use in the present
year (t) or the previous year (t-l)
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vacant land suitable for residential
construction in the present year (t)
or the previous year (t-l).

If the amount of land required for new residential construction exceeds

the amount of vacant easy-to-build land within any neighborhood, new con-

struction in each submarket is reduced by an equal fraction so that the

amount of land required ~quals the vacant land available.

The amount of land freed by demolitions that may become available for

other uses depends on the number of units demolished in a neighborhood and

the lot size of each of these units. That is,

DEMUSE
2 3L I, LOTSZE{T,P) * ADJLOT * AOGDEMO{T,P) * DEMLND

T=l P=l

(9,10)

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

DEMUSE

AOGDEMO(T,P)

DEMLND

acres of land freed by demolitions which
become available for use

total demolitions of units of Tenure T
and Price Group P

fraction of land freed by demolitions
~hich becomes available for further use
'(empirically determined).

In general, the quality of the demolition data fro~ the regions under

study is low. If the number of reported demolitions in a given tenure and

price group for a neighborhood is less than the simulated number of units

abandoned, the value for demolitions in Equation 9.10 is replaced by the

value for ab~ndoned units.

Once DEMUSE is determined in Equation 9.10, the land use accounting is

aJjust~d. Land in residential use is decreased, and vacant land suitable for
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construction is increased, as below:

RESt = RES
t

_
1

- DEMUSE (I) . (9.1ll

EASYVAC(I)t = EASYVAC(1) 1 + DEMUSE(1).
t-

(9.12)

The final adjustments in land use reflect changes in industrial and

commercial activity. The first step is to calculate the average land needed

for an industrial or commercial job for one worker. The average land used

to support one industrial worker is

APJ = (LTMFG + HVMFG) / RJIND

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

(9.13)

APJ == average land used (in acres) per job

LTMFG = land used in light manufacturing activity

HVMFG = land used in heavy manufacturing activity

RJIND = total number of workers employed in light
and heavy manufacturing.

However, if the number of manufacturing workers in a neighborhood is below

250, Equation 9.13 is not used. Instead, the average land used per manu-

facturing worker for the entire region (AVEDEL) is used. At the neighbor-

hood level the value of APJ is constrained as follows:

AVEDEL * .05 ~ APJ ~ AVEDEL * 10.0 (9.14)

This eliminates extreme values for the average land use per job in a given

ne ighborhood.

Once the average land used per job is known, we can estimate the number

of acres required for increases in heavy and light manufacturing activity.

We assume that the proportions of land devoted to light and heavy manufac-

turing activity which prevailed in the past will remain unchanged in the
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future in each neighborhood. These proportions are calculated as f0110w~:

TOTMFG LTMFG + HVMFG

SHAREL = LTMFG / TOTMFG

SHAREH = HVMFG / TOTMFG

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

(9.16)

(9.17)

TOTMFG

SHAREL

SHAREH

= total land used for light and heavy
manufacturing activity

fraction of total devoted to light
manufacturing activity

fraction of total devoted to heavy
manufacturing activity.

The total change in number of manufacturing jobs is split between heavy and

1
light manufacturing according to SHAREL and SHAREH. The concomitant

changes in land use are as follows:

6

ACREH = I SHAREH * APJ * EMPDEL (L)

L=l

(9.18)

ACREL

6

L SHAREL * APJ * EMPDEL(L)

L=l

(9.19)

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

ACREH

EMPDEL (L)

ACREL

=

=

total acres required for new heavy
manufacturing jobs

total number of new jobs in Industry L

total acres required for new light manu
facturing jobs.

1. There are ten different job categories. Categories I through 6 are
industrial, and Categories 7 through 10 are commercial.
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The total number of acres required for new jobs in commerce is derived

similarly. Average land use per commercial job is

APJ = COMM! RJCOM

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

(9.20 )

COMM

RJCOM

= land used for commerce

total number of workers employed in
conunerce.

If the number of commercial workers in a neighborhood is below 250, Equa-

tion 9.20 is not used. Instead, the average land use per commercial job

for the entire region is used. At the neighborhood level the value of

APJ is constrained as in Equation 9.14, using average land use per commer-

cial job for the entire region, to eliminate extreme values of average land

use per job in a given neighborhood.

Once the average land use per commercial job is known, the number

of acres needed for new commercial activity (ACRETS) can be calculated as

follows:

ACRETS

for all neighborhoods (I).

10

I
L=7

APJ * EMPDEL(L) (9.21)

The total number of acres required for new manufacturing and new

commercial jobs (TACRES) is thus

TACRES = ACRETS + ACREH +ACREL

for all neighborhoods (I).

(9.22)

The acreage required for these new jobs is taken from available vacant

land in both the easy-to-build and hard-to-build categories according to
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the relative availability of such land. That is,

TO'IVAC VACEASY + VACHARD (9.23)

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

TO'IVAC

VACEASY

VACHARD

total vacant lano available

easy-to-build vacant land available

hard-to-build vacant land available.

A variable is designated for each type of vacant land showing the portion

of the whole it represents:

SETB VACEASY / TOTVAC

SHTB = VACHARD / TOTVAC

for all neighborhoods (I), where

(9.24)

(9. 25)

SETB

SHTB

= fraction of vacant land which
is easy- to-build

fraction of vacant land which is
hard-to-build.

Land for new jobs is taken first from easy-to-build vacant acreage (ETB),

as follows:

ETB

for all neighborhoods (I).

SETB * TACRES (9.26)

If there is not enough easy-to-build vacant land to meet the demand

specified in Equation 9.26, the shortfall (SHFALL) is

SHFALL = ETB - VACEASY. (9.27)

Land for the remaining new jobs is taken from hard-to-buJ.·ld acerage (HTB)
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as follows:

HTB

for all neighborhoods (I).

SHFALL + SHTB * TACRES (9.28 )

If there is insufficient hard-to-build vacant land to accommodate

the new jobs, the estimates of land needed for manufacturing and commercial

jobs are n~duccd by an equal fraction so that only vacant hard-to-build

land is used.

The final step is to adjust the land use data to reflect the land

consumed by changes in manufacturing and commercial activity.

LTMFG' = LTMFG + ACREL

HVMFG' = HVMFG + ACREH

COMM' = COMM + ACRETS

VACEASY' = VACEASY - ETB

(9.29)

(9.30)

(9.:U)

(9.32)

VACHARD' = VACHARD

for all neighborhoods (I), where:

HTB (9.33)

LTMFG'

HVMFG'

COMM'

VACEASY'

VACHARD'

=

=

revised land use for light
manufacturing activity

revised land use for heavy manu
facturing activity

revised land use for commerce

revised easy-to-build vacant land
available

revised hard-to-build vacant land
available.
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Section 10

EMPLOYMENT LOCATION

1
The location decisions of employers are major determinants of the

structure and growth potential of neighborhoods in the region. Decisions by

employers to expand or contract affect employment opportunities within the

metropolitan area, affecting the structure of the regional labor market and

levels of regional unemployment. For the purposes of this study, the deci-

sions of firms have been grouped in the following way:

1. location choices of new firms

2. expansion decisions

3. decisions to move into a neighborhood

4. decisions to close operations

5. contraction decisions

6. decisions to move out of a neighborhood.

The first three can be categorized as decisions that will have a

positive employment impact on neighborhoods, while the latter three have a

negative impact. By defining decisions in this way, we will examine not

only new employment change within the metropolis, but also the components

of gross employment change within metropolitan neighborhoods.

Three basic structural issues must be dealt with in any theory of em-

ployment location: (1) the classification of firms, (2) the mapping of jobs

1. The discussion in this section often uses the terms business or firm in
place of the term employer. This section is in fact concerned with employ
ment, be it in a public or private enterprise. In particular, government
jobs are considered in our analysis, although not as completely as private
establishments because of the limitations of oUr chief source of data.
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to firms and vice versa, and (3) the level of geographic aggregation used
. I

for analysis. On<:e we have resolveu these three issues, t.he exposition of

ttlQory will outline the decision process.:es ud atlo!cl to Ule six C'-lmpclliell ts of

business demographic change and will describe the links between job location

theory and the other processes of neighborhood change with which we are

concerned in this report.

The principal function of the submodels described in this section is

to estimate changes in the number of jobs by industry type and neighbor-

hood. Through the mechanisms of the unemployment rates, which are deter-

mined in the submodel described in this chapter, the labor force participa-

tion rates, and the access of each neighborhood in the metropolitan area to

every other neighborhood, the location of jobs is linked to household loca-

tion and the rest of the posited theory of neighborhood change.

Employment location data sources which were frequently used in past

tudies contained only aggregate information and restricted the investigator

to the anlaysis of net employment change. The use of net employment change

as the dependent variable of analysis obscures a large amount of locational

activity. In addition, changes in the number of jobs provided by an estab-

lishment are important components of net change and may occur for reasons
..
I·

other than locational decisions. Struyk and James [7] point out that net

employment change reveals nothing about the actual decisions that are being

made and can, therefore be of little help in informing policy makers on the

impact of their decisions. Finally, it cannot be assumed that the processes

that are components of net employment gain and net employment loss are mirror

images of each other. It is necessary to examine the components of change

in order to determine whether or not employment in communities grows in the

same way it declines.
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The primary data source used in this study is a file maintained by

the Dun and Bradstreet Corporation, called the Dun's Market Identifiers

(DMI) file, used in the company's credit rating function. l The DMI file

contains a substantial amount of information on each establishment listed,

including the number of employees, the net worth, the street and mailing

addresses, and the relevant Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes.

Each establishment is assigned a unique code (the DUNS identifier) which

remains the same as long as the firm remains in the file and does not

change its legal status. By comparing the DMI file with other sources of

data, we have been aple to determine the gaps in coverage in the DMI file.

On the whole, the Dun and Bradstreet files are quite complete, but must be

regarded as an extensive sample, rather than as a census, of firms. The

following types of establishments tend to be underrepresented in the files:

1. newly formed firms

2. government agencies

3. service industry establishments

4. small firms.

We have obtained the files for the years 1969, 1972, and 1975. By

using the DUNS identifier, we can distinguish the six components of employ-

ment change and therefore, bypass the conceptual difficulties of dealing

with net employment change. The six components of employment "demography"

are determined from the file as follows:

Birth The creation of a new firm which did
not exist (anywhere in the U.S.) at
the beginning of the period.

1. For a detailed description of how the Dun and Bradstreet files have
been abstracted and reduced into a compact research data base, see Allaman
[1).



Death

Expansion

Contraction

Inmigration

Outmigration
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The demise of a firm that existed in
a neighborhood at the beginning of
the period, but was not to be found
(anywhere in the U.S.) at the end of
the period.

An increase in the number of employees
of a firm that does not move outside
the neighborhood being studied.

A decrease in the number of employees
of a firm that does not move outside
of the neighborhood being studied.

The arrival in the neighborhood of a
firm that was previously outside it.

The departure from the neighborhood
of a firm that was previously located
there.

In our data reduction, a firm that moves and changes employment size

(expands or contracts) is counted as a mover. The neighborhood from

which the establishment has moved will lose the number of jobs the firm

possessed at the beginning of the period and the receiving neighborhood

will gain the jobs the firms possesses at the end of the period.

The Classification of Firms

The classification of firms lies at the heart of any theory of intra-

metropolitan employment location. The problem in classifying firms is to

maximize variation in location behavior between groups of firms with a

minimum of variation within groups. In addition, the number of groups

created must be small in order to simplify the analysis. A proliferation

of firm classification categories would inordinately complicate any explan-

ation of firm behavior. Finally, any classification of firms should be

intuitively plausible, as well as analytically sound. The dimension
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(or dimensions) along which firms are classified is usually a firm-specific

variable (such as size of firm, age of firm, or the product or service

produced by it.

After several experiments, described in Volume 4, Section 5, of this

reI~rt we decided to compare the patterns of location of the major industry

classifications described in Table 10-1. The industries were divided among

three categories, plant, office, and store, based more or less on the types

of physical plant and labor force an establishment might be expected to

have. Industries are shown according to the Plant-Office-Store (paS)

classification in Table 10-2. It was assumed that enterprises needing

similar physical plants and similar work forces search roughly in the same

places for sites and within broad limits are distributed similarly across

metropolitan areas.

The pas categorization is simple and has intuitive, as well as empirical,

merit. The classification was created by charting the distribution of the

ten industrial categories over a metropolitan area and noting which cate

gories were similarly distributed (see Volume 4, Section 5). As the ten

categories fell into place, it was possible to discern other patterns in

physical plant, workforce, and the type of market. The plant category

consists of industry groups that can be expected to demand industrial,

loft, and warehouse space. Railyards, docks, and truck trans-shipment

areas are closely associated with warehousing districts where wholesalers

might be expected to operate. In addition, heavy industrial users tend to

be located near transportation and warehousing facilities. It cannot be

demonstrated tl1at all manufacturing industries share locational propen

sities; in fact, the opposite is often the case. Nevertheless, the con

strain.ts on the number of categories made it necessary to lump all manu-
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Table 10-1

Industry Categories derived from Standard Industrial Classification

Category

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Industry

Non-durable manufacturing;
other

Durable manufacturing

Construction

Transportation

Communications and
utilities

Wholesale trade

Retail trade

Finance, insurance,
and real estate

Services

Government

Two-digit SIC Code (1967)

01-14,20-23,26-31,99

19,24,25,32-39

15-17

40-47

48,49

50

53-59

60-67

70-89

91-94



PLANT

OFFICE

STORE
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Table 10-2

Plant-Office-Store (POS) Classification

1. Nondurable manufacturing

2. Durable manufacturing

3. Construction

4. Transportation

6. Wholesale trade

5. Communications and utilities

8. Finance, insurance, and real estate

7. Retail trade

9. Services

10. Government
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facturing industries into the same class.

The decision to include wholesale trade in the plant class, instead of

in the store class with retail trade, is an innovative one. Wholesalers

employ more white-collar workers than does the typical manufacturing con

cern. However, because of the necessity of storing goods, the physical

plant needs of wholesalers are more nearly akin to plants (and possibly

offices) than to stores. The construction industry was difficult to place,

because of the unstable and footloose nature of such work. Construction

companies more than likely do not maintain their offices in prime downtown

or suburban office space, but rather may locate in areas where they can

store their equipment. In terms of the number of workers, the construction

industry is small; therefore, its correct placement in a POS category should

not be crucial.

The industries that are included in the office category have highly

distinctive work forces and locational patterns. Finance, insurance, and

real estate, and communications and utilities form a natural grouping since

both employ very large proportions of clerical workers and both industries

are strikingly concentrated in the CBD. Across all the metropolitan areas

studied in this project, the office category includes many fewer employees

than the plant or store subdivisions. However, the two industries are so

exceptional that they must form a category apart. The office category

occupies much of the prime office space in CBD, along suburban commercial

strips and in suburban office parks. This category is the most homogeneous

of the three when the work force and building types of the constituent in

dustries are considered.
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The third category, stores, is quite heterogeneous, with industries

heavily concentrated in office and retail commercial floor space. Ret~il

trade, services, and government were included here because much employment

in these industries is population-oriented. Retailers seek locations that

are accessible to potential customers. The same is true for personal or

consumer services. Business services most likely belong in the office

class, but were placed in stores in order to maintain the integrity of

SIC categories at the one-digit level. With the exception of facilities

designed to serve the entire region, employment in government services such

as in schools, post offices, and social service agencies is distributed

according to the. population. In addition, many of the government's popu-

lation-oriented services are located in storefronts. The work forces of

these industr~es include relatively large proportions of managerial and

professional personnel in comparison to plants or offices, as well as the

expected numbers of clerical and sales workers.

"
The number of categories that can be managed in our model is small,

restricting our flexibility in recombin.ing major SIC categories. The POS

division contains innovative aspects and will aid us later in interpreting

the model and theory. It is important to remember when reading the balance

of this section that each job classified in plant, office, or store may not,

in fact, be located in a plant, office, or store, respectively. Rather,

the descriptive types are meant to be a general indication of the kinds of

jobs in a given area.
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Location of Jobs or Location of Firms

The second basic issue in developing a theory of employment location

concerns the difference between modeling the location of jobs and the
r

" ,j

location of firms. Economic activity is clearly not spread evenly over

a geographic area, but is lumped into discrete units called firms. While

a large number of firms have a small number of employees, a large proportion

of the jobs in a region are in fact situated in a relatively small number

of large facilities.
l

It is certainly true that in building a behavioral

model of decision-m?king, we should consider firms as discrete units. How-

ever, it is the number of jobs in a g~ographic area, not the number of firms,

which is required in the structure of our model. Putman articulates the

consequences of modeling the location of jobs:
f'-'

... some continuous function allocation models [i.e., models
which 'consider jobs] are capable of producihg'~~asonably
good forecasts of non-market-sensitive employment location
in some circumstances. However, they are unable to deal
with discrete facility location. This inability is likely
to be a significant problem in dealing with non-market
sensitive employment types. When these models attempt to,
forecast significant changes in the loca~ion of non-market
sensitive industry types, they are open to this criticism.
Thus, although these models are capable of producing reason
able forecasts for market-sensitive employment types, •• '.
their capability to deal with non-market~sensitiveemploy
ment is restricted to situations where new or relocating
facility locatiqn is unlikely to take place and where
growth or decline (or both) are more or less regularly
distributed. 2

1. In 1959, Birch et ale [4] found for manufacturing firms in the New
Haven SMSA that there were 396 plants with 1 to 9 employees, 380 with
10 to 249 employees, and 34 with over 250 employees.

2. ,See Putman [6], pp. 219-220.
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Putman's criticisms are most applicable to the multiple regression

models that have typically sought to predict the location of employment.

While our theory shares features with the criticized continuous function

allocations, we acknowledge that it may be impossible to predict large

facility changes in location or changes in employment because the causes

are so idiosyncratic that these changes must be considered on a case-by

case basis. Even if a change in employment in a large establishment can

be predicted by the theory, the chances for error are large because the

averaging and leveling effects of the law of large numbers will not

obtain.

In trying to account for the locational propensities of firms, one

must attempt to predict the behavior of a small number of large firms.

In addition, it is necessary to specify the employment size distribution

of each type of firm for each metropolitan area under consideration. If

the' level of geographic aggregation is small enough, the relocation of a

large firm can mean large discontinuities in employment change. In view

of the fact that we will be predicting changes in employment rather than

changes in numbers of firms, the level of geographic aggregation is quite

important and will be discussed below. Our decision to model employment

may obfuscate the "lumpiness" of business location decisions and in fact

implies that the appeal of an area to a business is proportional to the

number of jobs in that area.

The most important reasons for modeling the location of jobs rather

than the location of firms are, first, the nature of the links between

employment change and our theory of neighborhood evolution and, second,

the difficulty of mapping back and forth between firms and jobs. It is
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the relationship between the labor force and the number of available jobs

that links employment location to a general theory of neighborhood change.

Communities often seek to be the locus of large firms in orct~r that the

wages provided to local workers will, through the multiplier effect, ex

pand the local economy far in excess of the firm's payroll. In addition,

the existence of surplus jobs will attract labor from outside the region.

Firms are sought for declining areas, not in order that that neighborhood

might be the locus of production, but for the jobs the firm will make

available to the area's unemployed residents. Localities endure a wide

range of negative externalities from industries in order to preserve jobs

for their residents. Our theory of labor supply is explicated below.

Level of Geographic Aggregation

Our general system of neighborhood characterization and boundary

delineation is discussed in Section 3. If the geographic unit is highly

disaggregated, trends in behavior are not apparent and problems of discon

tunuity are encountered when large firms relocate. If, for example, a

large manufacturing firm relocates in an area with few manufacturing jobs,

the percentage increase is huge. On the other hand, high levels of aggre

gation on the basis of spatial proximity may hide significant differences

in even a considerable amount of locational activity over the region.

Commonly used geographic areas such as census tracts or zip code

areaS often use natural features (e.g., rivers) or man-made barriers

(main streets, railroad tracks) as boundaries. In most cases such barriers

do, indeed, define neighborhoods and for most uses, such boundaries are
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useful and efficient. For the purpose of charting employment location

change, however, the use of main streets as boundaries can be confounding.

Although a strip highway or a town's main commercial street does divide

two neighborhoods, the businesses located on that street (regardless of

which side they are on) form an integral business district. In addition,

if a large firm is located on one side of a boundary street, the neigbor-

hoods on either side of the boundary will reflect disproportionate employ-

ment totals and change. It is important to recognize these difficulties,

although it remains necessary to use accepted units of geographical aggre-

gation in order to ensure comparability with other sources of data.

In order to create a theoretically and empirically sound geographical

basis for the model, we have used two level? of aggregation, neighborhoods

and regional job areas (RJA's), which are groups of zip code areas
1

which

consist, in turn, of neighborhoods. The RJA represents a norl-contiguous

area; a zip code is assigned to an RJA on the basis of its industry mix.

We have postulated eight different types of RJA's as listed in Table 10-3.

The jobs in each POS category are totaled over the entire region and the

proportion of each POS class across the region is found for each zip code

area. Cutoff proportions are determined for each metropolitan area and

zip code areas are described as having a negligible, low (though signifi-

cant), or high number of jobs as compared with the rest of the region in

each POS class. The central business district (CaD) is usually designated

as one zip code area which is always assigned to RJA 1. In certain cities,

additional zip code areas adjacent to the CBO may also be assigned to RJA 1.

1. The Dun and Bradstreet data are most easily analyzed using zip code
areas as geographical units.
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Table 10-3

Regional Job Areas (R,JA's)

Zip code An'a Job l'roportil)\l
RJA Number and Name Plant Office Store

l. Central Business District L H H

2. Central Industrial District H H H

3. Plants Only H [0] [~JL

4. Plants Plus H H ( ~ ]

H
[~]

H

5. Other Only [ ~1 H

[~]

[LJ m H

0

6. Moderate Plants L
[~] [ ~ ]

7. Moderate Other 0 L 0

0 0 L

0 0 L

8. Residential 0 0 0

1. H 0 L, for example, means a high proportion of plants, a negligible
proportion of offices, and a low, but significant, proportion of stores.
Brackets [ ] indicate "or." For example, H H[L].

means that zip code areas with POS proportions ~ H L or H H 0 should be
included in RJA 4.

volume 4 explains the RJA's in greater detail
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In certain cities, additional zip code areas adjacent to the CBO may also

be assigned to RJA 1. This is the only RJA that must be contiguous be

Gause of the definition of the central business district as the center

of the: region.

2ip code areas are assigned to RJA's using the industrial mix during

an arbitrarily chosen initial year. The zip code areas and constitucnt

neighborhoods will remain in that RJA for the time period being modeled,

even though the changing distribution of employment has, according to the

assignment rules, switched that zip code area to another RJA by the end

of the period. The permanent assignment of a zip code area to an RJA, re

gardless of changes in employment location, results from the assumption

that the locational decision makers' perceptions of the character of a

neighborhood will lag somewhat behind the actual condition of the area

and that thf: Sc perceptions are relativel y stable over the short forecast

ing p~riod of our model of neighborhood evolution.

RJA's have been defined for the six metropolitan areas under consider

ation in this report. Figure 10-1 is our sample of the New Haven region.

Neighborhoods are not distributed uniformly across the regional job

areas. RJA 8, the residential regional job area exhibiting negligible

amounts of employment compared to the rest of the metropoiitan area, usually

contains more than half of the neighborhoods in the region. This is reason

able, as industrial and commercial land use tend to be concentrated and

separated from residential land use. In addition, the neighborhoods in

RJA 8 are overwhelmingly suburban; conversely, most suburban neighborhoods

are in RJA 8. Both Rochester and Worcester lack a well-defined inner city

industrial-commercial district (RJA 2) in which there are high concentra-



Figure El-l

Regional Job Areas - New Haven*

II ~ ~ § D
RJA 1 - CBD RJA 2 - C:tD RJA 4 - Plantst RAJ 6 - Moderate RJA k - I{(':jidential

*New Haven contains only 5 of the 8 RJA's.
Plants
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tions of all three types of jobs. Larger metropolitan areas appear to have

neighborhoods represented in all RJA's, while smaller areas lack the full

range of regional job areas.

Descriptive typologies and planning tools may occasionally use such

discontinuous areas, but rarely has a non-contiguous geographical basis

been used for a~alytical purpo?es. Generally, investigators have used
r/.

contiguous, compact geographical areas which have been assembled so that
t:

they will have equal populations, equal areas, or be homogeneous along

some neighborhood attribute. We think that in making locational decisions,

businesspeople exclude many neighborhoods from consideration at the outset

because the amount and mix of enterprises in those RJA's indicate that

the neighborhood is not likely to offer suitable buildings, environment,

public services or infrastructure.

Two levels of aggregation, the RJA's and the neighborhoods, are used

in order to create theoretically and empirically sound geographical divi-

sions. First, suitable territory in the metropolitan area (the specific

RJA) is chosen because of a favorable industry mix, and second, a specific

neighborhood with desired characteristics is chosen. This two-stage pro-

cess will be described more fully below.

Location of Jobs Over Time

As outlined above, the net employment change for a given geographical

area consists of the gross employment changes produced by the six demo-

graphic processes -- births, expansions, in-moves, deaths, contractions,

and out-moves. The first three processes sum to the gains and the last
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three to the losses in employment for a given geographical area. How d0

the causes of these six different processes differ from each other and IK'W

does our theory take these differences into account?

The birth of a new firm and the movement of an established firm to a

new site are obviously locational decisions for which the businessperson con-

siders the characteristics of alternative neighborhoods. In addition, a

firm which has expanded considerably may make an explicit decision to
,

remain at a site rather than move to accommodate the expansion. In general,

however, changes in the size of the firm and its death have little to do

with the characteristics of the neighborhood in which the change has taken

place. Such changes, for example, depend upon the state of a particular

industry in the region or the nation and the high mortality rate of new

businesses.

Table 10-4, which summarizes the relative importance of the components

of employment change for two of the metropolitan areas studied, shows that

deaths and contractions combine to dominate the losses aggregated across

each region. Similarly, births and expansions dominate employment gains.

In other words, movement of firms is a relatively unimportant cause of

1
neighborhood change.

2
Based on our findings to date, we assume that all areas within a

1. Struyk and James [7] found that expansions and contractions of
manufacturing firms remaining in one location accounted for most of the
net change within zip code areas in a three-year period. They also dis
covered that the natural increase (the difference between births and
deaths) of manufacturing establishments was more significant to the
decentralization of manufacturing jobs than was net migration.

2. See Volume 4, Section 5 of this report for a fuller explanation.



Table 10-4

Components of Employment Change as a Percentage of Losses/Gains, 1969 through 1972

CHARLOTTE

Gains

Plant Office Store Plant Office Store

Births .24 .46 .44 Deaths .51 .30 .60

Expanders .56 .32 .43 Contractors .34 .28 .25

lrunovers .19 .22 .13 Outmovers .15 .42 .15

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

l\J
W

"'"Births + Deaths +
Expanders .81 .79 .87 Contractors .85 .58 .85

Total Gains 24876 1133 9314 Total Losses 23733 681 7723

NEW HAVEN

Plant Office Store Plant Office Store

Births .19 .18 . 35 Deaths .42 .07 .58

Expanders .55 .19 .46 Contractors .46 .83 .25

Inmovers .26 .63 .19 Outmovers .12 .10 .17

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Births + Deaths +
Expanders .74 .37 .82 Contractors .88 .92 .83

Total Gains 6748 609 4995 Total Losses 14122 2225 5402
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metropolitan region are losing jobs at approximately the same rate (depend

ing on the industry mix). That is, we posit a constant loss rate by POS

category for each metropolitan area. These findings on loss rates are

consistent with other studies. For example, Struyk and James [7] report

that geographic location had no effect on the death rate of businesses in

the metropolitan areas studied. The Inter-Area Migration Project, a com

panion study to this one, investigated nationwide inter-regional employment

location and found that "changes in employment .,. take place through a

relatively constant loss rate (averaging about 10 percent of all jobs in

each area in each year) and a differential rate of gain."!}

As mentioned above, we assume a two-stage decision-making process

(first, choice of RJA and second, choice of neighborhood). The two-stage

process complements the two levels of geographic aggregation. A business

person accumulates general information about relatively large areas of

the region (RJA's) and selects the neighborhoods in an RJA which have

been chosen by similar establishments in the past. For example, financial

institutions have tended to locate in the CBD in the past and we assume

that this will have a strong effect on future behavior in the short term.

The DMI files were used to determine the probabilities that the gains for

each POS category would be made in a given RJA. In other words, the gains

by POS classes in each RJA are distributed in the same proportion in which

such gains have been apportioned in the past. The firm's choice of RJA

is based purely on inertia or past business locaton decisions.

1. David Birch, et a1. [2], p.4.
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At the level of neighborhood choice, there are two different kinds

of characteristics which affect choice of n(~ i ghhorhood wi tlt.i n ('\(1 1',I}\. '1'11<'

first are inertial characteristics, those which summarize past locational

decisions. Any other characteristic is of the second type, called attrac

tiveness variables. These describe the neighborhood in terms of attributes

like the tenure and value of the housing stock.

It seems reasonable to assume that inertia exerts a powerful, stabi

lizing force on the system of employment location since the stock of

physical plants changes very slowly. Further, the past choices of similar

firms undolIDtedly affect business locational decisions. There are four

neighborhood properties which sum up the past locational practices of

businesses in the neighborhoods. First, there is floor space made avail

able by firms which have undergone employment losses. Neighborhoods with

large employment bases lose many jobs because of constant loss rates, and

therefore have more slots available to be filled by replacement employment.

Because of the ease of acquiring recently vacated space, we believe that

neighborhoods with many slots will attract new jobs.

The second through fourth inertial factors, one for each POS category,

indicate the industry mix in a given neighborhood. The proportion of jobs

in each neighborhood POS category to total employment in the neighborhood

shows the extent to which neighborhoods which in the past have been attrac

tive to offices plants, or stores will continue to be so. Firms tend to

be attracted to areas with high concentrations of similar firms. For

example, we have found that firms in the office category are overwhelmingl~

attracted to neighborhoods with high office job concentrations. Another

finding, not quite as significant, is that firms in one category may not

locate in areas with heavy concentrations of firms from other categories.
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This is true of plants and stores.

The second type of characteristic affecting choice of neighborhood is

the attractiveness of neighborhoods to business decision-makers. This

attractiveness may be in terms of the site's suit~bility for the firm

or its proximity to desirable residential areas. Investigators of business

location have suggested many factors which businesspeople consider in deter

mining suitability or attractiveness of an area. It is common for investi-

gators to consider industry locational decisions as either market-sensitive (mostly

trade) or non-market-sensitive (mostly manufacturing) or to consider the

location factors for each separately, if both categories are included in

the study. Hoover and Vernon [5) mention factors such as the availability

of space suitable for modern manufacturing techniques; ease of access to

transportation, including the disadvantages of congestion in the central

city; and the supply of the right kind of labor force, as being important

in the locational choices of manufacturers.

This study also relates that smaller plants need the external economies

of the central city (this is known as the incubator theory). Struyk and

James [7] have found the incubator theory to be incorrect, although they

note the importance of external economies, as indicated by the

geographic concentration of industry, to manufacturing location. Putman

[61 mentions such factors as access to inputs, tax expense, land cost, the

availability of an appropriate labor force, the availability of suitable

space, and access to markets, all as significant considerations in the

locational choice process.

The attractiveness variables which we used in developing our final

model include characteristics which. indicate the social organization of a
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Mathematical Statement

~he number of jobs in each neighborhood and major job category (as

listed in Table 10-1) is determined in five steps successively for the

region, for regional job areas (RJA), and for the neighborhood. First,

the number of jobs in the region by each major job class is determined.

The mUltiplicative factors that govern regional growth are exogeneous to

the model. By definition, net employment change is composed of gross gains

and gross losses. In the second and third steps, respectively, regional

job losses by POS category can be found using regional loss rates, and

gross gains are found using the net change and the losses.

Regional job gains are of course not clumped in the center of the region,

but must be spread across the metropolitan area. Each new job in each POS

category has a fixed probability of locating in any RJA over the period of

the model run. The probabilities, by RJA and POS type, and the loss rates

are computed from the Dun and Bradstreet files. Finally, the new jobs for

each RJA are placed in neighborhoods within the RJA on the basis of the

attractiveness of that area to the particular type of job, and the number

of jobs in each neighborhood is totalled for the next time period using the

job gains and regional loss rates.
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Regional net employment change

The total number of jobs for the next time period is found through

Equation 10-1.

where:

TOTJOB = RJ(ll,NTRONE) * (1. + SPEC (IND» (10-1)

TOTJOB

RJ Ul,NTRONE)

SPEC (IND)

=

=

=

total number of jobs in the region
for the next time period

total number of jobs in the region
for the current time period

the compound rate of job growth of
the region for each year, IND.

Job losses by RJA and POS. It is assumed, as explained above, that the

net change in employment and the loss rates for each POS class are deter-

mined exogeneously and regionally. Job losses for each Industry K and

Neighborhood I are given by the loss rates and the current number of jobs

in each neighborhood and POS category.

LOSS (K,I) = RJ(K,I) * LRATE(K)

where:

(10-2)

LOSS (K,I)

RJ (K, I)

LRATE (K)

=

=

=

the number of jobs lost in each In
dustry Type K and Neighborhood I

the employment for each K,I

the job loss rate for each Industry K.

The values of LRATE are presented in Table 10-5.

Regional job gains

Job gains for each POS type LI are calculated from the job losses and

the net changes which are sunnned from industry types (K) to POS classes. The

losses and net changes are found from the following equations:
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Table 10-~

Job Loss Rates by POS and City, 1969-1972

Pl.ant Office Store

Charlotte .142 .074 .139

Dayton .165 .086 .132

Houston .177 .082 .149

New Haven .197 .355 .173

Rochester .195 .08f! .175

Worcester .207 .203 .159
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BSUM (LI) = I SUML(K) ( 10-3)

KeLI

BSUMD (LI) I RDEM(K) (10-4)

KE: LI

where:

BSUM(LI)

SUML(K)

BSUMD (LI)

RDEM (K)

=

=

=

the sum of losses for each POS
(plant, office, store) Type LI.

the sum of losses over the region
for each Industry Type K

the sum of net changes for each POS
Type LI.

the net change over the region for each
Industry Type K.

The sum, BSUM (LI) + BSUMD(LI), represents the regional employment

gains for each POS category. It is now necessary to determine how these

gains distribute geographically among the RJA's. Until this step, the

gains and losses have been determined outside the system boundaries of

this model. The aggregate net change of employment in each industry,

RDEM(K), is determined by a model closely linked to this one.
l

The two

models can be considered as one grand model that describes the interregional

flows of people and jobs on one level and the intraregional distribution

of people and jobs on another.
RJA job gains

The job gains for each POS group are divided among the

1. See Birch, Allaman and Martin [3] for a description of that model.
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RJA's according to the probabilities determined from the Dun and Bradstreet

fi.les.

where:

BGAIN (LI,LB) PROB (LI ,LB)

BSUMD (LI) )

'It (RSUM(LI) +

(10-:' )

BGAIN(LI,LB) =

PROB(LI,LB) =

the employment gains for each POS
Type LI, and RJA LB.

the probability that a new job in POS
Class LI will locate in RJA LB.

This equation corresponds to the first level of locational decision-

making described earlier in this section. At this point, establishment

decision-makers determine which RJA is best suited to their industries.

The next stage of the decision-making process is to find a particular neigh-

borhood in which to locate.

Determination of neighborhood employment levels for each POS category.

Nei.ghhorhood employment levels are calculated in two steps. First, the

probabilities that gains in an RJA will go to a particular neighborhood

are determined by measuring the "attractiveness" of the neighborhood, and

second, these probabilities are used to determine the level of employment

in the neighborhood for the next time period. The probabilities are

specified using the PFG package described in Volume 3, Section 5, Appendix C.

These probabilities are determined on the basis of characteristics of

each neighborhood and the extent to which these characteristics explain

the actual distribution of gains given for a base year. The neighborhood

characteristics we have used are described above. The variables that are

used to measure these characteristics are defined below. The first vari-

able, SLOT, is calculated for each POS type and is entered into the
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calculations for only that type.

SLCYl'

HRN'I'

CILD

ROAD

HLRT

AALD

%PLT

%OFC

%STO

=

=

=

=

=

the number of jobs lost in the neigh
borhood during the previous time
period. The variable is found by
multiplying the loss rate of the POS
type by the total number of jobs in
that neighborhood.

the proportion of high-value rental
housing units to the total number of
rental units in a neighborhood, ex
pressed as a percentage.

the proportion of land in commercial
and industrial use to the total land
in a neighborhood, expressed as a
percentage

the road of highest quality (determined
by number of lanes and type of inter
sections with other roads) crossing or
touching the neighborhood.

the ratio of high-value housing units
to low value housing units in that
neighborhood.

the product of the percentage of re
gional jobs within easy commuting
distance of the neighborhood and the
percentage of easy-to-build vacant
land.

the ratio of plant jobs to the total
number of jobs in that neighborhood,
expressed as a percentage.

the ratio of office jobs to the total
number of jobs in that neighborhood,
expressed as a percentage.

the ratio of store jobs to the total
number of jobs in that neighborhood,
expressed as a percentage. The sum
% PLT, %STO, and %OFC should be 1.0
for each neighborhood.

We assumed that jobs will be attracted or repelled by the character-

istics represented by all variables other than AALD and ROAD in proportion
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to the values of these variables (i.e., the continuous function option of

the PFG is used). AALD and ROAD are used in a very different way. W2

have structured the PFG so that firms will be attracted to a given neigh-

borhood if the percentage of available attractive land (AALD) is above a

given threshold and if the highest class of road measured in our model

is present in that neighborhood.

The gains are distributed among neighborhoods according to the equa-

tion:

where:

GAIN(LI,I) BGAIN(LI,LB) * TRPROB(LI,I) (10-6)

GAIN(LI,I)

TRPROB(LI,I)

the number of new jobs of POS Type LI
going to each Neighborhood I.

the probability computed by the PFG that
one new job of Type LI will be located
in Neighborhood I.

The matrix TRPROB(LI,I) is computed using a set of 24 equations (one

set for each city) generated by the PFG. It is assumed that there are no

a priori reasons for an employer to choose one neighborhood in an RJA over

another. We are more successful at predicting the location of jobs in

certain RJA's (4 and 7, in particular) than in others, (most notably RJA 8).

Table 10-6 shows those variables that were selected by the PFG as

having the greatest effect on the location of gross gains. The most im-

portan~ feature of this table is the prominence of the SLOT variable as an

at tractor of jobs. Neighborhoods with large numbers of Plant, Office,

or Store jobs (and, therefore, large numbers of slots available due to

constant loss rates) attract large numbers of Plant, Office, and Store jobs,

respectively. %PLT, %OFC, and %STO are useful, especially in explaining

the location of Office and Store jobs. Office jobs locate in those neighbor-
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Table 10-6

Total Number of Times PFG
l

Chose Variables as Selector (+) or Rejector (-)

Plant Office Store

Variable + + +

INERTIA

SLOT (cant) 31 0 20 0 27 0

%PLT (cant) 6 1 3 1 1 1

%OFC (cant) 2 3 15 0 7 0

%STO (cant) 0 1 1 0 7 0

ATTRACTIVENESS

HRNT (cant)

CILD (cant)

AALD (GT .40)-ROAD(GT .60)

AALD (GT .60) -ROAD(GT .60)

ALLD (GT .80)-ROAD(6T .60)

4

8

9

5

3

o

o

4

9

5

6

7

3

3

4

o

o

4

4

6

8

10

9

7

4

o

o

2

8

5

1. The PFG and the variable notation used here is described in Volume 3,
Section 5, Appendix C.
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hoods that already have Office jobs. Store jobs are attracted to neighbor-

hoods with high proportions of Store ~ Office jobs, because Store jobs

include commercial, service, and government jobs, many of which are, in

fact, located in offices.

'!'he other variables are most important in the location of Store jL"'bs

and least important in the location of Plants. The AALD-ROAD variable is

mixed in its effects. It acts as both in attractor and a rejector in all

three POS categories. The AALD-ROAD variable is most used as a selector

characteristic by Store employers.

Finally, within each neighborhood for each POS class, it is assumed

that the gains are distributed in the same way as the number of jobs in

the past time period. The updated number of jobs is simply the current

number of jobs, plus employment gains, minus losses.

R.J (K, I)
t

RJ(K,I)t_l + TPROP(K,l) * GI\TN(I,I,I)

where:

- LOSS (K, I) (10-7)

RJ(K,I)t

TPROP(K,I)

Labor Market

=

=

the number of jobs in each Neighborhood I
and Major Job Type K for time period t.

the proportion of jobs in an Industry
Type K to the number of jobs in POS
Category LI, Industry Type K represented
in each neighborhood.

The labor market section of the model consists mainly of a series of

mappings -- from jobs by industry to jobs by occupation (the demand side)

and from persons by type of person to labor force by occupation (the supply
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side) -- in order to determine unemployment rates by occupation (see Figure

10-2). We relate the demand and supply of labor in a labor market that is

occupation-oriented.

To account for net commuting from outside the model area, the popu-

lation is first adjusted by multiplying each element in the population

vector by an exogenously predicted factor. The population POP{K) is then

mapped into the labor force by type of person, LFP(K), using labor force

participation rates by type of person, LFPR(K):

LFP(K) = LFPR(K) * POpeK) 'K=1,36. (l0-8)

We assume that the labor force participation rates change slowly to

reflect the increased propensity for women to enter the labor force and

the general rise nationwide in participation rates.

The next task is to convert the labor force by type of person, LFP(K),

into the lab()r force by occupation, LFO~OC):

where:

LFO(OC) ~ LFP(K)*POCC(K,OC)

K

(l0-9)

POCC(K,OC) = the proportion in the labor force of
Person Type K with occupation oc.

POCC(K,OC) the distribution of the labor force over occupations,

does not remain constant over time, but changes to reflect the changes

in workers' job skills in response to the shifting importance of various

industry types in the region. POCC(K,OC) is adjusted to maintain a con-

stant ratio among the unemployment rates for each occupation type. The

calculations on the supply side of Figure 10-2 are now completed and we
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Figure 10-2

The Labor Market Submodel

Supply Side Demand Side

+ oJ,
Population Jobs,

living in the by industry
SMSA, by type

of

OUTPOP
(correction ...
factor for r

commuting) --
Labor Force

participation ..
rates, by ..

type of person
~r

Labor force, by
type of person

FOCC, IOCC
occupational .. ~ occupational
distribution .. ~ distributionby type of

~r by industryperson ~r

Unemployment Jobs, by
rates, by type occupation

of person

Unemployment
rates, by type

of person

Unemploymen~

rates,
by occupation

Average
metropolitan

unemploymet1~

rate

...
r

Unemployment
rates by
industry
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shall turn our attention to the demand side.

Only one mapping is involved here, from jobs by industl"v h' .i,'l'::

by occupation, OCC(OC):

OCC (OC) =

where:
L

REG(L)*IOCC(L,OC) (10-10)

REG(L)

IOCC(L,OC) =

the number of jobs in Industry L.

the proportion of the jobs in Industry L
that fall in Occupation OC.

We assume that the relative distribution of jobs remains constant among

occupations within an industry.

EmplOyment Rates

The supply and demand sides are integrated through the computation of

unemployment rates by occupation, UNEMO(OC)

UNEMO(OC) = (LFO(OC) - OCC(OC»/LFO(OC)

OC = 1,8 00-11)

OCC(OC) in Equation 10-11 stands for available jobs in Occupation OC,

which is equal to the sum of filled and unfilled jobs. We do not make any

distinction between filled and unfilled jobs in the rest of the model. When

we talk about jobs we mean available positions. This is reasonable in that

one can expect physical facilities to be designed for available jobs and to

have a corresponding effect on land use, for instance. The approach is less

satisfactory when jobs are viewed as sources of demand for retail trade and

services. Only workers who actually exist create such demand at their places

of work. However, the errors introduced are certainly negligible when

compared to other expected errors in the model and the data.

The final step in the labor market section involves mapping from
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unemployment rates by occupation to unemployment rates by type of person.

The average unemployment rate for the SMSA is also determined. The unem-

ployment rates by type of person, UNEMP(K), are:

UNEMP (K) • I UNEMO(OC) 'POCC(K,OCl

DC

(10-12)

Equation 10-12 simply says that the unemployment rate for person type K

is the weighted sum of the unemployment rates by occupations, the weights

given by POCC(~,OC). Finally, the average unemployment rate, UNEMME, is

computed as:

LFO (OC)

UNEMO(OC)*LFO(DC)L
DC

UNE.~ = ~:....-_--------

2:
DC

(10-13)
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Sf>C 110111 J

SCHOOLS

Schools are a factor both in the search for new housing and in resi-

dents' satisfaction with their present housing. People, particularly

parents, are often concerned about the kinds of services the school pro-

vides, the school's reputation, and other factors affecting the public

image of the school. The attractiveness of a given neighborhood to resi-

dents or potential residents can be affected by their perception of the

schools in that neighborhood.

But schools do not operate challenge-free. Residents -- new and old,

parents and non-parents have some control over schools. They vote for

school board members, they approve or disapprove school bond issues, and

1
in some areas, they vote directly on school budgets. In addition, they

can also utilize personal contact, either individually or through group

associations, to communicate their discontent with the schools to school

dm . . 2a 1n1strators. School administrators must react to resident response

1. Even when the school board is appointed, residents vote for the persons
responsible for the appointment, so control is present though indirect.

2. Throughout this section unless otherwise noted, school administrators or
administration will refer to both the school board and the school superin
tendent. For modeling purposes the complex interaction between the board
and the superintendent is suppressed. Justification for compressing the two
is based on the findings of the recent National School Boards Association
survey (27). Considerable confusion in the public mind existed regarding
the locus of the legal responsibility for running the schools; 58 percent of
the people surveyed thought it was the school board, 30 percent thought it
was the school administration, and 40 percent thought it was the PTA.
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if they are to remain administrators and if they are to receive continued

support for their educational programs. In turn, their reactions will

affect residents' views of and satisfaction with the schools. Consequently,

the interaction of residents and educational administrators is important be

cause it affects both the schools and residents' perceptions of the schools.

This interaction is intensified when one or both of the following con

ditions exists: schools are modified as the prevailing notion of educational

criteria changes (for example, the educational revolution following Sputnik) ,

or schools are altered as the residential composition of neighborhoods

evolves and produces new needs, demands, and standards. As schools change,

under either or both of these conditions, residents' perceptions of schools

will be affected. As perceptions shift, satisfaction with residential loca

tion may also be affected. Extreme dissatisfaction can result in residen

tial relocation. We therefore decided to examine resident/school admini

stration interaction, and to simulate this interaction and the changes that

result from it.

The school submodel simulates two forms of behavior:

1. residents' perceptions of and responses to changes in schools

2. school administrators' reactions to residents' behavior.

In the simulation, school policy is represented by selected school charac

teristics. Residents indicate their dissent with school policy by voting in

an annual election. They vote to raise or lower the value of a school char

acteristic if its current value differs from that desired by the residents.

School administrators react to residents' expressed preferences (the out

come of the election) by adjusting the value of the school characteristic.

The simulation is based on the theory that the demographic and socio-
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economic composition of the community are indicators of the kind of educa-

tion the community prefers. Implicit in the theory is the notion that dif-

ferent people perceive, behave, and respond in different ways to schl)ols

and changes in schools. As the composition of the neighborhood changes,

the community's educational preferences also change. School administrators

will tend to respond selectively to shifts in residents' preferences,

whether they are a result of shifts in the composition of the population or

shifts in the current notion of desirable educational policy.

Residents were grouped along four dimensions so we could cluster them

by the traits that affect their response to schools. Three dimensions al-

ready existed in the model: age, education, and race/ethnicity. The fourth

dimension is social class. These dimensions have been subdivided in the

following ways:

Age:

Social Class:

Education:

Race/
ethnicity:

20-39, 40-64, 65+

lower (LC), working (WC), middle (MC),
and upper status (UC)

less than high school «HS), high
school (HS), more than high school (>HS)

native white (W), foreign-born white (F),
non-white (MIN).

Each resident type has his/her own perception of schools and his/her own

way of acting on these perceptions.

Perceptions of Schools. Perception of schools is defined here as the

intersection of educational attitudes and expectations. These represent a

person's preferences regarding the qualitative and quantitative aspects of

education. For example, educational expectation may refer to the amount of

education each pe~son is to receive, or to the pupil-teacher ratio. Educa-
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tional attitude refers to the conditions under which people want that edu-

cation to be delivered for instance, in a highly structured setting as

opposed to an open school. Educational attitudes and educational expe~ta-

tions are both influenced by social class, prior educational experience,

and, to a certain extent, ethnicity. Attitude toward education is also in

fluenced by religious affiliation.
l

The literature indicates that lower class people stress formal educa-

tion less than members of the upper classes. Higher status members, especi-

ally younger people, tend to see education as having intrinsic value. Lower

classes consider education worthwhile when it is job related and leads to

, 1 d . b . 2occupat10na success an )0 secur1ty. This class differentiation is com-

pounded by racial factors. Researchers found that blacks generally regarded

formal education as a necessary, if not sufficient, prerequisite to success

, 'I b'l' 31n occupat1ona mo 1 1ty.

Prior educational experience also influences educational attitudes and

expectations. Three general conclusions can be made about adult educational

attitudes. First, people with more education tend to be more positive about

their educational experience and consequently, more likely to continue their

education or to have high educational expectations for their children.
~ l

Second, younger, better-educated people differ in educational attitudes from

1. See Berelson, Lazarsfeld. and McPhee~ Voting (2).

2. See Johnstone and Rivera, Volunteers for Learning (19); Hyman, "The
Value Systems of Different Classes" [l8); and Cloward and Jones, "Social
Class: Educational Attitudes and Participation" (7).

3. See Tollett, ~:Higher Education and the Public Sector" (33), and The
Second Newman Report. National Policy and High Education f30).
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older: or less-educated people in that the former emphasize discipline less

and individual development more. Third, people who are secure economic;llly

and socially are more likely to consider formal education intrinsically

valuable than are people for whom education represents an opportunity for

'1 b'l' 1occupational and SOCla mo 1 lty.

Given these conclusions, three broad categories of educational atti-

tudes can be identified:

Attitude
Type

A

B

C

Attitude

The purpose of education is primarily functional;
a rigid structure is preferred.

Education has innate value; a rigid structure is
preferred.

Education has innate value; a more open structure
is preferred.

"Functional" denotes that education is worthy as a means to an end. "Innate

value" means that education itself is important. "Rigid structure" is defined

as an emphasis on basics within a highly disciplined setting. More "open

structure" is defined as an emphasis on individual exploration and deve1op-

ment in a flexible structure. Each resident type falls into one of these

categories. These attitude categories are then used to estimate the edu-

cational expectations for each school characteristic of each resident type.

1. These findings come from the research of many scholars who have attempted
to assess adult attitudes toward continuing education as a function of their
prior educational experience. For a more detailed discussion, see: Darrell
Anderson and John A. Niemi, Adult Education and the Disadvan~aged-Adult [1] .
•TilCk London, "The Influence of Social Class on Adult Education Participation"
1~31; Harry r•• Milh>r. ~articipation of Adults in Education [25]; Coolie
Ver.ner, Adult Education [35]; Jane Zi'\hn. "Differences Between Adults and
Youth Affecting Learning" [}61.
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The educational expectation is a numerical value, the educational ideal of

each T0sident type. The degree of diffcrenre between the ideal value and

the actual value of a school char,lcterist.ic h.~s all importallt l'ffl,,-t Oil wlw-

ther and to what degree residents will express dissent.

Expression of Dissent

Dissent can be expressed in many ways, most of which can be considered

political activities. People can express their disapproval of school poli-

cy at the polls, in person, or indirectly through personal or political

pressure. The method of expressing dissent is largely a function of social

class.

In considering school-related political activity, we must remember

that normally only a small percentage 'of residents, regardless of class

membership, will be active on issues affecting the schools. Schools tend

to be submerged into the background of daily life, to emerge into the

forefront only when problems or issues arise.

The following discussion of school-related political activity centers

around social class, however three additional sets of distinctions have al-

so been taken into consideration: normal vs. crisis behavior, behavior

based on differences in school district size, and behavior based on dissi-

milarities within each social class described.

Lower-class members have been deemed likely to be more apathetic and

generally to be withdrawn from political activity as it applies to the

Ischool system. Working-class members are alienated and also tend to be

apathetic. However, under crisis conditions they will express dissent

1. See Boskoff, Voting Patterns in a Local Election [3]; Carter~ Voters
and Their Schbols [5]; Minar, liThe Community Bases of Conflict in School
System Politicgl' [26]; Verba and Nie, Participatibn in America [34]; Mil
braith, Political Participation [24].
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through formal channels (e.g., voti.ng) or they may use organized protest as

a means of expressing their views. l Middle class and upper status members

will vote, run for election as school board members, or they may move. Up-

per status members may also exercise direct or indirect pressure on school

administrators, or they may send their children to private schools.

In the simulation, all forms of dissent are expressed as votes for or

against a given school characteristic. As mentioned above, elections are

held annually and residents vote to change a school characteristic depending

on their perceptions of schools. The number of people who vote will depend

on two things: (1) the degree of difference between each resident's ideal

numerical value for a school characteristic and its actual value (the greater

the difference the more likely is he/she to vote), and (2) the degree

of political activity in which each resident ordinarily en~ages. Five mea-

sures e,f political activity have been identified. Each resident will fall

into one of these five categories (see Table 11-1).

Individual votes are aggregated to determine the results of the elec-

tion. However, the final outcome is affected by the distribution of resi-

dent types in various communities. An important attribute of resident

types which affects the whole voting process is each resident's educational

level. It is important to distinguish between ~hose residents with four or

more years of college and those with some education beyond high school. A

device, the Power Ratio, has been developed to compensate for the lack of

discrimination in educational levels of residents.

1. See Crain and Rosenthal, "Community Status as a Dimension of Local De
cision-Mi.k.ing" [9], ana Lipsky, "Protest as a Political Resourc~" [22].
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Table 11-1

Resident Political Activity

Characteristics
of Response

Little likelihood of
activity although change
in characteristic is
viewed negatively

Conditions
Generating Response

Alienation: No sense of
political efficacy

(CA) Conditional
Apathy

Will act when aroused by
issue; when issue subsides,
activity ceases

Issue
tones
peers

has emotional over
pressure from

or political leaders

(LA) Limited
Activity

(COA) Consider
able Activity

Partial or spasmodic
activity -- not likely
to be sustained

Increase in activity of
people who are likely to
be in positions of power
or influence

Concern over change in
characteristic is strong
and sense of political
efficacy reinforces deci
sion favoring increased
involvement

Concern over change in char
acteristic is strong, as
is sense of political
efficacy
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The ~ower Ratio refers to the proportion of high-cost housing to low

cost housing in a given school district. The assumption is that, for the

most part, higher-income and better-educated people will live in high-cost

housing. The greater the Power Ratio, the greater the proportion of higher

income, well-educated residents.

When the Power Ratio exceeds 5.0, the educational expectations of resi

dents between the ages of 20 and 64 with an educational level beyond high

school are adjusted. This adjustment increases the difference between the

actual value of the school characteristics and the ideal value of the school

characteristic, thus increasing the intensity of response.

School Characteristics

Initially, six characteristics were selected for inclusion in the sub

model. These were teacher qualification, curriculum, class size, the

school's public image, discipline, and desegregation/integration.

Preliminary analysis resulted in the elimination of three of the school

characteristics. Accordinq to the data supplied by the school districts,

the percentage of high school dropouts, the surrogate for public image,

showed no significant change over the years and varied only slightly from

one district to another. A second characteristic dropped was Teacher Qua

lification -- the percentage of teachers (in elementary schools) with edu

cation at the master.'s level or higher. This characteristic showed little

difference across communities. The trend was consistently upward, a factor

largely accounted for by the decrease in available jobs, the contracts nego

tiated by teachers I unions, and the increase iri the supply of younger, bet

ter-educated teachers. Discipline WaS dropped because of measurement problems.
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Dp.segregation/integration (the percentage of minority students in the

school district) waR kept but is tn'i1ted eli ff('rcntly from clasH size and

curriculum. The percentage of minod ty studf'nts increases under normal mi-

gration, natural increase, and voluntary or court-mandated desegregation

efforts. Change in this characteristic is a concern of most parents, re-

gardless of ethnicity, but the causes for change are too complex to repli-

cate in a simulated election. Therefore, changes in percentage of minority

students are computed annually, independent of the voting process.

Class size and curriculum varied over time and from one district to

another (see Table 11-2). They are defined as follows.

Curriculum: The percentage of high school graduates going on to four-

year colleges was selected as a surrogate for curriculum. No distinction

was made between public and private colleges.

Class size: The measure used for class size was the mean class size

in the elementary schools in a given school district.

These characteristics were intended to represent some of the policy

issues that might become a source of contention in the community. The Gal-

lup surveys on the public's attitude toward education were the primary

. f h h .. 1sources used for guidance in the select10n 0 t ese c aracter1st1cs. The

surveys were particularly helpful because they were done over a period of

several years and used a number of categories, thus demonstrating the effect

of parental status on perception and the changes in concern about different

school characteristics over time.

1. See Elam, The Gallup Pblls of AttitUdes To~ard Educatibn,1969-l973
[11); Gallup, "Sixth Annua.l Ga.llup Poll of Public Attitudes Toward Educa
tion" [13); Gallup, "Seventh Annual Gallup Poll of Public Attitudes Toward
Education" (12).
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Table 11-2

Changes in School Characteristics

l<1ean Class Size

School District 1960 1970 1975

New Haven 26.2 21.4 19.5
Branford 29.2 25.4 23.1
East Haven 20.2 25.0 22.8
North. Haven 29.3 23.3 21.9
Hamden 26.9 21.4 20.2
Orange/Woodbridge 25.5 22.5 20.5
West Haven 29.4 26.5 23.0

Percentage of High School Graduates to Four-Year Colleges

School District 1960 1970 1975

New Haven 40.2 33.5 28.1
Branford 32.0 40.5 43.1
East Haven 20.0 22.0 23.0
North Haven 41.0 43.0 45.0
Harnden 51.0 74.0 55.0
Orange/Woodbridge 64.0 65.0 68.0
West Haven 38.0 35.0 31.0

Much of the data for 1960 was extrapolated from data for years between 1960
and 1970 because of the lack of available records for 1960.
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School Administrators

School admi n istrators n~act to residents' expre$st>d pcefer~nct!'s by

modifying school characteristics. Figure 11-1 graphs a typical response f\ffic

tion. The vertical axis represents the limits within which the school ad

ministrators can make adjustments to the characteristics. The horizontal

axis represents the vote as a percentage of th~ total vote, and gives the

direction of t~e vote. Positive values mean that most voters want to in

crease the value of the characteristic; negative values mean that they want

the value of the characteristic decreased. Their reactions are based on

the results of the election. There is a separate administration reaction

curve for each characteristic. However, the educational philosophy espoused

by administrators often differs from one district to another. More impor

tantly, the constituency responded to may also differ from one community to

another so that there may be more than one kind of administrator reaction

to voter response. The fact that, over the years, some communities have

maintained the tradition of sending large percentages of high school gradu

ates to four-year colleges even though the population mix has changed has

been considered in this submodel as an example of differences in administra

tor reaction. To account for this, the Administrator Reaction Function is

automatically adjusted in the submodel whenever the net vote to lower the

percentage of students going to four-year colleges is negative. After any

adjustments have been made to the ~dministrator Reaction Function, the re

action to the resident response is computed and numerical values for the

school characteristics are produced for the next year. The cycle then re

peats itself.
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Figure 11-1

Sample Voter Response Curve
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Many factors govern the reactions of school administrators. They can be

divided into two groups, internal and external factors. Among the internal

factors are the relationship of the school board and the school superinten-

dent, bureaucratic tradition, the power exerted by teacher and other school

employee unions, and faculty, staff, and board expectations of the superin-

1
tendent. External factors include the sources of power within the comrnu-

nity, the degree and mode of resident dissent, the administration's identi-

fication of its constituency, and the degree to which the superintendent

and the school board share this identification.
2

The school superintendent is faced with very real limitations in the

degree to which he can respond to net resident preference. He is con-

strained on the one hand by a multiplicity of resident views and often no

clear consensus regarding direction. He is also constrained by . systemic

obligations and requirements.
3

As a result, the amount of change that he

can implement is relatively small. This is attended to in the model by

1. See Rogers, 110 Livingston Street [29]; Corwin, Education in Crisis (8);
Cheng, Altering the Collective Bargaining Structure in Public Education [6};
Gross, War4 and McEachern, Exploration in Role Analysis: Studies of the
School Superintendency Role [l6}; Orsi, SChoOl~Board-superintendentRela
tionships - A Case Study [28}.

2. See Kirst, The Politics of Education at the Local, State and Federal
Levels [20}; Havighurst and Neugarten, Society and Education [17]; Zeigler,
Jenning~and Peak, Governing American Schools [37]; Gans, The Urban Vil
lagers [14}; Gittell, Participants and Participation [IS}; DeGood, "Can
Superintendents Perceive Community Viewpoints?" [10}; Koerner, Who Controls
American Education? [21}.

3. See Campbell, eunningh~ and McPhee, The Organization and Control of
American Schools [4); Selakovich, The Schools and American Society (31);
Sexton, The American School [32}.
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limiting his capacity to alter the characteristic to a maximum of 5 percent

in either direction.

This section has described how the model simulates the interaction of

residents and school administrators by using the voting process as the ve

hicle for expressing and meeting challenges to change. The factors which

shape residents' response and the constraints which limit administrators'

reactions have been described. The process is seen as ongoing

with peaks of activity occurring under situations of stress but with con

stant challenge being presented and met as times and residents change.
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Mathematical Statement

In the School Submodel, residents vote to raise or lower the numerical

value of school characteristics. School administrators react to the vote

by raising or lowering the value of the characteristic in accordance with

the net result of the vote. Votes are tallied by school district. The

first step is to determine the percentage of hiqh and medium cost owned

and high cost rental housing to low cost owned and rental housing in order

to calculate the ratio of the percentage of high/medium to low for the

school district. This is called Power Ratio (PR).

PR(ID) PH/PL

where

PR(ID) the power in the school district as determined
by PH/PL

PH = the percentage of high-and medium-cost owned and
high-cost rental housing

PL = the percentage of low-cost owned and rental housing

PR is used to adjust the school preferences for percent-to-college in dis-

tricts with a high power ratio. The school characteristics are class size

(J=l) and percent to college (J=2).
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For each school characteristic, residents are assumed to have a prefer-

ence or educational expectation which is determined by their age, ethnicity,

class and education. Table 11-3 illustrates the 108 resident types. Table

11-4 lists the educational expectations for each type for the school charac-

teristic: Percentage of high school graduates going to four-year colleges.

This value is expressed in the submodel as:

VALUE (J,K): The numerical preference assigned to each characteristic
(J) for each population type (K).

Table 11-5 lists the preferences (educational expectations) for each of the

27 population types used in the submodel. The school characteristic, per-

cent to college, is adjusted as follows:

VALUE (2,K) = VALUE (2,K) * ADJ

where:

VALUE (2,K) = the preferred value of School Characteristic 2 by
population Type K

ADJ = the amount by which the value is raised if the power
_ ratio (PR) is high.

Next, the difference between the actual value of the school characteristic

and the value preferred by residents is calculated:

DIF (J,K)

where:

DIF (J,K)

= SCHOOL (J,ID) - VALUE (J,K)

= The difference between the actual value and the preferred
value

SCHOOL(J,ID)= The actual value of the School Characteristic J in School
District ID

VALUE (J,K) = The preferred value of the school characteristic for
Population Type K.



Table 11-3

Classification of Residents

Less than HS HS Greater than HS

White Foreign Minority White Foreign Minority White Foreign Minority
Age Native Born Native Born Native Born

20-39 LC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

WC 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

MC 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

UC 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

l\.)

40-64 LC 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 -...J

I C

!
46 48

.,
54WM 47 'I 49 50 51 52 53

11

MC 55 56 57

~
58 59 60 61 62 63

UC 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72'IIi
65+ LC 73 74 75

II
76 77 78 79 80 81

WC 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

MC 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99

UC 100 101 102 I 103 104 105 106 107 108II,
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Table 11-4

Characteristics of Resident Types

.Resident Race/ Educational
Type Age Class Education Ethnicity Expectation

1 20-39 LC < HS W .05

2 20-39 LC <HS F .05

3 20-39 LC <HS MIN .10

4 20-39 LC HS W .10

5 20-39 LC HS F .10

6 20-39 LC HS MIN .15

7 20-39 LC >HS W .15

8 20-39 LC >HS F .15

9 20-39 LC >HS MIN .20

10 20-39 WC <HS W .10

11 20-39 WC <HS F .10

12 20-39 WC <HS MIN .15

13 20-39 WC HS W .15

14 20-39 WC HS F .15

15 20-39 WC HS MIN .30

16 20-39 WC >HS W .15

17 20-39 WC >HS F .15

18 20-39 WC >HS MIN .30

19 20-39 MC < HS W .20

20 20-39 MC <; HS F .20

21 20-39 MC <HS MIN .35

22 20-39 MC HS W .30
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Table 11-4 (continued)

Resident Race! Educational

Type Age Class Education Ethnicity Expectation

23 20-39 MC HS F .30

24 20-39 MC HS MIN .40

25 20-39 MC >HS W .60

26 20-39 MC >HS F .65

27 20-39 MC >HS MIN .65

28 2b-39 UC <HS W .30,

29 20-39 UC < HS F .30

30 20-39 UC <HS MIN .40

>'

31 20-39 UC HS W .35

32 20-39 UC HS F .35

31 20-39 UC HS MIN .45

34 20-39 UC >HS W .65

35 20-39 UC >HS F .65

36 20-39 UC >HS MIN .65

37 40-64 LC <HS W .15

38 40-64 LC <HS F .15

39 40-64 LC <HS MIN .15

40 40-64 LC HS W .20

41 40-64 LC HS F .20

42 40-64 LC HS MIN .25

43 40-64 LC >HS W .25

44 40-64 LC >HS F .25

45 40-64 LC >HS MIN .30
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Table 11-4 (continued)

Resident Race/ Educational
Type Age Class Education Ethnicity Expectation

46 40-64 WC < HS W .20

47 40-64 WC <HS F .20

48 40-64 WC < HS MIN .25

49 40-64 WC HS w .25

50 40-64 WC HS F .25

51 40-64 WC HS MIN .30

52 40-64 WC >HS W .20

53 40-64 WC >HS F .20

54 49-64 WC >HS MIN .30

55 49-64 Me < HS W .25

56 40-64 MC < HS F .25

57 40-64 MC < HS MIN .30

58 40-64 MC HS W .40

59 40-64 MC HS F .40

60 40-64 MC HS MIN .40

61 40-64 MC >HS W .75

62 40-64 MC >HS F .75

63 40-64 MC >HS MIN .75

64 40-64 UC < HS W .35

65 40-64 UC < HS F .35

66 40-64 UC < HS MIN .45

67 40-64 UC HS W .40

68 40-64 UC HS F .40

69 40-64 UC HS MIN .50
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Table 11-4 (continued)

R(!sidcnt Race/ Educational

Type l\ge Cla!;s Educ:ation Ethnici ty Expl:~~tnt ion

70 40-64 ue >HS w .75

71 40-64 ue >HS F .75

72 40-64 ue >HS MIN .75

73 >65 LC <HS W .05-
74 >65 LC < HS F .05-
75 >65 LC <HS MIN .05-
76 ::: 65 LC HS W .15

77 >65 LC HS F .15- .

78 >65 LC HS MIN .20-
79 > 65 Le >HS w .20-
80 >65 LC >HS F .20-
81 >65 LC >HS MIN .25-
82 >65 we < HS W .10-
83 >65 we <HS F .10-
84 >65 we <HS MIN .15-
85 ~65 we HS w .20

86 > 65 we HS F .20-
87 >65 we HS MIN .30-
88 >65 we >HS w .10-
89 >65 we >HS F .10-
90 >65 we >HS MIN .15-
91 >65 Me < HS W .15-
92 >65 Me < HS F .15-
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Table 1]-4 (continued)

Resident Race/ Educational
Type Age Class Education Ethnicity Expectation

93 >65 MC <lIS MIN .20-
94 ~65 MC HS W .25

95 ~65 MC HS F .25

96 ~65 MC HS MIN .30

97 >65 MC >HS W .50-
98 >65 MC >HS F .50-
99 ~65 MC >HS MIN .50

100 >65 DC < HS W .20-
101 ~65 DC <;:HS F .25

102 ~65 DC <HS MIN .30

103 ~65 DC HS W .25

104 ~65 DC HS F .25

lOS ~65 DC HS MIN .35

106 >65 DC >HS W .50-
107 ~65 DC >HS F .50

108 >65 DC >HS MIN .50-
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Table 11-5

Resident/Population Types

population
Type

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Resident
Type

1
13
34

2
14
26

3
15
27
46
58
70
38
50
63
39
51
72
82
94

106
83
95
98
84
96
99

Educational
Expectations

.05

.15

.65

.05

.15

.65

.10

.30

.65

.20

.40

.75

.15

.25

.75

.15

.30

.75

.10

.25

.50

.10

.25

.50

.15

.30

.50
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Residents' responses are depicted mathematically by a voter response

function. The shape of the function is based on the likelihood of school-

related political participation of various social classes. People's prop-

able attitudes and their estimated educational expectation for a particular

school characteristic are also considered. Figure 11-2 graphs a typical

voter response function. The horizontal axis represents the difference

(DIF) between the ideal value and the actual value for a given characteris-

tic. The vertical axis, an activity scale, represents the expected level

of activity. Zero level represents consonance between actual and ideal

value, with no change desired. As the positive value on the vertical

scale approaches 1.0, the intensity of the activity to raise the level of

the characteristic rises. As the curve moves toward -1.0, the intensity

of activity to lower the value of the characteristic rises. The degree

or strength of activity is indicated by the slope and depth of the curve.

The equation of the function graphed in Figure 11-2 is:

Dif

Activity = a - a * e

where:

a
*sl

a .5 for x -< a
a = -. 5 for x > a.....

sl = - 2

Residents then vote, and the result of the vote is:

VOTE (J,ISIGN,ID)

where:

= POP(K,ID) * Activity (K)

VOTE = The cumulative vote

J = The characteristic voted on

ISIGN = Tne direction of the vote, i.e., to raise or lower
the value of the characteristic
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Figure 11-2

Administration Reaction Function
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ID = The school district

POP(K,ID) = The population by type, by district

Activity(K) = The odds that residents of Type K will take action
to increase or decrease Characteristic J. Activity
is derived from the response functions mentioned
earlier.

The school administration reacts to the results of residents' votes.

PVT(J) = (VOTE (J,I,ID) - VOTE (J,2,ID» / SDPOP(ID)

where:

PVT(J) = The net vote as a percentage of the adult population
for Characteristic (J)

VOTE(J,l,ID) The positive vote by characteristic (J) for School
District (ID)

VOTE(J,2,ID) The negative vote by characteristic (J) for School
District (ID)

SDPOP(ID) = The total adult population in the school district.

The amount of adjustment to Characteristic J is then derived from the admi-

nistrator's response function:

SCHOOL (J,I) = SCHOOL (J,I)*Y

where:

SCHOOL (J, I) School Characteristic J by neighborhood I and

Y = the amount by which SCHOOL (J,I) will be modified
[y E: .95, 1.05].

The function for estimating Y has the general form:

Y = a + (l-a) * e

where:

a = .95 for x<O

a = 1.05 for x >0, and-

x *s1
a-I

sl = .06 (for the graph depicted).
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The adjustment is aggregated by neighborhood for the school district

SO (J, 10) = l~ SCHOOL (J ,I)

where:

SO (J, 10) .= the adjusted characteristic by school district

The percentage of minority children 0-19 in the school district is

calculated in order to keep track of changes in minority student popula-

tioD in the various school districts over time.

PMNST = POPMIN(IO)/POPSCH(IO)

where:

PMNST the percentage of minority youth
in the school district

0~19

POPMIN(10) = the number of minority youth 0-19 by school district

POPSCH (10) the total number of youth 0-19 by school district

The percentage of minority students in the public schools is estimated as

a function of the percentage of minority youth in the school district:

PMIN = Z*PMNST

where:

Z = .20 + ABS (PMNST .., (20).

The next year begins with the modified values for school characteris-

tics and percentage of minority students (PM1N), and the entire process is

repeated.
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Section 12

V1\LIDA'I'ION

A major question that must be asked of any model is: Does it work?

Does it behave the way the world behaves? Certainly no one will, or

should rely on a model that cannot replicate the processes it is trying

to simulate with acceptable accuracy. A model must do more than "look

reasonable." It must cause neighborhoods to evolve on the computer the

way they actually evolve in the world.

To see if our model is valid in these terms, we invested heavily in

data col1~ction for the 1960's and for the early 1970's. with these data, we

are able to determine if, by following the rules we have established for

them, our actors cause changes in neighborhoods on the computer the same

way they caused changes during the 1960's and the early 1970's in neigh

borhoods in the six regions.

Measurement Accuracy

A common misconception among many planners and administrators is

that the number of people in households or jobs are known for particular

points in time. It is assumed that census figures or directories offer

a complete and perfect count for the item of interest. One planner,

for example, called us recently to complain that our estimate of the

population of his city of several hundred thousand people was off by 83,

and why couldn't we do something about it.
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The reality, of course, is that there is a considerable amount of

uncertainty in any estimate of any measure of peopl~ or housing units,

or jobs, or land USP.. The greater the level of dP.tili 1, the qn">,'ltt"T.' thL'

uncertainty. Census estimates of the total population of a region, for

example, might be accurate to within two or three percent, while neigh

borhood estimates might vary, on the average, by seven or eight percent.

As we move away from census years and data, the errors get much worse.

Table 12-1 presents our estimates of the accuracy with which the

"real world" is measured during a census year (1960 or 1970). In non

census years, using local data sources not designed for enumeration

purposes, a general rule of thumb is that these accuracy figures should

be multiplied by a factor of two or three, depending on the reliability

of the local source.

No model can be more accurate than the accuracy of the data against

which its performance is being compared. Any accuracy greater than this

is spurious -- there is no way of knowing whether the model or the data

are right. Thus, for a census year, we can not expect to estimate neigh

borhood population better than about plus or minus five percent, and in

an off-census year, 10 percent to 15 percent represents the lower limit.

Any errors less than this are more than likely an accident, and are

certainly not a credit to the model. For all we know, within this range

the model could be right and the world (as measured) wrong. Our friend's

complaint about the error of 83 was thus absurd; anything within about

two or three thousand would have been as good as perfection.

The growth rate of an area also affects the accuracy with which it

can be measured (and modeled). Faster growing areas tend to have higher

turnover rates and, of course more rapidly expanding neighborhoods. In
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Table 12-1

Average Percent Error in Measurements of Population, Households, Housing
units and Employment for Census Years

Population, Households ,and Housing Units

Region County Neighborhood

Totals + 1% + 3% + 5%

Marginals
1

+ 2% + 5\ + 9\

Employment

Totals

Marginals

Region

+ 1\

+ 5\

District

+7%

+ 15%

1. Marginals are the one-way breakdowns that
of a table of, say, age by race by education.
a "marginal."

might appear at the margins
The age distribution is thus
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Houston, for example, there are several neighborhoods that have grown

from a few hundrr~d people to 15 or 20 thousand in three or four ypan~.

Under these circumstances, it is much more difficult to say how many

people are in any particular place at a chosen point in time, simply

because the number has changed significantly during the sampling interval.

This is particularly true for locally generated estimates that may be put

together over a period of several months. Needless to say such growth is

also more difficult to model accurately. Being off in timing by only

one year can lead to an error of 20 or 25 percent. Errors for places

like Houston and Charlotte will thus tend to be higher than errors for

New Haven and Worcester.

In order to compare the accuracy of our model with the accuracy of

the data we have adopted as our measure:

Average Error = 2: Is - AI
2: A

That is, the average error is the sum of the differences between actual

and simulated values (for whatever item is being considered) without

regard to the sign of that difference, divided by the sum of the actual

values •

Experience with the 1960's

Tables 12-2 to 12-5 show the accuracy with which we have been able to

simulate the experience of the 1960's for population, households, housing

units and employment for various levels of substantive and geographic detail.

As anticipated, the errors increase as the level of detail increases. Also

errors are greater for the more rapidly growing areas -- especially Houston.
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Table 12-2

Average Percent in Projection of 1970 Population
from a 1960 Base, by Area

Geographic Disaggregation:

Level of
Area Detail Region County Neighb.:lr:1o,-"'':

New Haven Totals .032 .032 .101
Marginals .033 .033 .156

Worcester Totals .022 .022 .075
Margina1s .050 .050 .123

Dayton Totals .000 .022 .107
Margina1s .010 .037 .152

Rochester Tota1~ .012 .015 .075
Margina1s .02r .029 .123

Charlotte Totals .015 .021 .070
Marginals .020 .051 .130

Hou~ton Totals .009 .050 .162
Margina~s .017 .063 .228
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Table 12-3·

Average Percent Error in Projections of 1970 Hous('hl)lds
from a 1960 Base, by Area

Geographic Disaggregation:

Level of
Area Detail Region County Neighborhood

New Haven Totals .025 .025 .071
Marginals .025 .025 .143

Worcester Totals .039 .039 .051
Marginals .064 .064 .126

Dayton Totals .003 .012 .081
Margina1s .014 .042 .144

Rochester Totals .002 .017 .059
Marginals .007 .024 .122

Charlotte Totals .001 .006 .054
Marginals .026 .058 .139

HOllston Totals .005 .037 .101
Marginals .006 .051 .198
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Tab10 12-4

Average Percent Error in Projections of 1970 Housing
from a 1960 Base, by Area

,
Geographic Disaggregation:

Level of
Area Detail Region County Neighborhood

New Haven Totals .026 .026 .071
Marginals .065 .065 .JA8

Worcester Totals .033 .033 .047
Marginals .057 .057 .134

Dayton Totals .009 .016 .081
Marginals .053 .085 .178

Rochester Totals .Oll .021 .060
Marginals .062 .064 .158

Charlotte Totals .003 .010 .054
Marginals .051 .082 .161

Houston Totals .002 .036 .102
Marginals .038 .013 .183
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Table 12-5

Average Percent Error in Projections of 1970 Employment from a 1960 Base,
By Area

Geographic Disaggregation

Level of
Area Detail Region County Neighborhood

New Haven Totals .003 .003 .112
Marginals .003 .003 .190

Worcester Totals .000 .000 .095
Marginals .000 .000 .199

Dayton Totals .000 .019 .328
Marginals .000 .087 .531

Rochester Totals .000 .031 .179
Marginals .000 .061 .302

Charlotte Totals .000 .027 .184
Marginals .000 .144 .399

Houston Totals .000 .035 .225
Marginals .000 .069 .438
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In general, the errors in all six regions are now approaching the

measurement accuracy of the data. There is still room for improvement,

but we have achieved our overall goal of replicating neighborhood change

(building from a behavioral base) with reasonable accuracy. The results

for Rochester are particularly satisfying to us. Rochester was to.st0d

Ja~;t, amI it only had to be run once for the 1960-1970 ~('riod. It.

required no recalibration.

As anticipated, Houston has posed the most problems from a modeling

standpoint because of its rapid growth. New Haven and Dayton could also

use some further work, particularly at the neighborhood level.

Of particular concern is the difficulty in modeling emploYment

location. While less accurate measurement in the first place is a partial

cause of the greater average errors, measurement accuracy is not the

wholp. story. EmploYment location decisions are "lumpy", especially

at Uw neiqhborhood level. One plant moving or expanding on contractinq

can change a neighborhood's employment level quickly and significantly.

Variations of this sort tend to average out for higher levels of aggre

gation, and, fortunately, our model is not too sensitive to variations

across neighborhoods so long as they compensate each other for slightly

larger areas. Much work needs to be done, however, if we are to under

stand and explain how the business executive makes fine-grained location

decisions.

The pattern of errors underlying the aggregates is fairly consistent

across regions. Most simulated neighborhood. values are very close to

actual values but a few diverge significantly. In our initial runs of the

model, the large errors were attributable to coding errors and
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clerical errors in the data. As these more mechanical sources of

distortion were removed, what remained was a group of anomalies -- special

land holdings, sewer restrictions, new flood plain restrictions, re

strictive real estate practices, a large, publically assisted housing

proje~t, a massive, localized program of demolition, a large plant lay

off and so forth. None of these special events or circumstances were

known to the model and hence they could not be taken into account.

As we move into the next phase of model development, one of our first

tasks will be to identify and account for each special event or cir

cumstance so that the rest of the model will not be unduly influenced

by them.

Our efforts to simulate changes in schools began well after the

rest of the submodels were developed, and are just now begining to

payoff. Table 12-6 summarizes our results for New Haven -- the first

region for which we were able to obtain the necessary information. As

can be seen from the table, we are now replicating change in New Haven's

schools with considerable accuracy for both class size and percent of

high school graduates who go on to college. Data collection is

practically completed in Charlotte and Dayton, and model results will

be available for those areas soon. Data from the remaining three areas

have not, as yet, been made available to us.
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Table 12-6

Errors in Projections of 1970 School
Characteristics, starting from a 1960 Base
for Cities and Towns in the New Haven Area

Class Size

School Actual Sim.
District City/Town 1970 1970 Diff. % Diff.

1 New Haven 21.4 22.88 1.48 6.9%

2 Branford 25.38 25.07 0.31 1.2%

3 East Haven 25.0 25.15 0.15 0.6%

4 North Haven 23.25 23.67 0.42 1.8%

5 Hamden 21.39 23.23 1.84 8.6%

6 Orange/Woodbridge 22.5 21.96 0.54 2.4%

7 West Haven 26.5 25.72 0.78 2.9%

Percent to College

Sr.hr>ol Actual Sim.
rJistr ict City/Town 1970 1970 Oiff. % Diff.
-- -_._-----

1 New Haven 33.5% 34.8% 1.3 3.9%
2 Branford 40.5% 40.2% 0.3 0.7%
3 East Haven 22.0% 22.5% 0.5 2.3%
4 North Haven 43.0% 26.9% 3.9 9.1%
5 Hamden 53.0\ 52.2\ 0.8 1.5%
6 Orange/Woodbridge 65.0\ 68.2\ 3.2 4.0%
7 West Haven 35.0% 34.5% 0.5 1.4%
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Validation in the 1970's

As miqht be expected, validation beyond the last df'c(~nnial Ct'!1SlIS

year (1970) becomes far more difficult than checking at a census year.

We have nevertheless attempted to piece together whatever sources were

available to us to see how well we were doing.

For those areas made up of whole counties (all SMSA's outside of

New England) we were able to compare our county estimates of total pop-

ulation with those made by the Census Bureau for 1975. The results are

presented below:

Area

Dayton

Rochester

Charlotte

Houston

Average County Population
Error in 1975

.06

.05

.05

.09

The standard error of the census estimates is about four percent;

we can expect to do no better than that. On the average, our 1975 county

estimates approach the standard error of the estimate. In general, the

smaller counties tended to have the largest percentage errors, but the

absolute errors for these counties were only a few thousand people.

Below the county level, we must rely on locally generated data

sources to provide checks on our accuracy. As mentioned above, those

local sources tend to be patched together from scraps of data that can
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be obtained from schools, utilities, local school censuses, building

permits, and so forth, and are far less accurate than census fiqures.

In general, their error rates are two to three times hiqh~r than

census errors. Referring back to Table 12-1, we would expect post-1970

errors for total population (the only item generally available) to be

about 10-lS.percent at the neighborhood level. Again any model

accuracy greater than this is spurious.

Three cities provided us with population estimates at the neighbor-

hood, district or town level: Worcester, Charlotte, and New Haven. Our

average population errors for these three are presented in Table 12-7.

By and large, our average errors are close to the measurement accuracy

of the data. In other words we cannot do much better on the average.

Detailed comparisons on a neighborhood-by-neighborhood basis reveal

patterns similar to those for 1970. Most neiqhborhoods are well within

the standard error of the data source; a few lie significantly outside

the range, and are candidates for further investigation. Of particular

concern is our over-estimate for the City of New Haven, which we are

now looking into.

A potentially powerful source of validation data on a universal

basis is the Landsat satellite. Landsat is capable of producing estimates

of land use on an acre-by-acre basis for each region in the country every

17 days in theory, and once a year practically speaking. The satellite

records information on each acre in four different frequencies. The

information is transmitted to ground stations,where it is compared

against known examples of actual land use and thereby calibrated. Once
•

calibrated, the Landsat data can be used to make acre-by-acre estimates
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Table 12-7

Average Percentage Error for Population and Housing Units for Various Slill
areas in Worcester, Charlotte and New Haven for 1975 Predictions Starting
From a 1970 Base.

City of Districts Neighborhoods
Areas Item Worcester in Worcester in Worcester

Worcester Total Population .02 .08 .12
Total Housing

units .03 .08 .09

Charlotte Districts Neighborhoods
Mecklenberg in in
County Mecklenberg Meck1enberg

Total Population .05 .11 .12
Total Housing

Units .01 .10 .11

New Haven Other
New Haven City of TOWns in
SMSA New Haven SMSA

Total Population .04 .11 .06
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of land ~$e apd change in land use over time. Also, thanks to much

careful work by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in developing

much of this technology for urban areas, it is possible to aqqrcgato

the data to census tracts (or any other set of geographic boundaries)

and prepare land use tabulations by type of land use by neighborhood
1

over time.

By careful selection of categories, we are able to compare our

estimates of what is on the ground with those made by Landsat. We

are just beginning to make such comparisons, and find that on our first

pass, the satellite did a relatively good job in some instances, and

made horrendous mistakes in others. The problem of course, comes in

calibration, not in the accuracy with which the satellite itself measures.

Our initial set of calibration sites were not always well chosen and led

to ambiguity in resolving distinctions between, say, commercial and

industrial usage. Figure 12-1 summarizes some of these difficulties .

•JPL is now going through another round of calibration based on our

first experience and feels that with more careful selection of test

sites, we can improve the accuracy considerably.

At present the average errors by land use type run about 30%

to 40% over all neighborhoods in a region, with occasional accuracy as

good as 4% or 5% and with those horrendous, sometimes comical mistakes.

The central business district of Houston, for example, now shows up as

a large lake (perhaps it rained before the image was taken, exposing a

1. The procedure used by JPL to develop the land use maps and tabulations
is described, with examples, in Appendix A to this section.
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Figure 12-1

Some Reasons for Variations between City-supplied Land Use Data and
Satellite-Derived Classification

Data

1. Difference in date - many times the city data is for 1970 and the satelite
overflight is in 1972 (1975 for Rochester) .

2. Training site as delineated includes too much information (e.g., a
residential site includes an elementary school - this would perhaps
cause many commercial cover types to be classified residential because
of the spectral similarity between schools and commercial buildings.)

3. Training site as delineated includes too little information. If only
the grassy areas of an industrial park are given as an industrial
classification, for example, there will be a confusion with other
grassy classes such as parks, golf courses, etc. Also the buildings
left out of the site may be classified as commercial, due to spectral
similarity.

4. Too few sites to represent a class are given as input to the classifier
If all of the residential sites are marked in highly vegetated areas,
the brand new and relatively low-in-vegetation subdivisions will be
classified as perhaps commercial (due to low amount of vegetation) or
as unknown.

5. The sites were not accurate for the date of the imagery (e.g., a rural
sit~ in early 1972 became graded for development at the time of the
imagery in late 1972. This will yield a class of rural that actually
represents all "developing" classes.)

6. A land use map was not provided. Since several classes have similar
spectral signatures (occupy the same ranges in all four bands), such
as commercial and industrial, confusion results between them when input
together into a classifier. The resulting output is either mostly
one class or mostly the other class. Without at least a land use map
with general delineations, a good guess cannot be made as to what the
output is.

7. Some classes are made up of a variety of land cover types that become
confused with other classes. Industrial parks, for example, are
made up of highly reflective buildings, grassy areas and asphalt
parking lots. Many times these cover types cannot be separated from
other cover types in the rest of image. Commercial classes are con
fused with the buildings, parks confused with grassy areas, and roads
confused with the parking lots. The industrial area may end up being
classified within three entirely different classes.

8. Atmospheric conditiors such as haze, clouds, and smog affect the spectral
responses received. This causes a residential site response in a clear
area, for example, to be different from an otherwise identical residential
site in a hazy area.
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sea of wet roof tops to Landsat). Buqs of this sort will be out of th~

system in a few months.

Validation in the Future

We have learned a great deal from our validation procedures.

Many cherished theories with which we began the modeling effort have

fallen by the wayside. Others have emerged as we tried to explain

variations between simulated and actual outcomes. The present accuracy

of the model is attributable in no small measure to our efforts to

check our results against the best estimates of real-world phenomena we

could obtain. We intend to expand our validation work in the future.

The 1980 census offers an obvious opportunity to check model results

against another entire decade of neighborhood change. In the meantime,

however, we must find ways to get accurate measures for intra-censal years.

One step is to improve the realibility of Landsat by doing a better job

of selecting ground truth sites and of calibrating the Landsat data against

them. The process is now underway.

A second source which we have underutilized for lack of time, not

interest, is the file on neighborhood condition developed by the R.L. Polk

Company. As an offshot of its directory business for those areas in

which it canvases, Polk has been able to estimate population and house

holds and housing unit occupancy by neighborhood every year or two.

This source is available for many of the regions in which we are now

working. We plan to experiment with its use in Charlotte in the months

ahead.
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The real key in the long run, however, will be locally generated

data files. A few cities like Wichita, Kansas keep detailed track of

who is living in what kind of housing units in each neighborhood each

year through its own census taking procedures. Others, like Charlotte

and Detroit, maintain machine-readable files on each parcel of property

in their cities, including information on condition, value and occupancy.

Through the use of automated address coding guides
l

it should be possible

to aggregate local records such as the parcel files, or assessors records

or school enrollment cards, to neighborhoods and begin to observe and

measure neighborhood change with respectable accuracy. Until we reach

this poin~ managing cities will be largely an intuitive process and

modeling them will still depend more heavily than it should on measure-

ments that are five or ten years apart.

1. The Census Bureau has initiated the creation of one such set of files,
called DIME files, for most cities in the United States. All DIME files
are not of the same caliber, however.
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Appendix A

THE CREATION OF LAND USE MAPS AND TABULATIONS FROM LANDSAT IMAGERyl

A plausible solution to the verification process rests in the use

of thematic maps and tabulations of land use derived from recent Landsat

digital imagery. In this paper, the procedures offered by the Multiple

Input Land Use System (MILUS) data management system will be described

as they have been used to create Landsat-derived color thematic maps

and statistical tabulations of land use for the Dayton, Ohio Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA).

The steps of the MILUS procedure are outlined in Figure 1. Each

box listed contains a sequence of both computer program applications

and eniting decisions made by the analyst. In the interests of clarity

and brevity, only those steps vital to the understanding of the MILUS

system will be described using the Dayton case as an example. The upper

three boxes in Figure 1 outline the steps used to prepare the Landsat

image for future processing. The Goddard-formatted tapes are first

logged and then made compatible with the JPL/VICAR image processing

system. The program simultaneously generates the full frame at

corrected orthophoto projection with any desired aspect ratio. Using

generated histograms of reflectance over the entire frame, the desired

contrast can be applied to produce an image for viewing.

1. Prepared by Nevin A. Bryant and Gary L. Angelici of NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory.
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From the full frame image, a rectangle including the study area

is digitally extracted and stored on one tape for the sake of future

processing economy. At the same time, data transmission errors (such

as sixth band striping) are corrected. A set of images is then generated

which displays the range of spectral reflectance available in each of

th~ four spectral bands. These imaqes (Fiqure 2) are referred to fequently

by the analyst in subsequent steps to assess their relative spectral

heterogeneity.

The steps used by JPL in the creation of land cover maps is outlined

along the left column of Figure 1. Training sites that delineate the

variety of classes of land use desired were provided by the Dayton re

gional council of government. Figure 3 shows one of the USGS 7.5 minute

topographic maps displaying ciycumscribed polygons denoting particular

land uses of interest in the Dayton study area.

The sites are manually transferred to a mylar oversh(,'~t on a ZOx2~ inc!:

photographic enlargement of the Landsat MSS band exhibiting the highest

contrast. In order to eliminate later spectral confusion between classes,

the sites are subdivided into cover types. Thus agricultural land use

may be subdivided into a variety of spectrally diverse cover types. The

cover type sites and two control points for rigid rotation and scale

approximation are then digitized via a coordinate digitizer. The control

points on the Landsat image provide the transformation for a computer

routine to produce output with the digitized traininq site polygons in

Landsat row and column format.

After removing obvious digitizing errors, training site data are then

transformed by software into a numerical data set in image form. In order

to inspect whether the digitizing is geographically accurate, the image

of training site contours is digitally added to the Landsat image. Any
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misregistration of sites is alleviated by close inspection followed by

readjustment of the contours.

Once adequately registered, the sites are individually invC'ntorit"d

for their spectral reflectance. A computer routine gatht'TS the spectra 1

range of each training site in the four raw MSS bands and displays the

results in two forms as illustrated in Figure 4.

Spectral representation of three selected Dayton training sites is

given in the form of spectral plots and histograms. A spectral plot with

a broad spectral range requires the inspection of the histogram for

bimodal tendencies. Training sites are further subdivided or discarded

in an effort to avoid confusion between spectrally unique cover types.

Training sites of similar spectral range are then combined to create

representative cover types. The spectral plots for these cover type

classes are produced in order to check for separability of spectral

reflectance between cover types (see Figure 5) . The internal quality

of each cover type is inspected by creating histograms, which detect

unrepresentative training sites. The relative size of each spectral

plot plus the degree of overlap with dissimilar cover types indicates

the difficulty that might occur in separating cover types during

classification. A Bayesian-Parallelpiped hybrid classifier is used to

aid in minimizing the amount of amigui ty of class assignment. I The

classification is initially verified by a misclassification routine

which computes the percentage of the pixels of the training sites in a

particular class that have been actually classified as that class.

1. Addington, J.D., "A Hybrid Classifier Using the Parallelpiped and
Bayesian Techniques", Proceedings of the American Society of Photogram
metry, Washington, D.C., March 9-14, 1975
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Re-execution of the site selection process and classification is

necessary if the error statistics are unacceptable. A second verifi-

cation technique used is the creation of a color map of cover types.

Viewing this thematic map and the misclassification routine output may

reveal new classes not before stipulated or different classes than pre-

viously intended. Once an adequate classification is attained, each

cover type is collapsed into land use classes resembling as closely as

possible those classes initially desired. Since the class, "water", is

often misclassified in the classification routine, a binary mask of the

raw IR2 band multiplied by the classification map is utilized to create

a more accurate representation.
l

The final stages of collapsing cover

types into classes produces the color thematic map. A color-coded legend

is digitally placed on the image and the positives output for color re-

construction. A black and white version of the final product is shown

in Figure 6.

Viewing such an image is visually stimulating and applicable to

planning in the broadest sense but useful data is obtained primarily

by aggregating data by some administrative district and printing a table

2
of values for each class.

1. Blackwell, Richard J., "The Trophic Classification of Lakes Using ERTS
Multispectral Scanner Data", Proceedings of the American Society of
Photograrnrnetry, Washington, D.C., March 9-14, 1975.

2. Bryant, ~.A. and Zobrist, A.L., "IBIS:
Based on Digital Image Processing and Image
of the LARS Symposium on Machine Processing
Lafayette, Indiana, June 29, 1976.

A Geographic Information System
Raster Datatype", Proceedings
of Remotely Sensed Data,
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A thematic land use map can be tabulated only after a number of

preparatory steps are performed (see right half of Figure 1). The first

step requires the selection of the administrative districts by which th~

land use will be aggregated and, more important procedurally, the form in

which the boundaries will be provided. If the boundary lines are supplied

only on a map, for example, additional steps must be performed. Control

points must be located, the boundary lines digitized onto tape, and

finally output as Landsat row and column positions. Boundaries supplied

on tape (such as the Census Bureau Urban Atlas File tapes of census tracts)

are already digitized, thereby allowing immediate execution of subsequent

steps after an initial logging procedure.

Following tape copying or digitizing steps, the lines are digitally

output (scribed) onto a blank image. This task is performed, in the case

of tape input, by converting the unit of measure in which the tape was

digitized (latitude and longitude for Urban Atlas File tapes) to the line

and sample coordinates of the Landsat image. Inputing control points

from a map featuring the unit of measure used for the tape file and

identical ones on the image into a conversion routine produces an accurate

transformation. This image is then inspected closely for digitizing

errors, such as missing lines, gaps left between lines, or errant lines

that do not represent actual boundaries. Photographic enlargements aid

the analyst in finding the line and sample coordinates of these errors.

Alterations to the digitized data or in software parameters used for

reading the input tape finally produce an image of boundary lines ready

for overlaying onto the Landsat image. Upon digitally summing the boundary

line image and the Landsat image, the technician can view the overall
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registration quality. Registration within 50 (fifty) pixels of the

accurate location is usually sufficient at this point in the process.

Cross misn>gistration requires rechecking control point nnmb('rs or

shifting the starting line and sample of the boundary line image.

The precise registration of the boundaries requires the use of

additional control points and application of a continuous surface fitting

algorithm. with an enlargement of the image of the boundaries overlaid

onto the Landsat frame, corresponding points of the district lines and

on the Landsat frame can be located and marked. When a collection of

such points is found throughout the image, their row and column coordi

nates are listed as well as the differences between the present and the

correct coord~nates. After placing the points in a proper format, a

computer routine readjusts the boundaries to fit as precisely as the

digitizing accuracy allows. Occasinnally the digitizing is inexact,

or areas of digitizing are skewed in relation to the entire file. In

this case, another set of points must be determined and the routine

executed again in order to bring the lines into proper registration.

If any administrative districts are so small that the ratio of

border to interior pixels is unacceptable, the area on the Landsat

frame that includes such areas is digitally enlarged by repeating pixels

in both the row and column direction three or more times. The district

boundaries are again overlaid on the image, but now the area within

each district has increased while the district boundary lines remain

only one pixel wide. The Dayton case did not require such an expansion.

The boundary lines, once adequately registered, are then processed by a

routine that fills holes left due largely to double-digitizing. Each

district is then encoded with a unique digital value, and the border
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lines are randomly assigned to the adjoining districts. An image dis

playing the different regions in four or five shades of grey is created

(Figure 7).

At this point the classification map image and the uniquely en

coded geo-reference image, both registered to the Landsat image, can

be interfaced.

A computer routine digitally overlays both images row by row and

outputs histograms of data representing the number of pixels of each

class in each administrative district. The columns are then sorted,

aggregated, and transferred in accordance with the user's specifications

and new columns listing area (in acres, etc.) and calculating percentages

of each land use are created. After the uniquely encoded areas are

properly labeled by their district names, a tabulation of land use

by administrative district is produced. A page from the Dayton tabula

tion is offered in Figure 8.
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Change Detection

In monitoring the change in the uses of land over time, a few steps

are required in addition to those performed for the creation of one

point-in-time land usernaps and tabulations. These steps can be cate

gorized under the topics of registration, differencing, classification

and tabulation.

The span of time over which the change of land use is to be

monitored must first be decided. A LANDSAT overflight including the

geographic area of interest must then be obtained, attempting to

choose a date as close as possible to an anniversary date of the

initial classified imagery. This is done to minimize the spectral

difference of the two images resulting only from seasonal changes and

sun angle difference. The LANDSAT tapes are received, and the immediate

study area is extracted to include at least as much area as that of the

initial date. An enhancing contrast stretch is executed to reveal

common features in the imagery for both dates. Line and sample coor

dinates of identical locations in the two images are determined inter

actively using a correlation routine which searches for spectrally

similar features. The coordinate numbers are then entered into a rubber

sheet geometric rectification routine which will draw the second image

into pixel-by-pixel registration with the early date. This pixel

alignment is then tested by differencing the original early date imagery

from the rectified late date imagery. Any misregistration is revealed

as sharp edges that emerge from an otherwise gray picture.

Once the two images are adequately registered, the procedures of

determining the geographic areas of change are initiated. It has been
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found best to compute first the ratio of band 5 to band 7 of the LANDSAT

MSS for each date. The early date ratio is then subtracted from the

last date ratio and a constant value added. The difference is enhanced

by allowing it to conform to a Gaussian distribution. Finally, from

accompanying statistics, points on either side of the mean are computed

that lie two standard deviations from the mean. All areas outside of

these points on the distribution are the areas in which change has

occurred between the two dates. These areas show up as black on Figure 9

an August 1972 to September 1975 change detection image for the Houston,

Texas SMSA.

The creation of a late date classification is simplified by using

the change detection procedures just described. Only those areas that

show change are digitally extracted from the second image and classified.

Since the remaining areas by definition did not change, the early date

classified data for unchanged areas can be added to the late date

classified data in changed areas to obtain a complete second date

classification.

From the revised classification, a tabulation, such as performed

for the early date, can likewise display land use statistics by admini

strative district for the second date. To obtain a comparison between

early and late date statistics, a composite tabulation will reveal

general land use changes. But if the specific nature of the change

(e.g., how many acres changed from rural to urban) is important, another

series or steps must be instituted. First, the land use classes are

aggregated into rural/urban dichotomies and then entered into a routine

which permits comparison of individual pixel values. Using polygon
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overlay routines on the now classified change detection image and the

geo-reference image of neighborhoods, a tabulation and image notes the

dynamics of the changes that occurred between the two dates in question

Figure 10).

In general, the MILUS batch processing procedure is time consuming.

Work is progressing on the conversion of nearly all of the steps, pre

sently done in batch mode, to interactive processing. This improvement

would reduce the overall time involved in editing and registering of

data sets from several months to a matter of weeks. With improved

satellite resolution projected for the 1980's and interactive data

handling capabilities based upon the procedures presented here, timely

cost-effective updates of land use files can become a reality.
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Section 13

CONCLUSION

One of our initial uncertainties hinged on the question of generality.

Could we build a single model that would work equally well in all six

cities, or would we be forced to develop six different models? The signifi-

cance of the question goes far beyond modeling technique. At issue is

the cause of variation from city to city.

We know that cities differ.
l

Do they differ because the people in

them behave differently or do they differ because of differing circumstances

from one place to the next? It is an important question from a scientific

standpoint. If we cannot assume constant behavior -- if people follow

different rules in different places -- then our task of understanding how

citip.!; change will indeed bea frustrating one. The answer has practical

implications as well. Uniform behavior would mean uniform response to

federal and state programs, after controlling for variations in circumstances.

Based on the information we have gathered thus far, we feel that

behavior is remarkably similar across cities and regions. Our interview

results show little variation among Houston, Dayton, and Rochester after

controlling for differences in climate, topography, and so forth. Our

single model now runs with similar accuracy in all six cities. Variations

from city to city can be handled through straight-forward adjustments in

parameters.

1. For ample evidence on this point, see Coleman and Parsons, City Selection
for the Joint Center Study of Neighborhood Evolution and Decline (Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT-Harvard Joint Center for Urban Studies, 1975).
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By implication, we have come to the conclusion that tilt' Cl~nsidt.'Ll1'1,'

variation in urban form from place to place is largely a fUllction of the

historical development of the city, its climate, and its topography. The

kinds of structures, people, and jobs, and their spatial relationships

to one another, depend to a great extent on when in the past the city experi

enced its most rapid period of growth. Was the city built during the in

dustrial revolution and filled by immigrants from Ellis Island? Was it

built on an expanding railraod or canal and filled by western-bound mi

grants? Did much of its growth take place after the invention of the auto

mobile and the highway? Was its growth influenced by the strong flow from

south to north before, during, and after World War II? These things,

rather than differences in the behavior of groups of people today, ex-

plain much of the variation from place to place. Today's rules are more

or less the same; variations in outcome are caused mainly by variations

in the environment in which the rules are being followed.

In retrospect, it would be surprising if this were not the case. Most

people absorb the same information through the same media, drive the same

kinds of automobiles on the same kinds of highways, borrow money from the

same capital market at the same rate, consume the same goods at the same

prices, receive an education from the same basic textbooks, and hire a labor

force from a highly mobile labor pool. Great variations in decision rules,

should not be expected under these circumstances.

As the design of our model has progressed, we have capitalized on the

generalizability of behavior and the uniqueness of circumstances by placing

all the circumstances in datasets outside of the structure of the model and

basing the model's internal workings on the more general behavioral decision

rules. By so doing, we can move from city to city without changing the
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model's structure. All that a new user must do is fill in the "circumstan

tial boxes" on the outside to specify the configuration of his or her city.

The internal structure remains unchanged.

As indicated in Section 12, our first major job in the months ahead

is to identify more of the unique circumstances that have a strong influence

on outcomes in 4 or 5 percent of the neighborhoods -in most regions. The

model must have information about special land holdings, flood plains,

sewage restrictions, large rivers and mountains, and so forth before it

can simulate neighborhoods where such things exist.

Another thrust in the future will be in the area of current validation.

We plan to work extensively with satellite data, Polk data, and data from
/

the Dun and Bradstreet file as well as locally generated sources, to vali-

date the model through the present on all fronts, and to develop the capa

bility to move beyond the 1980 census after it is compiled.

As the model takes even greater account of local anomalies and demon

strates its robustness through extensive validation tests, we will be

putting it to work evaluating policies and translating results into decision

making terms for local planners and administrators. In the area of pro-

gram testing, we will be examining strategies of rehabilitation, demolition,

job creation, and restricted land development.

Plans are already underway to translate model results into terms of

direct relevance to public officials. For example, we will estimate the

line items in a city budget based on neighborhood change, changes in federal

and state revenue sources, and actions taken by the mayor to control costs.

We will estimate the likely incidence of fire, and evaluate steps that

might be taken to prevent it. We will predict school enrollments by grade

and school system. We wili anticipate fare revenues in a public transit
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system. We will estimate the likely demand for health services, by type of

service and neighborhood. We have already developed and tested such "trans-

lators," as we call them, for estimating energy consumption by fuel source

and use, and for pred ictinq bank d,'l'w; j 1::; and demand for mortqalJl' crt'oj t .

Once developed for one city, a translator may be used (after suitable re-

calibration) in any other because the inputs (the model's outputs) are the

same everywhere. Only the local circumstances vary.

During all of this application and testing, we will constantly be

evaluating and gradually be modifying the Community Analysis Model's internal

workings. While the present version runs accurately enough for many purposes,

it is still far from perfect. As we clean up the remaining local anomalies,

we will be able to see more clearly where and why the behavioral decision

rules are not defined sharply enough. If the future is anything like the

p~t, the insights gained through this process should lead to an improved

/
~et of rules, a better theory, and eventually another generation of CAM.

Model building in the CAM tradition is a learning process, not the produc-

tion of a "canned" item. The model never sits still. It evolves with our

understanding of the decision rules and the information flow that drives

them. The basic framework is now in place and we are in a good position to

build on it in the future.
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